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M;m was earth, a vessel, an eyelid of quivering mud, a
Bfaape in clay,

A < aribbean jar, a Chibcha stone,

An imperial goblet, an Araucanian flint.

Tender and bloodthirsty he was, but on the hilt of his

weapon of damp crystal

The initials of Earth were inscribed.

Pablo Neruda, Canto General

1

Tne Origins of Mankind

One evening in the late summer of 1856, a team of
workmen were enlarging a stone quarry in the Neander
valley near Diisseldorf. As they were clearing away
tne layers of fine clay to get to the calcareous stratum
beneath, they came across a pile of bones.
No one paid much attention to this: such finds were

common enough, and the bones might have finished on
a dungheap if the quarry's owner, Pieper by name, had
not been present when they were discovered. Among
Pieper's acquaintances was Professor Karl Fuhlrott, a
secondary school teacher whose favourite leisure pur-
suit was looking for bones, from which he discerned
strange tales of men who had lived in prehistoric ages.
Seeing the splintered relics, Pieper thought of his
tnend; he had them put aside and sent them, a few
days later, to swell the professor's coUection.

This time it was three years before the latter came
out with his "story"; but when he did so, in the form
ol a modest essay, the Neanderthal bones caused an
outcry rn the scientific world, since he claimed that the
bones were neither more nor less than the fossilized
remains of a primitive type of man.
Some scholars were much impressed by Fuhlrott's

theory, but the majority rejected it as absurd. This is
Hardly surprising, since practically nothing was known

1



3 TIMELESS EARTH

at that time of Darwin's view that the most complicated

forms of animal and vegetable life had evolved from

simple beginnings. Some believed that the bones must

be those of a Celtic or Germanic warrior; others sug-

gested that they were the remains of a Cossack who
had fought in the campaigns of 1813-14 (and the up-

holders of this theory claimed that they could detect

the marks of bayonet wounds), while others held that

they were the bones of a deformed idiot.

Like many another pioneer of science, Professor

Fuhlrott was regarded throughout his life as an amateur

with a too vivid imagination. A few years after his

death, however, he was triumphantly vindicated: re-

mains closely similar to those of "Neanderthal man"
were discovered first in a cave at Spy in Belgium and

later in France, Spain, Italy and Belgium again. Finally

a number of Neanderthal skeletons were unearthed, to-

gether with other bones, in a cave at Krapina in Yugo-
slavia, between Maribor and Zagreb.

The discoveries were a triumph for Darwin's theory.

In the first years of the twentieth century scholars no

longer argued whether Neanderthal man was a repre-

sentative of primitive humanity; the only point in dis-

pute was where exactly he belonged in the story of

evolution. As one find succeeded another, scientists felt

able to paint a broad picture of the series of transfor-

mations which, they believed, led from the deformed

ape of remote prehistoric times to the final appearance

of homo sapiens. The gallery of our ancestors was en-

larged to comprise an imposing collection of monsters,

beginning with the Pithecanthropus of Java who was

thought to have lived about a million years ago. Then

came the Peking Sinanthropus (from 1 million to

430,000 years ago), followed by Heidelberg man
(430,000 to 240,000 years ago) and finally Neander-

thal man, who supposedly lived between 240,000 and

140,000 years ago.

Can we safely accept this picture? The anthropolo-

gists, almost without exception, say that it is the true

one, and give short shrift to doubters whom they re-
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gard as short-sighted conservatives or slaves of religious

prejudice. True, in the 1930s some confusion was

caused by the discovery in South Africa of the remains

of an ape-man with completely different characteristics

from those of the other known specimens of primitive

humanity. But exceptions of this kind are usually

glossed over as merely presenting a chronological prob-

lem, whereas in fact they ought to give ground for

more serious reflection.

With the best of good will, we find it hard to under-

stand how the prevailing theory has been accepted so

lightly. Scholars of the greatest repute have upheld as

a dogma what is no more than a vague and shaky

hypothesis, and have constructed a whole history of

human kind out of a few heaps of bones discovered in

different parts of the world, without being able to point

to any genuine links between them.

It would be easy to enumerate a host of questions

and doubts concerning the bizarre theory of human
origins which official science has accepted as holy writ.

We do not wish to dwell on these unduly, but would

only point out one fact. The cranial capacity of one of

our supposed ancestors was about 600-700 cubic centi-

metres, whereas that of homo sapiens is between 1,500

and 1,600. How is it that no one has unearthed any

"missing links" in the form of skulls capable of con-

taining, say, 800, 900, 1,000, 1,200 or 1,300 cubic

centimetres of grey matter? Since the owners of these

skulls are supposed to have lived in relatively recent

times, it should be easier to find their remains than

those of Sinanthropus or Pithecanthropus.

li the high priests of anthropology, after laughing

Fuhlrott to scorn, had not then rushed to embrace his

theories, we should not now have to call in question

what appeared, only a few years ago, to be unshakeable

conclusions. There was in fact some reason to doubt

the official view as far back as the time of the Krapina

excavations: among the twenty-odd individuals whose

bones were found there, the majority were certainly of

the Neanderthal type, but others were so slender and
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graceful that they clearly belonged to quite a different

species.

One of the few scholars who expressed any doubt

on this score was Professor Klaatsch of Breslau, an

anthropologist who suggested that the remains found

at Krapina represented two races which had coexisted

there in prehistoric times. He was not far from the

truth, for there is now good reason to think that

Krapina was the scene of a cannibal feast at which

Neanderthal men devoured the flesh of their victims.

This habit is attested by a skull found at Monte Circeo,

which was evidently cut open with a chisel-like object

in order to scoop out the brains.

Altogether there was plenty of reason to doubt the

accepted view of human evolution; but, as Life maga-

zine later wrote, anthropologists are not generally hos-

pitable to new discoveries that conflict with existing

theories^

Living pre-history

Although common sense was not strong enough to dis-

lodge orthodox evolutionists from their untenable posi-

tions, certain facts came to light which obliged them

to give ground.

Over thirty years ago Professor Leakey discovered

at Kanan in Kenya, not far from Lake Victoria, a jaw-

bone closely resembling that of homo sapiens, and soon

afterwards he found, at Kanjera, two skulls which the

jaw-bone might well have fitted. These finds were less

ancient than the first discovery, but were nevertheless

400,000 years old. Sceptics who disbelieved in their

antiquity were not lacking: they might still be heard

from today if it were not for the fact that, in 1952,

the anthropologist Carleton Coon and the geologist

Louis Dupree discovered in some caves at Hotu in

Persia the skulls of three indisputably human creatures

who lived over 100,000 years ago.

This was discomforting enough for those scientists

who insisted that homo sapiens could not date back
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further than a mere 50,000 years. But they were still

further disconcerted when the American Ralph Solecki

found in a cave at Shanidar in Iraq the remains of a

Neanderthal man who had lived 45,000 years ago,

when, according to the "classic" evolutionists, he ought

already to have evolved into homo sapiens.

Then, by way of climax, Neanderthal man made a

flesh-and-blood appearance in Morocco, was photo-

graphed by Professor Marcel Hornet and mumbled in

his own language something that might be freely trans-

lated thus: "Here I am, then, alive and well, though

not perhaps very handsome. I am pre-history personi-

fied: I live in the same state as my grandpapa at

Diisseldorf ; I go about naked, I use clumsy tools made

of wood or stone, and my vocabulary consists of a few

dozen assorted grunts. Alas, I have not evolved in the

very least: my species was born, you tell me, 240,000

years ago, a good while later than your kinsmen of

Kanan and Kanjera, and it will die with me and my
fellow-Neanderthalians who have managed, goodness

knows how, to scrape along in northwestern Africa up

to the present time."

Finally, at the Rome conference on pre-history in

1962, the German archaeologist Walter Matthes pre-

sented some of the 500 stone figurines of men and ani-

mals which he had excavated on the banks of the Elbe

near Hamburg. These are at least 200,000 years old

and are certainly the most ancient works of their kind

in the world; and, as the record of the conference

duly notes, the features of the human faces in these

carvings are those of homo sapiens, the most evolved

and intelligent form of the human race.

Nowadays the majority of scientists are taking a dif-

ferent tack and are inclined to classify the Neanderthal

creature as a type of gorilla: they believe also that, if

mankind and the monkeys do share a common origin,

it must have been many millions of years ago.

Professor Johannes Hurzeler has stated that "There

is not one possibility in a thousand that men are de-

scended from monkeys". His opinion as an anthropolo-
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gist is worthy of respect: it was he who, in 1958, pro-

nounced judgement on the skeleton dug up in 1872 at

Baccinello near Grosseto in Tuscany. These bones were

thought at the time to be those of a vanished species

of tailed monkey, but they proved to be the remains of

Oreopithecus, a pre-hominid which lived about 10

million years ago. According to the latest scientific

opinion, while this creature presents some "human"

characteristics it cannot be regarded as an ancestor of

ours. This tends to confirm the existence of collateral

branches of the species, among which we must rank

the so-called "men" of Java, Peking, Heidelberg and

so forth. These are henceforth to be regarded as repre-

sentatives of the monkey tribe which share some com-

mon features with us (as indeed do many extant species,

including the proboscis monkey of Borneo) but are not,

properly speaking, part of our family tree.

No doubt many of our cousins attempted, in the

course of ages, to raise themselves above the animal

level and to create artefacts of wood and stone. Ac-

cording to those scholars who have shaken off the dead

weight of classic theory and endeavoured to reconsti-

tute, in its broad lines, the story of more or less rational

species of bipeds, it was the Australopithecines, many

of whose remains have been found in South Africa,

that first began, two million years ago, to make use of

hunting weapons such as stones, clubs and pointed

sticks; some experts, from examination of their skulls,

believe that they possessed a rudimentary form of lan-

guage.

As regards huntsmen in the dawn of pre-history, we

may recall the chance discovery by Professor Leakey's

son Richard, at Olduvai Gorge in Tanganyika, of huge

animal bones, including the skull of a large ram with

its frontal bones smashed in. The implements of the

chase were found close by: beside the animal's right

horn was an axe made of crocodile's teeth, and beside

the left one a large stone which had evidently been

hurled from a sling. These finds were about half a

L
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million years old, so that at that period there were

already creatures in Africa who possessed effective

hunting equipment. Yet, according to the classic evolu-

tionists, it was not until about 30,000 years ago that

our ancestors were capable of fashioning weapons of

this kind.

The ancient inhabitants of Tanganyika may have

come into contact with a race of honiinids who lived

somewhat further north, in Kenya, and who were

skilled workers in stone 700,000 years ago: their dis-

coverer, the American geologist Carter, actually be-

lieves that these dwarfish but enterprising creatures

traveled as far as his own continent. This would be

inconceivable if African geography were the same as it

is today, but Carter explains his theory as follows.

"In the Pleistocene period, which began 700,000

years ago, the world went through an ice age. Huge
glaciers covered millions of square miles of the earth

to a depth, in places, of over 1,600 feet. This must have

been due in part to a tremendous fall of snow, originat-

ing in sea-water. The level of the sea would thus have

been some 300 feet lower than it is now, and this

would transform the face of the earth. Britain became
part of the European continent, Florida was twice its

present area, the South Sea Islands were joined to Asia

and the mainland extended nearly as far as Australia;

the Bering Sea disappeared and Siberia was joined to

Alaska. The ice age also made a great difference to the

African climate: the deserts turned into fertile plains

across which the Kenya hominids were able to migrate."

Pithecanthropus and Sinanthropus must also have

used crude implements of wood and stone; and it is

interesting that some American and Soviet scholars be-

lieve that the yeti or "abominable snowman" (of whom
(hero are apparently at least two species) is none other

than a type of Sinanthropus (Peking man) which has

survived in the inaccessible Himalayas and perhaps also

in central Asia. A yeti with a bow and arrows was seen

in 1913 by the British explorer H. Knight; during the
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1961 expeditions the American professors Dhyrenfurth >

and Russel discovered beds of a primitive type in caves 3

which the yeti were supposed to inhabit, while Soviet I

anthropologists deduced from their observations that I

the "monster" used some hard implement to dig for
roots in the frozen ground and to cut steps in the ice.

There is no reason why this should seem fanciful if
J

we recall that the last Neanderthal men, in Africa, live 1

at the same level, half-way between man and beast, to I

which their limited brain capacity restricts them.

Dinosaur hunters

At this point we may ask ourselves what theory can be
put forward instead of the discredited classic doctrine

of evolution. The only scholar who tries to offer us a
\

coherent alternative picture is Professor Carleton Coon,
who until 1963 held the chair of anthropology at the I

University of Pennsylvania. In his monumental Origin

of Races (1962) he tells us that the human race does

not descend from a single ancestor but represents vari-

ous types of homo erectus, species of primates which !

evolved independently of one another at different times

and in different parts of the world. Homo sapiens is

thus not the name of a single species, but a term de-

noting the stage at which each of the five main races

developed from ape-men into human beings.

According to Coon, this took place about 250,000

years ago in the case of the Mongoloids (peoples of J

East Asia, Polynesians, Amerindians, Chinese etc.) and
|

Caucasoids (inhabiting Europe, North Africa and much
j

of western and central Asia), but much later as regards
j

the Congoloids (black Africans), Capoids (Hottentots,
\

Bushmen) and Australoids (Australian aboriginals,
|

Asiatic pygmies, Melanesians and Papuans) : some of

these, in fact, have evolved in quite recent times from ]

homo erectus into homo sapiens.

Coon's theory is plausible in many respects, but it is
j

hard to accept his dates even approximately, since we
j
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have seen that creatures definable as homo sapiens
existed in Africa half a million years ago, and indeed
there is evidence to justify pushing this date still further
buck.

Only a short while ago, official scientists rejected as
I childish fantasy the idea that human beings once
fought with "dragons of the prime", since they main-
tained that prehistoric monsters had died out long be-
fore the first men existed. But for the past few decades
this view has suffered one blow after another with the
dJicovery, especially in southern America, of graffiti

and fossil remains which tell a very different story. We
Deed mention here only the excavations at Lagoa Santa
and elsewhere in the Brazilian state of Minas Gerais,
Which have brought to light human skeletons buried
nuclei- (he bones of the toxodon (an ungulate creature
abouf (

> feet long), the megatherium (a huge American
tardigrade measuring some 20 feet) and the dinosaur.
Wc ;ire left with the question, as yet unanswered:

when did true man, essentially similar to ourselves, first

make his appearance upon earth? All we can say in
reply is that the human race is an extremely ancient
one. In (he canyon of Santa Maria, in the Brazilian
highlands, traces have been found of trogolodytes who
lived about a million years ago: these were people who
Uied stone clubs and flint-tipped arrows, bred live-

Itock, probably tilled the soil, and embalmed their
dead, whom they buried in jute sarcophaguses.

According to orthodox science, the first groups of
European cave-dwellers came into existence about
200,000 years ago. But even if Professor Matthes' dis-

OOVery, together with much other evidence, suggests
that (his figure should be increased by several millennia,
we are still faced with an enigma: how is it that the
American primitives, who seemed to have advanced
quite a way towards civilization, did not develop any
I in (her in the course of a million years?

The answer must be that this is quite inconceivable.
A ml the only explanation, therefore, is that the earth
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must have passed through more than one "prehistoric"

period—that in some nameless, distant past mankind

must have ascended a long way up the ladder of civili-

zation, only to relapse into chaos and barbarism.

2

Cosmic Catastrophes

WHAT force can it have been that wiped out flourishing

• Ivlll/.utions at a single blow, decimating the popula-

tion <»l the globe and condemning the survivors to take

k luj-t- in caves out of which their ancestors had pain-

lull v struggled thousands of years before? Clearly the

i fcUM must have been some fearful cataclysm affecting

iIk whole of our planet.

There is much evidence that catastrophes on this

K lie did in fact occur. We may instance the discovery

<>i Che remains of mammoths throughout Siberia and

Bl New Siberian Islands. The first discovery of a per-

il « 1 1 v preserved mammoth was made in 1797 by a

Cossack, who unfortunately fed it to his sleigh-dogs;

however, it would not have been of great value to

m knee at that period. Those who found specimens in

l'ii* i years treated them with more care, and as the

Itite of knowledge progressed it became possible to

ajyi an accurate description of this prehistoric beast.

However, according to the U.S. scientist, Charles H.

Hapgood, "although complete carcases and skeletons

arc sometimes found, the remains usually look as if

tin- v had been torn about by some gigantic force. In

lOme places there are heaps of bones as high as a small

lull, the remains of mammoths being interspersed with

those of horses, antelopes, bison, huge felines and other

11
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smaller animals. These mysterious cemeteries have beerti

known to man for ages past, and mammoth tusks up!
to 10 feet long have been objects of Asiatic trade forj

centuries if not millennia. Between 1880 and 1900l
about ten million pairs of

r
tusks were found in Siberia,!

and the supply still seems far from exhausted.

"In 1901 a sensation was caused by the discovery ofl

a complete mammoth carcase near the Berezovka riverJ
as this animal seemed to have died of cold in mid- v

summer. The contents of its stomach were well pre-'J

served and included buttercups and flowering wild
j

beans: this meant that they must have been swallowed

about the end of July or beginning of August. The
creature had died so suddenly that it still held in its

jaws a mouthful of grasses and flowers. It had clearly

been caught up by a tremendous force and hurled

several miles from its pasture-ground. The pelvis and

one leg were fractured—the huge animal had been':

knocked to its knees and had then frozen to death, at

what is normally the hottest time of the year."

Today, as we know, the Siberian tundra is a desolate

expanse with a winter temperature lower than the

North Pole: the annual mean is 16 degrees below zero

Centigrade, with a maximum of 15 above zero in July

and a lower limit of 49 degrees below (Fahrenheit 56

degrees below) in January. The mammoth could not :

possibly have lived in such a climate: examination of
its remains has shown that, contrary to what many still

believe, it was accustomed to living in a temperate

zone, like the horse, the bison, the tiger, the antelope

and other mammals which were involved in the same

general destruction. The foodstuffs found in the stom-

achs of these great proboscidea make it clear that

Siberia in their day was a mild region of luxuriant vege-

tation.

We must conclude, therefore, that the whole mam-

moth species was killed off in an instantaneous tragedy,

and that, immediately afterwards, large numbers of

.mammoth carcases were immured in an icy sepulchre,

failing which their bodies would have decayed. The
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• ii.. ( ill ill is catastrophe was to bring about an Arctic

I Dm it< iliMinghout Siberia, and in other parts of the

,
I..I.. us wi ll. It is still the general opinion that what

wi> now call Antarctica was embedded for millions of

\< kin wiilcr ice layers of more than a mile thick; but
Ail .il Byrd's expedition in 1946-7 produced evi-

.d in i nl ii 1 1 liferent kind, which was at first neglected

Imi .I uved support from research undertaken during

m International Geophysical Year. American scien-

dum Dihed up from the bed of the Antarctic Ocean
i

us of a muddy sediment which showed that in

irntivcly recent times Antarctic rivers had borne

down in (he sea the alluvial products of an ice-free

Ii 1 1 id. iv This was apparently the case ten or twelve
1 1 mind years ago, i.e. just before the time when the

iimoth suddenly became extinct; and there is much
li i 'Hi lo ihink that it was one and the same cataclysm

It 1 1
ii brought about a total change of climate in the

Antarctic and in Siberia.

A cocoon of dust

'
' geologists believe that the phenomenon which

i m i ll ihe mammoth to become extinct must have
lin n similar, though on a much smaller scale, to those

which precipitated the ice ages of the remoter past.

We <lo not in fact know the cause of the terrible,

rrcnl glaciation which covered the whole earth with

I
thick blanket of ice. Of the hundreds of theories,

nun h the most likely is that a series of volcanic erap-

Uons wrapped the earth in a cloud of dust so thick that

ii" •.un's rays could not penetrate it. This is not so far-

! i' bed as it may sound. The explosion at ground level

• 'I i single hydrogen bomb stirs up a thousand million

tonl <>l earth which, in the form of minute grains of

tfunt, is whirled up to a height of between 45 and 60

mllcN. Before these particles can fall back to earth again

ne swept along by great winds which disperse them
inn enormous areas. While still in the air they con-

i iii nie a kind of filter which impedes much of the sun's
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light and leads to sharp falls of temperature on the earth

below.

We may also remember two famous volcanic erup-

tions of the past century. On 27 August 1883 the

mountain of Rakata on Krakatau Island in the Sunda
Strait erupted, hurling a cloud of ashes into the strato-

sphere. As these descended through the upper air they

produced amazing visual effects: the sun and moon ap
peared in varying hues of purple, blue and green, an
at sunset the earth was iUuminated far and wide by
fairy-like rays of pink and gold. But the fanners of the

world paid dearly for this spectacle, and for three

years or more, in almost every country, the normal
amount of solar radiation was reduced by 15 per cent.

Again, when Mount Katmai in the Alaska Peninsula

erupted on 8 June 1912, temperature falls of 10-12

degrees Centigrade were recorded as far away as Al-

geria. According to the meteorologist W. Humphreys,
the effect of the eruption was, for a considerable time,

to diminish by one-fifth the amount of heat received by
the earth from the sun.

For the catastrophe to have brought about a perma-

nent change in the climate of huge areas, dozens of

volcanoes must have erupted simultaneously. As Hap-
good says, "storms capable of producing a 40-foot

depth of snow or 40 successive days of rain are per-

fectly easy to imagine if we think of clouds of volcanic

dust being cast into the air, cutting off the sun's radi-

ance and chilling the atmosphere. A snowfall of this

kind could kill animals over a vast area, freezing the

corpses and covering them with a mantle of snow that

would not melt in the following summer, but would in-

crease in depth each winter".

In the American scholar's opinion, this fearful series

of eruptions must have been caused by movements of

the earth's land surface. According to Alfred Wegener
the continents were originally formed by the disruption

of a single primitive mass; parts of this began to move
in different directions, sliding over lower strata which

did not change their position. Hapgood appears to take

COSMIC CATASTROPHES is

llir view that a series of similar displacements occurred
»!>oul Icn thousand years ago, as a result of which
Amorlcu moved south, whle Siberia and Antarctica,

Which were formerly situated in temperate latitudes,

me (he coldest parts of the globe. Wegener, on the

ill hi i hand, believes that the break-up of the land mass
i irlod lo take place some 250 million years ago, and

Ihiii the continents have occupied their present posi-

for about a million years. We are not bound to
ii 1

1
i'i I (lis view, but it seems plausible enough. It is

mui 1
1
harder, however, to accept Hapgood's theory,

* i < 1 • 1
1 >». lo which the displacement of America, Si-

lo i In and Antarctica took place within a relatively short
mmi. so short, in fact, that it would have produced
Ini in< ire drastic convulsions than those he postulates

—

l 'in wi ni on for long enough to produce a continuous
i of volcanic and seismic convulsions. These might

well have destroyed every form of life on our planet,

but in any case they would have enveloped the earth
In a cocoon of thick dust, with the result that every
1 ' of its surface would have been plunged into a
tinier lusting many centuries. Not only mammoths, but
"II higher organisms of the animal and vegetable world
Would hnve succumbed to this catastrophe.

In actual fact, however, although the fearful offen-

llvi of "General Cold" was sufficient to devastate

llbi mi and Antarctica, it was not of long duration in

Hb< reit of the world; for reasons we shall try to explain
l ii' i

,
ii even led to a considerable rise in the tempera-

ture of liurope and America.

Encounters in space

< 'nmlnp about for other explanations of the apocalyptic

ivents which ushered in the successive ice ages that

BIVi incurred on earth, we can only suppose that they
urn i have had extraterrestrial causes.

M Ii easy to understand that, in the very distant past,

Hi' earth's crust was thin enough for the seething

tniigma helow to burst forth in violent eruptions; but
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it is hard to believe that an outburst of volcanic activity

on a global scale could have happened spontaneously

in later eras which are much closer to us from the

geological point of view. Such an event could only be
due to some external cause.

What can this cause have been? Without wishing to

trespass into the realm of science fiction, we can only

suggest that the cataclysm must have been due to some
heavenly body colliding with the earth's surface. We
may think of asteroids drawn from their orbit by unusual

planetary conjunctions, enormous meteors from outer

space, or previous satellites of the earth itself.

This hypothesis is consistent with the movement of

the Arctic and Antarctic zones, which seems to have

occurred more than once in the history of our planet.

There are echoes of it in old Egyptian documents, in

the Hermitage, Ipuwer and Harris papyri: the last-

named speaks of a catastrophe following which "south

became north . . . and the earth turned round upon
itself". Herodotus, moreover, tells us that according to

the priests of Thebes (Luxor), "twice in past ages the

sun used to rise in a different quarter from where it

rises now, and twice it was wont to set in the east

instead of the west".

Scientific evidence is not lacking: according to

Kreichgrauer, during the fossil coal era the North Pole

was situated somewhere near Hawaii, while in later

times it was at Lake Chad in Africa. The fact that this

great reservoir of water possesses neither tributaries

nor outiets proves, according to some American geolo-

gists, that it was formed by the melting of an enormous

glacier.

Such extraordinary displacements may indeed have

been caused by the violent eruption of many volcanoes,

occurring more or less simultaneously around the globe.

We may picture the effect by thinking of a firework

which spins about and plunges as explosions take place

successively on different parts of its surface.

A German geologist has reconstructed the effect of

such a catastrophe as follows:
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"To the north-west, a dazzling white streak of gas,

some 1,200 or 1,500 miles long, shot up in a great

arc across the sky. Silently and with Hghtning speed it

approached, becoming wider and wider, and engulfed

i he earth like a huge serpent, while great conflagra-

tions broke out on either side of it. Then death de-

scended on the earth from outer space, in the form of

I planetoid wrenched from its orbit. While still some
distance from our planet, this body broke into two
pails: both of them fell into the Atiantic with such

terrific force that they burst through the earth's crust.

"With a roar, a fiery column rose into the sky, sweep-

tag up with it gas, ashes, lava, stones, and huge masses
of incandescent magma. Destruction raged over thou-

sands and thousands of miles; the ocean began to boil,

vast quantities of water turned into steam which, to-

gether with the dust and volcanic ash, condensed into

dark clouds that hid the sun. All the earth's volcanoes

erupted with appalling violence ..."

This, as we shall see later, is a description of the

catastrophe which extinguished the race of mammoths
—a cosmic collision which may be dated 11,000 years

ago, engulfing huge areas and raising harbour cities to

an altitude of 13,000 feet; among other geological

wonders, we owe to this event the creation of Niagara

Falls. Stupendous as it was, it did not in itself bring

on an ice age properly so called; but the resulting rains

and floods constituted the deluge about which we read

in Scripture.

Some scholars hold that the cause of the catastrophe

was an asteroid attracted into the earth's gravitational

field by an exceptional conjunction of the earth, the

moon and Venus. But, measured on a cosmic scale, it

was a disaster of quite modest proportions compared

to previous ones, including—as some scientists believe

—the collision of three previous satellites with the

earth, our present moon being the fourth of its kind.
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Roaming satellites

There are, as is well known, various theories of the

moon's origin. Many believe that it was not part of the

solar system but strayed in from a different part of

space and was captured by the earth's gravitational

field. As the Austrian Horbiger remarked, its composi-

tion is so different from that of the other members of

our system that we are forced to think of stars and
planets from unknown galactic regions.

The French author Denis Saurat, who, together with

H. S. Bellamy, has evolved a fascinating theory based

on Horbiger's investigations, writes in Atlantis and the

Giants: "The moon is not the first satellite to go round

the earth: each of the geological eras has had its own.

And these periods are sharply distinct one from the

other because at the end of each—and that is what

brought it to an end—its satellite crashed on the earth.

The moon travels round the earth not in a closed ellipse

but in a diminishing spiral, and this decreasing orbit

will in the end—some 15 million years 'hence, accord-

ing to Horbiger—cause it to crash in its turn. Thus a

primary moon has already crashed; and a secondary

moon and a tertiary moon."
This theory may be indirectly confirmed from the

work of Sir George Darwin, son of the great expounde

of evolution, who held that our present moon wa

doomed to disintegration. When the earth was created

he explains, it revolved on its axis once in every five

hours. As time went on it slowed down, owing partly

to the contrary pull of the tides which still affects its

motion today. The loss of speed is only one second

every 120,000 years, but the earth's motion through

space is also retarded, so that the distance between it

and the moon is continually increasing.

Fifty thousand million years from now the moon's

distance from the earth will be about 340,000 miles;

the earth's day will be equal to the month and to 47

of our present days. In this way the same face of the
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earth will always be turned towards the sun; the earth's

days and nights will be unbearably hot and cold respec-

tively, as the atmosphere will not suffice to protect it

from the solar rays during such a prolonged period, or

to store up enough daytime warmth to make the long

nights endurable.

Then, when the earth comes to rotate even more
slowly than the moon revolves round it, the pull of

the tides will start to operate in the opposite sense,

accelerating the earth's rotation. The moon will come
closer to earth again, and at a certain point it will

disintegrate. Some of the fragments will start spinning

round the earth like Saturn's rings, while a destructive

l ain of meteors will fall upon the earth's surface. Fear-

ful earthquakes and seaquakes will follow, volcanoes

will explode and vast areas will be engulfed by the sea.

At best only a few wretched groups of human beings

will survive, locked in a desperate struggle with such

animals as have escaped the worldwide disaster and
with monsters brought to birth by the altered environ-

mental conditions.

The period within which Darwin predicted the dis-

integration of our moon is naturally related to its mass,

its rate and direction of movement and its distance

from the earth. We know little of any previous moons,

but if they did exist, their end must have been more
or less similar to the description quoted above.

As Saurat observes, there is a dream that suggests

itself at one time or another to most people on earth:

that of the moon falling from the sky. The heavens

become blood-coloured, the stars tremble, the moon
begins to quiver; then it swells to giant size and rushes

towards the earth, which is shaken by a devastating

whirlwind. "This," Saurat continues, "is not a mere
fantasy or premonition but reflects ancestral memories,

transmitted unconsciously from generation to genera-

tion, in the same way as the account in the Book of

Revelation is inspired by what took place in the remote

past. The 'end of the world' has in fact already come
about in the manner described by Scripture: 'And lo,
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there was a great earthquake; and the sun became

black as sackcloth of hair, and the moon became as

blood; and the stars of heaven fell unto the earth, even

as a fig-tree casteth her untimely figs, when she is

shaken of a mighty wind. And the heaven departed as

a scroll when it is rolled together; and every mountain

and island were moved out of their places.'
"

Is all this mere surmise? It is difficult to believe so,

when myths, legends, sensational discoveries and rigor-

ous scientific argument all combine to present a similar

picture, full of uncertainty it is true, but agreeing in so

many exact details that it cannot be ignored.

3

The Age of Giants

Saurat and Bellamy put the question as to what is

likely to happen when a satellite comes closer and
closer to the earth. One effect is that the former's

r.iavitational pull will become relatively greater. The
inks will become stronger, thus flooding great conti-

nental areas, and, as a second consequence, human
beings and creatures in general will become taller. Ac-
cording to these two scientists, this is the only possible

explanation of the huge species of plants and animals

that have existed on earth, and of a race of men six-

teen feet tall. The increase of men's stature, and like-

wise of their intelligence, is also due, according to this

theory, to an increase in the intensity of cosmic rays.

There has been, and will continue to be, much ani-

niiited discussion on the nature and effect of these rays.

Years and years of experiment will be necessary before

linn conclusions can be reached. Professor Jakob
liugster, the greatest expert on the subject, has re-

marked that "Like other radiations, such as wireless

telegraphy, X-rays etc., cosmic rays may have two
types of effect: they may cause mutations, i.e. changes

in inherited characteristics, and also damage or altera-

lions in tissues."

If it is true that the earth has had moons that have
been destroyed, and if the result has been to increase

21
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the intensity with which human beings are bombarded!

by radioactive particles, this may certainly be a con-J

tributary cause of the phenomenon of gigantism. Tea

illustrate this we may recall the events of 1902 in the]

West Indian island of Martinique, when the eruption of]

Mont Pelee caused 20,000 deaths in the city of St.]

Pierre alone. Immediately before the disaster there apJ
peared above the crater of the volcano a dark purple!

cloud consisting of gases saturated with aqueous va|
pour. This grew to an immense size and spread oven
the whole island, whose population still had no ideal

what was about to happen. Suddenly a column of firej

shot up from the mountain to a height of 1,300 feet,]

setting the gaseous cloud ablaze; the latter, burning atj

a temperature of over 1,000 degrees Centigrade, ex-4

terminated the whole population except for one con-]

vict who was protected by the thick walls of his prison.]

The devastated city was not rebuilt, but life on the

island resumed sooner than could have been expected.]

Plants and animals returned to the scene, but all were!

of exceptional size: dogs, cats, tortoises, lizards and}

even insects were larger than had ever been known,*

and each generation grew bigger than the one before.

The French authorities established a research station

at the foot of the volcano, and after a short time it;

was ascertained that the vegetable and animal mutations;

were due to radiations from minerals which had been

thrown up by the explosion. These had their effect on
human beings too: the director of the research centre,

Dr. Jules Graveure, became two and a half inches

taller, and his assistant, Dr. Rouen, aged 59, grew by
about two inches.

Using cultures which had been sheltered from the

radiations it was possible to observe, for instance, that;

a shoot exposed to the rays grew three times faster*

than normally, and that an irradiated plant developed!

in six months as much as it would otherwise have]

done in two years. Fruit ripened much faster and ati

tained an extraordinary size, while cacti actually

doubled in volume. Lower animals showed the effect
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<>r (lie rays also. A type of poisonous lizard called copa,
which had previously measured up to eight inches in

Itngth, became a miniature dragon twenty inches long,

mid its bite, which had not always been fatal, was now
Blore deadly than a cobra's.

This curious phenomenon of abnormal growth was
no longer observed when the animals and plants in

question were removed from Martinique. On the island

Itielf, it turned out that the effect of radiation had
rouched its peak, and the "monsters" reverted to their

ordinary size.

\ meeting with King Kong

iome scientists who reject the idea of lunar catastro-

phes still agree that cosmic rays are the cause of

uljtnntism on earth, which has been clearly manifested
in i ho plant and animal species. During the first phase
<>l lis existence the sun must have poured forth a
Niu|undous volume of radiation on all its satellite

planets: even today, the intensity of radiation goes

band in hand with the occurrence of sun-storms.

In this case, however, gigantism must have been a
IV hi ure of life on earth from very early times, and not
only in the Triassic period (from about 185 million

years ago), which was that of the great prehistoric

Hurians. Cosmic rays, it is true, are filtered through
(In earth's atmosphere, which must have been much
'I' riser in early times. But it can hardly have been so

dense as to affect radiation greatly, since at the present

<l,iy rays of this type traverse the human body in in-

(
i edible quantities—some 650,000 to the minute; they

< Mi penetrate massive walls of lead, or sea water to a

d»pth of some 3,500 feet. The conclusion is, then, that

cosmic rays would not in themselves have sufficed to

create a race of giants, though they may certainly have
helped to do so. This is supported by the fact that

huge animals are known to have existed long after the

ili ippearance of the saurians and giant members of

I he vegetable kingdom.
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We have already mentioned the discoveries of Louis

Leakey, and we may recall that Ms son Richard, now
director of the National Museum of Kenya, was still

a youth when he helped to discover hominid remains

of extraordinary interest. He was climbing up the steep

face of Olduvai Gorge, near Lake Victoria, when he

stumbled and nearly lost his balance. Bending down,

he saw a large bone protruding from the soil, which i

was a mixture of sand and gravel. He dug it out of the

ground and found it to be a huge jawbone, with teeth

as big as a human finger.

Young Leakey at this time was still a student with

no special scientific knowledge, but he understood

enough to run and tell his father of the discovery.

When the latter came on the scene he had one of the

greatest surprises of his career. The mandible was that

of a huge baboon which had lived about half a million

years ago; it was previously unknown to science, and

was larger than any species known to have existed.

Inspired by this discovery, Professor Leakey at once

made excavation in Olduvai Gorge, and his investiga-

tions were not without fruit. He unearthed some bones*

of uncertain provenance, which bore a resemblance to

others in his museum. Having compared the two, he

was astonished to find that they formed the skeleton ot

an animal of the pig family, similar to the African wild

boar of today, but as large as a hippopotamus. In the

course of further excavations in Tanganyika, Professor

Leakey senior discovered the bones of another large

boar and also two skulls, the first belonging to a rurni-s

nant of an unknown species and the second to a kind

of large sheep.

The discovery of the "King Kong of Olduvai Gorge

'

is not particularly remarkable in itself. We already,

knew of the existence of huge prehistoric monkeys,

such as the Gigantanthropus or Gigantopithecus which

lived in the Chinese province of Kiang-Si about 550,000

years ago, and which is now thought to have been the

ancestor of one species of yeti.

The Olduvai Gorge animal was 13 feet tall, or rathe?
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larger than the "Java meganthropus", to judge from
the thickness of its jaw and the length of its muzzle.

Siuanthropus Pekinensis was about ten feet tall, and
the creature found at Swartkrans in South Africa mea-
sured about nine feet; this latter, it is known, was
capable of lighting a fire and used to hunt with axes

made out of the bones of animals of great size.

We now know that these enormous anthropoids did

not represent an isolated case of gigantism among
mammals, and the Olduvai Gorge finds are therefore

of particular importance. Besides boars as large as

hippopotami and sheep the size of horses, who knows
what other giant representatives of the animal kingdom
may not have existed? In any event, the discoveries

made up to now give a sufficiently clear picture of

how all living beings have been growing progressively

smaller since the era of the great saurians.

If we consider the animal kingdom at the present

day, we find that the only remaining giants are the

elephant, rising to a height of 13 feet (only just over

200,000 specimens are left in Africa) and the blue

whale, 100 feet long, which is rapidly dying out. But
even these are of modest proportions compared with

the giants of remote eras such as the brontosaurus,

which was 25 feet tall and 60 feet long and could, if

11 were alive today, drink with ease from the gutter of

a Iwo-storied house.

The present-day descendants of prehistoric monsters

m e absurdly small in size. What would the dinosaurs

Kjiy if they could see the last scion of their family, the

sphenodon of New Zealand—the only land animal pos-

sessing three eyes—which grows to a length of twenty-

eight inches? Even greater would be the consternation

ol l he scaly dragons of the past if they were to behold

(heir descendant, the Australian moloch, a spine-

covered lizard of the desert which lives on ants and

measures eight inches.

It is a remarkable fact that all terrestrial animals are

continuing to diminish in size. Unfortunately this has

only been investigated for a short time, but it already
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seems clear that the largest members of the animal
kingdom are either becoming extinct or shrinking as if

touched by a magic wand.

Cyclopean bones

Has this been more or less true of human beings also?
Some believe that it has, and there is interesting evi-

dence in support of their view.

A human skeleton 17 feet tall has been discovered
at Gargayan in the Philippines, and bones of other
human creatures over ten feet tall have been found in

south-eastern China. According to the palaeontologist
Pei Wen-cbung these are at least 300,000 years old.

The same is true of the finds at Agadir in Morocco,
where the French captain Lafanechere discovered a
complete arsenal of hunting weapons including five

hundred double-edged axes weighing seventeen and a
half pounds, i.e. twenty times as heavy as would be
convenient for modern man. Apart from the question
of weight, to handle the axe at all one would need to

have hands of a size appropriate to a giant with a
stature of at least 13 feet.

Other stone implements of giant size have been
found in Moravia and Syria, where the bones of their

users have been discovered close by. In Ceylon ex-

plorers have found the remains of creatures who must
have been about 13 feet tall, and at Tura in Assam,
near the border of East Pakistan (Bangladesh), a
human skeleton measuring 11 feet has come to light.

In this case, however, as with the bones found under
a French dolmen whose owners must have been from
8 feet 6 inches to 10 feet tall, we have to do with the

descendants of giants rather than giants properly so

called.

These traces of unusually tall human beings are not

numerous, but there are at least as many of them as

there are of the creatures who afford evidence for the

evolutionist theories of classical anthropology. More-
over they have been discovered by pure chance, and
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i In- search for them throughout the world is still in its

Infancy. ,

As for non-archaeological evidence, it exists in abun-
dance. Giants play an important part in the mythology

Dl every people that has inhabited the earth, from the

Mediterranean races of ancient times to the American
Indians, from Tibet to Australia. We think chiefly of

the Titans and Cyclopes of ancient Greece and their

Nordic counterparts the Jotunn; but, looking further,

we may cite the Izdubar of Chaldea, the Emin of He-
inew lore, the Danavas and Daityas of ancient India,

the Rakshasas of the Hindu epic, and many more.

Turning to the Bible, we find in Genesis (chapter 6)
ilu statement that "there were giants in the earth in

1 1 insc days" and that "the sons of God came in unto

the daughters of men, and they bare children to them".

In Deuteronomy 3:11 we read that "only Og king of

Bashan remained of the remnant of giants" and that

Ins bedstead measured nine cubits by four (a cubit

being about 18 inches) ; and in I Samuel 17 of Goliath,

whose height was "six cubits and a span". As Saurat

Observes (op. tit, p. 76), the Biblical references to

giants are not necessary to the story from the religious

point of view, and "they appear at the most diverse

dales, in chapters unrelated to each other: Genesis 6,

Numbers 13, Deuteronomy 3, Joshua 12, 13, 15 and
1 7, II Samuel 21, I Chronicles 20, Job 26, Baruch 2
lad Revelation 20. These passages present every char-

acteristic of historical authenticity: they are precise and
concrete; they are introduced by no historical or mytho-
logical thesis; they prove nothing and are stated merely
as facts; they occur in passages which have no apparent

connection, and if they are taken away the narrative

is not in any way interrupted; they are very short and
apparently scattered about without any special impor-

I a uce or significance attached to them; they come from
writers widely different from each other in both time

lad religious development." Elsewhere Saurat points

out that the phenomena of gigantic size and long life go
together. The cells of the body become lighter, the
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organism wears out at a slower rate, and man there-]

fore lives longer. This accounts for what the Bible!

tells us of the long-lived men of old time, and for the!

association between gods and immortality.

Another French author, Michel Cargese, confirms;

this: "As the gravitational pull was less, objects in]

general were less heavy, the blood circulated morel

easily, and the whole organism was less subject to]

fatigue. Men were extraordinarily long-lived, with m,

more developed brain than ours and faculties that en-j

abled them to acquire different forms of knowledge." ;

There is a curious parallel between our- own scrip-

tures and the Toltec legend which relates how the]

"first age" was brought to an end by fearful destruction'

due to "floods and Hghtning", while in the "second age";

our earth was peopled by giants called Quinametzin;

most of these disappeared when the world was devas-i

tated by earthquakes, and those that survived were:

destroyed by men during the "third age", just as Goliath,

was slain by David. But Aztec mythology is still more'

reminiscent of the Biblical story. As Ralph Bellamy

tells us: "Xelua and his brother giants escaped from

the world cataclysm by taking refuge on the summit of

a mountain which they dedicated to the water-god

Tlaloc. To commemorate the event and show their

gratitude to the divinity, and also to provide them-

selves with a stronghold in the event of another flood,

they built a zacauli—a huge tower designed to reach

the sky. But the gods, offended by their presumption,

sent a fiery rain upon the earth, and many of the

builders perished." Then, as an American legend re-

lates, mankind, which had previously spoken one lan-

guage, was divided and began to speak many different

tongues. We thus have here a Mexican version of the

story of the Tower of Babel, based evidently on the

Cholula pyramid of which we shall have occasion to

speak further.

Tke Mark of the Titans

S< >me scholars are of the opinion that giants are mere
laments of popular imagination, and that if they occur

in every mythology it is because human beings like to

personify the ideas of good and evil, extrapolating from
llieir own image in accordance with a primitive mental

process. But this does not suffice to account for the

many giant structures which have been scattered about
the earth since time immemorial.

These Titanic remains constitute a fascinating mys-
lery by reason of their size and the transport problems
they must have entailed. They range from the most
iiiu ient megaliths known as menhirs (Breton for "long

Itone"), which are single stones roughly hewn and
planted vertically in the earth, to the dolmens ("table

Itone" or "hole of stone") consisting of two tall slabs

wild another huge stone poised on top. Both these

types of megalith are common in Brittany, Wales,

Cornwall, northern Germany, Switzerland, Corsica,

Apulia and Spain, as well as in the Middle East,

Turkestan, Mongolia, China, India and throughout

South America.

Menhirs are regarded by some as phallic symbols,

l)i 1 1 for a long time now many archaeologists have

taken them to represent human or superhuman figures.

This is borne out by myths in various parts of the

29
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globe. The Greek legend tells how Deucalion and.

I

Pyrrha, after the Flood, threw stones behind their]

backs and saw them turn into men and women who|

were to repopulate the world; this is not too remotes

from the story of the African sky-gods who gave life 1

to human kind by "blowing with the wind so that their
I

souls entered into rocks". The Polynesians and ancient]

Peruvians, too, seem to have had Titanic beings inl

mind when they described how men, women and ani-|

mals were created "from large stones".

Saurat believes that the megaliths were originallyj

carved by giants in their own image and that menj

afterwards imitated them as a means of evoking and]

recalling to life the ancient beings whom their imagi-

nation had deified. More precisely, the menhirs signify^

man's Cyclopean ancestors, while the dolmens represent]

their tablets. In support of his theory Saurat quotes the!

findings of John Layard, an ethnographer and psy-j

chologist who studied the inhabitants of a group M
islands to the south-east of New Guinea. In Saurat's

j

words (op. cit., p. 64): "Normally, in front of the!

statue of the ancestor a dolmen is built up to three orj

four feet high: it usually consists of three stones, bufcj

is frequently more complex. This represents the giant's!

table on which pigs, specially bred for this purpose,]

are sacrificed; Layard discovered easily enough that-

not so long ago men were sacrificed instead of pigs as
]

food for the giant." Saurat believes that this was a;

universal custom towards the end of the era of giants;

.

he quotes a native legend according to which there

were, first of all, benevolent giants who taught men
the arts of civilization, but that these were followed by

"evil giants, cannibals, who had to have stone tables

on which to eat men. Tagaro . . . was a good giant and

came from the sky. Suque, who was evil, fought Tagaro

but was thrown into the abyss—even as in Greece the

wicked giants were thrown into the abyss by the 'good'
j

gods. Then all giants disappeared ... but men, terri-

fied, continued to protect themselves by keeping ready^
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the statues, the tables, the victims (men or pigs) against

their return."

II is remarkable that echoes of the Oceanic legend

Occur in. the myths of many distant lands. The Greeks,

for example, also speak of cannibalism: we remember

[he Titan Kronos who devoured his own children, and

Homer's Cyclops battening on human flesh. As Her-

mann and Georg Schreiber remark in Vanished Cities

< I ondon, 1958): "The legends of giants, which were

w idely disseminated in ancient America . . . form part

Of i lie Aztec creation myth; parallels to them are found

In various parts of South America and even share the

Itrange detail that these giants were homosexual canni-

bal!) who treated women merely as food, for which

1 1 inie they were ultimately destroyed by heaven."

The evil giants were no doubt the builders or in-

iplrers of cromlechs ("crooked stone"—menhirs dis-

posed in a circle), dedicated to divinities or rather to

I'
1. 1 1 its who claimed divine honours. One of the most

famous of these is Stonehenge in England, where a

iTiwd assembles every midsummer day when the rising

sun fills the aperture above the main altar with a magic

Olrcle of light. One of the sects who meet there to

perform their ceremonies maintains that Stonehenge

was the cradle of the Druidic religion, but there is no

Identific basis for this: Stonehenge had existed for

many a century before the Druids began to celebrate

I heir rites in Europe. It is known that in 1400 B.C. the

inner "sanctuary" already had its present shape, while

Hie outer ring was erected by 1800 B.C. at latest and

is probably much older. It consists partly of local stone

nnd partiy of some quarried in northern Ireland, and

Is of greater antiquity than the 345 prehistoric graves

lo be found near by.

The mystery of Stonehenge is a fascinating one, but

even more sensational is the fact that its builders seem

to have had links with Homeric Greece. Archaeologists

in southern England have come upon the representa-

tion of a sword which appears identical with that used
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by the warriors of the Iliad, and which hitherto was

thought to be quite unknown to the rest of Europe

We may compare with this the fact that the French

archaeologist R. Grosjean has discovered reliefs on

Corsican menhirs depicting swords and daggers of ex-

quisite workmanship and unusual design. In this way

we begin to realize that all ancient civilizations had ele-

ments in common.
Megaliths of this kind are found in every continent

and another curious fact is that the stones of whic

they are made were often brought from a long way off.

Slabs of African stone have been erected in Ireland

and those found in southern Russia and Siberia must

have been quarried in some distant place, since there

are no mountains for many miles around.

These simple yet startling monuments struck the

imagination of the ancient Greeks and Romans: for

instance Apollonius Rhodius, who lived in the third

century B.C., appears almost to be writing science fic-

tion when he says of the Greek megaliths that they are

"living stones, possessed of such sensibility that they

can be moved by mental force".

We cannot put an exact date to these Cyclopean

works, but the closer we come to the present day, the

more they astound us. The prehistoric forts of Ireland

and eastern Scotland are amazing enough, as are the

calcined platforms of Iceland, as large and smooth as

a missile launching site. Similar marvels can be found

in the New World: in the state of Paraiba in eastern

Brazil, for instance, there is a huge ruined fortress with

walls over 80 feet high and 16 feet thick, and with an

inner hall which, when intact, measured 164 yards by
50 yards. South America is full of stupendous ruins of

this kind; but, as the French archaeologist and jour-

nalist Robert Charroux writes, "the great Peruvian

monoliths are of small account compared to the stones

of Baalbek. The ruins of this ancient Lebanese city

with its huge sanctuaries display the baffling achieve-

ment of a people who discovered how to transport, cut

and lift into position blocks of 750 tons' weight, at
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time when there were no trucks or reinforced concrete

and the keystone had not been invented. Some of the

foundation stones are 80 feet long, with a breadth and

height of 15 feet. In the quarry from which they were

laken, half a mile or so from the city, we may still see

the biggest cut stone in the world, known as hajar

al-hubla (the 'stone of the pregnant woman'), which

weighs about 2,000 tons. It seems incredible that human
beings, at the dawn of history, should have been able

to transport and erect such colossal pieces of masonry."

The Soviet scientist Mikhail Agrest in fact believes

that these stupendous constructions may have been the

work of beings from outer space—the same visitors

who, he thinks, may have caused the destruction of

Sodom and Gomorrah by detonating part of the nuclear

fciel of their space-ships. In this way, what we may
Mil legends of the astronautical era come to us in the

form of echoes of the remote past, amplified by the

vaults of the mysterious "giants' galleries".

A funnel under the Pacific

"II the Spaniards when they entered Cuzco had not

behaved with such cruelty and slaughtered Atahualpa,

who knows how many ships might have been needed

to carry to Spain treasures which now lie buried in the

l>owcls of the earth and which may remain there for

ever, since those who hid them have gone to their death

without revealing the secret."

These words were written by the soldier-priest Pedro

< Ueza de Leon a few years after the murder of the last

[nca emperor and the massacre of his subjects by

Pizarro's murderous bands. The Spanish adventurers

Were so blinded by their lust for gold that they acted

in (he way most likely to defeat their ambition. Pizarro,

H will be recalled, took Atahualpa prisoner and de-

. larcd that he would only release him in return for

111 i he treasure of the Incas. The emperor's wife, it is

laid, consulted the solar oracle and, having learnt that

the Spaniards intended to kill Atahualpa in any case,
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took her own life after giving orders that the treasured

should be securely hidden, as Harold Wilkin says, "in

sealed caves to which mystic hieroglyphs, whose key w
possessed only by one descendant of the Incas at a

time, in each generation, give the open sesame; and in

strange subterranea, thousands of years old, which

must have been made by a mysterious and highly civi-

lized vanished race of South America in a day when the

ancient Peruvians themselves were a mere wandering

tribe of barbarians".

The story is quite a probable one: there are many
underground passages of this kind, and not only in

former Inca territory. The best-known, however, is the

system of tunnels which is said to run from Lima to

Cuzco, the Inca capital, and thence south-eastward to:

the Bolivian border. According to old documents one!

of these tunnels conceals a sumptuous royal tomb, and

it is not only scientists who have been attracted by

this speculation. The truth of it, however, is bound to

remain in doubt for many years to come: it would bej

enormously expensive to clear the galleries of the rub-

ble which blocks them to within forty yards or so of

the entrance, and to dispel the mephitic fumes with

which they have been filled for centuries. Other mortal

dangers might well await the explorer: it is said that

the Incas left booby-traps which would cause disastrous

landslides if an intruder should set foot in the galleries.

Apart from the lure of gain, these tunnels present

a fascinating archaeological problem. Scholars agree

that they were not made by the Incas themselves, who
used them but were ignorant of their origin. They are

in fact so imposing that it does not seem absurd to

conjecture, as some scientists have done, that they are.

the handiwork of an unknown race of giants.

It is a strange fact, moreover, that tunnels of this

sort are to be found in almost every part of the world.

Besides South America they exist in California, Vir-

ginia, Hawaii (where they apparently link the islands

of the archipelago), Oceania and Asia, as well as

Sweden, Czechoslovakia, the Balearics and Malta. J
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huge tunnel, some thirty miles of which have been

I scored, runs between Spain and Morocco, and many
believe that this is how the "Barbary apes", which are

Otherwise unknown in Europe, reached Gibraltar.

[t has even been suggested that these Cyclopean gal-

leries form a network connecting the most distant parts

ot our planet. The journalist John Sheppard, formerly

c m respondent of a well-known U.S. periodical in

Ecuador, relates that in the summer of 1944, on the

Colombian border, he came across a Mongol absorbed

In meditation, with a praying-wheel of the kind used

In Tibet. This, it is suggested, was none other than the

thirteenth Dalai Lama, who was supposed to have died

In 1933 but was never buried in the crypt designed to

hold his remains: the reasons given at Lhasa was that

he did not in fact die but made the long underground

pilgrimage to the Andes, where, according to certain

priests, the Lamaist religion was born and flourished

Before its association with Buddhism. This may seem
ii tall order, but lamas who have been questioned about

the tunnels have usually replied: "Yes, they exist: they

Were made by giants who gave us the benefit of their

knowledge when the world was young."

We might almost be convinced of this when we read

what Charroux tells us of Eupalinos, who constructed

a tunnel in ancient times on the island of Samos. "The
works were begun simultaneously from both ends; the

tunnel is 1,000 yards long, it is absolutely straight and

the two teams met each other exactly according to

plan. The French and Italian engineers who tunnelled

under Mont Blanc had at their disposal electronic mea-
Nuring devices, radar, magnetic detectors and ultrasonic

equipment. Eupalinos, as far as we know, did not even

have the use of a compass."

Equally astounding from the technical point of view

arc the basalt sculptures of unknown age discovered in

1939 in the heart of the Mexican jungle—five enor-

mous heads, recalling the well-known monuments of

Easter Island—and other prodigious works of statuary

found in the Andes, Asia and Oceania.
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Another extraordinary phenomenon is a mountain at

Havea in Brazil, carved in ancient times to resemblffl

the head of a bearded man wearing a spiked helmet:]

the effect can still be seen despite the erosion of cenJ

turies. Moreover, on one side of the mountain which]

presents a smooth vertical face some 3,000 feet id

height, an inscription has been carved in cuneiforna

characters some 10 feet tall. How this was done is a

mystery for which not even the most tentative solution!

has been offered.

The archaeologist Bernardo da Silva Ramos h

found similar inscriptions in various parts of LatL

America, and it was he who discovered the monument5"1

ruins on the island of Marajo in the river Amazon, wi

imposing underground chambers connected by ston

walled tunnels. This discovery presented scientists wi

yet another puzzle in the shape of a collection of han

some vases with designs very similar to the Etrusc

type.
. .

We should not overlook the cuneiform inscnptio

found in the Roosevelt plateau in Brazil, between th

provinces of Amazonas and Mato Grosso. These r«*

ords, which unfortunately cannot be read, are carv

on enormous stone discs divided into six sectors an

are thought to have been used for astronomical calcula-

tions.

The list could be extended indefinitely, but we will

conclude by mentioning the ruins of Bamian, a small

town in Afghanistan north-west of Kabul. The town

stood in the centre of a valley, surrounded by natural

and artificial caves and guarded by five statues; the

tallest of these is 180 feet high, the next 125 feet, the

next two 60 and 13 feet, while the fifth is no taller than

a present-day man. It was once thought that these were

statues of Buddha, but it turned out that this interpreta-

tion was due to Buddhist priests who had lived in the

caves around a.d. 100. The figures are in fact much

older, as was proved by the examination of a sort of

cement cloak in which the tallest of them was en-

wrapped, many thousands of years ago. What, then, do
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these statues represent? May it not be the decline of the

tut i of giants, their gradual diminution in size and,

ftnully, the predominance of homo sapiens?

The death of Goliath

I ho views of Saurat and Bellamy concerning the race of

(jl nuts are plausible in many respects, but obscure and
Unconvincing in others.

( 'oncerning the Andean civilization, Saurat writes as

follows (op. cit., p. 16):

"Some thirty thousand years ago a highly developed

i \\ i ligation—utterly different from our own—was flour-

lllhing in the Andes, at 12,000 or 14,000 feet above

Die present level of the Pacific Ocean. At that period

the sea there reached that height, and the Tiahuanaco
i Ivllization was on a seashore. The air was at a density

in • mal for human beings, whereas now it is thin and

Hourly unbreathable.

"How did all this happen? Round the earth there

n volved a satellite, in some ways comparable to our

present moon (which was not then there)—though

imaller than the moon is—at a distance of five to six

lirth radii. Nowadays the tides rise and fall because our

present moon is some sixty times the length of the

lirth's radius, i.e. some 240,000 miles, away from us

I takes a comparatively long time to revolve round

Hit earth. But the tertiary moon, being by then much
Bearer, revolved much more quickly and the waters at-

I I .it led by its pull had no time to recede. A permanent

tide kept all the waters of the earth accumulated in a

great bulge right round the planet, roughly between the

tropics."

Only what is now the highest ground would have

«'merged above this girdle-tide: some Andean peaks,

the Mexican highlands^ the mountains of New Guinea,

Tibet and the Abyssinian plateau—the home of the

Masai, who grow to a height of 6 feet 6 inches and

nit- presumably of "Cyclopean" decent. But how is it

i hen that colossal monuments are to be found in areas
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which were submerged by the tidal bulge? Again, is it
1

really possibly that the approach of our previous satel-

lite should have been, marked by phenomena of such a

;

simple and limited character, with the most spectacular
j

effects confined to the races inhabiting islands of high

ground? Granting this, we must assume that ordinary
[

human life continued to develop in vast dried-up areas,

subject to all kinds of atmospheric convulsions, until

eventually, according to Saurat, a race of benevolent
]

giants made their way on shipboard to the regions

where our ancestors lived, bringing them the benefits of
;

civilization.

All this is very perplexing; but it is certain that'

the giants existed, and it is hard to reject the Saurat-;

Bellamy theory in toto. It is, however, possible to give

a simpler explanation of the facts, if we accept the?

premise that the giants may have come from extra-ter-

restrial space.

Some may think this pure fantasy, and we do not de-

mand that the reader believe it, though it is a theory,

which continues to intrigue reputable scientists. As we

shall see, there are many mysterious traces of the earth's

remote past which seem to support the hypothesis of

interplanetary links.

To conclude the story of the giants we may observe

that, whatever the mode of their appearance, they must

have established a rapid ascendancy over our dwarfish

ancestors, but their rule was a short-lived one. We do

not know for certain the reason for their decline: ac-j

cording to.Saurat and Bellamy it was due to the waning

gravitational pull of the earth's satellite, while uphold-

ers of the "outer space" theory would put it down to

their migration from a planet of less gravity to one of

greater. At all events, the Cyclopes gradually died out.

Latter-day giants may have continued to dominate the

earth here and there, but the mutations in their physical

and mental make-up laid them open to defeat by the

new master-race of men. With the destruction of Poly-

phemus and Goliath, the reign of the Titans was over.

5

Nightmares m Stone

Wi! saw in our last chapter how, as many scholars have

I'M >ught to light, statues and images in honour or in

memory of the giants were erected by mankind all over

the globe. But there is one place that contains a whole
i "llcetion of such memorials, and that is Easterlsland.

Ill is sinister, desolate rock in the eastern Pacific is a

ffiere dot on the map, some 64 square miles of bare, in-

hospitable soil; yet what a rich problem it affords to

dentists!

Who were the inhabitants of the island in the remote
past? What is the origin of the race that was living there

When it was discovered by Europeans? What are the

"Ninging tablets"? Who carved and erected the famous
Mi me images, how were they able to, and for what pur-

pose? Who excavated the great subterranean tunnels

thill finish under the sea-bed, and what was the use of

those? Such problems have baffled scholars for decades,

mm « I seem likely to continue to mock their efforts. But
investigators do not give up easily, and there is some
glimmer of light in what used to be thought impenetra-

ble darkness.

An English adventurer named Davis is said to have
reached Easter Island in 1687, but the "strange, squalid

Imut" he speaks of is probably Mangareva, a consider-

able distance to the west. The credit for discovering

39
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the island is generally given to the Dutch admiral

Roggeveen, who reached there on Easter Day 1722 and

named it accordingly; the Polynesians called it Waihu-

or "land's end". The first serious studies of the island:

were made by Captain James Cook and the German
naturalist Georg Forster, who landed there in 1774.

Forster was struck by the curious appearance of th©|

place: the ground was covered by huge rocks, evidently

the result of a volcanic eruption, with scanty vegetations

growing around them. The European visitors moved'

with difficulty over the rough ground, but the natives;

jumped with agility from rock to rock. Forster paints 1
gloomy picture of the island, surrounded by reefs and

guarded by two rocky points that emerge from the sea

near its southern end; one of these, lashed by the waves,

resembles a gigantic column of threatening aspect.

The natives whom Forster encountered were skinny

and of middle height, with brown complexions and!

curly black hair; but there were among them other sav-

ages, white men with beards, who had apparendy lived

on the island for several generations.

Living conditions on the rock were miserably poor:

there was, for instance, only a single spring of sweet

water, at which the inhabitants took turns to drink and

wash themselves.

A history of misfortunes

The strange, bleak landscape of the island, the stone

heads and the mysterious tunnels haVe given rise to in-

numerable legends and have not been neglected by sci-

ence fiction. An American writer, for instance, has

suggested that the island may be a fragment of some
lost world, disintegrated by an explosion in space. This

of course is mere imagination, but there is indeed some-

thing about the lonely, nightmare island which makes
one think that it could have been part of an asteroid.

When Roggeveen discovered the island it boasted

5,000 or 6,000 inhabitants, who were soon, given rea-

son to think ill of the newcomers. The Dutch fired on
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the population without cause and killed twelve of them,

and since that time the islanders' life has been one mis-

fortune after another. In 1859-62 they were invaded

by bands of Peruvian adventurers who enslaved and

deported the whole population including their king,

Marata. Bishop Jaussen of Tahiti protested strongly to

Lima, and those of the unfortunates who survived were

allowed to return; but the few who came back were rid-

den with smallpox, leprosy, syphilis and other diseases

contracted in the unhealthy areas in which they had

been forced to work.

When the first missionary, Father Eyraud, reached

the island in 1864 he found only a few hundred

wretched natives; nevertheless, the captain of the ship

that brought him thought them good enough fodder for

the plantations of Tahiti, and in this way another hun-

dred underwent deportation for the second time. Those

who remained encountered trouble of a fresh sort. An
adventurer named Dutroux-Bornier claimed that he had

bought the island from the ruler of Tahiti, who for

some reason was supposed to own it; he seized the

natives' miserable flocks and set up so tyrannical a re-

gime that the islanders, timid and gentle as they were

by nature, finally rose in revolt and killed him. After-

wards the island became the property of a family named
Brander; in 1888 they sold it to Chile, to which country

it still belongs.

When we think of Easter Island the first image that

comes to mind is that of the enormous stone heads,

carved from volcanic rock, which are among the strang-

est and most impressive monuments to be found any-

where. Three hundred of these were carved from a

single crater; they were then hoisted and removed to

bases situated up to ten miles away. Some of the colossi

weigh as much as 30 tons; they vary in height, as a rule,

from 1 1 to 66 feet, but there is an unfinished one which

Is no less than 164 feet high.

When the natives were questioned about the origin

nnd meaning of these statues, they were unable to an-

Bwer. This was, no doubt, because their learned men,
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were deported with King Marata: these guardians of
}

tradition might have revealed many facts of the greatest

interest about the past of their own society and also
\

about the most mysterious of earth's civilizations.

Apart from the stone carvings there are some tablets

made of a kind of wood not native to the island, with

inscriptions reminiscent of the hieroglyphics of pre-Co-

lumbian America and also the script discovered in re-

cent times in the Indus valley, which goes back to about I

3000 B.C. For a long time these were thought to be un-

decipherable; a key was in fact discovered by the same

Bishop Jaussen who rescued the natives from Peruvian

bondage, but it remained unknown to science until fur-

ther research was undertaken by the German anthro-

pologist Thomas Barthel. In 1953 this scholar came

across photographs of notes made by Jaussen and real-

ized that the latter, by questioning the Easter Islanders

working in Tahiti, had succeeded in partially decipher-

ing the so-called "singing tablets". Barthel thereupon

set out to discover the remainder of the bishop's notes.

The Congregation of the Sacred Heart, to which Jaus-

sen belonged, had had its headquarters at Braine-le-

Comte in Belgium, but when Barthel got there he was

told that the fathers had moved elsewhere. Eventually

his search led him to the abbey of Grottaferrata at the

foot of the Alban Hills, where he found the remainder

of the precious documents.

The "singing tablets" consist for the most part of

prayers inscribed in the fashion known as boustrophe-

don, i.e. with alternate lines from left to right and from

right to left; the text begins at the bottom, and every

other line is upside-down. One part of it reads: "They

came from Rangitea, disembarked here and addressed

prayers to the god of Rangitea." This goes to confirm

that the Easter Islanders are of Polynesian origin; they

must have come in about a.d. 1300 from the over-pop-

ulated Society Islands, especially Raiatea (Rangitea).

It would thus appear that the stone heads are less an-

tique than was previously thought: the earliest of them

may date from about 1350, and they are presumably
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representations of the natives' "august ancestors", hon-

oured with magic rites and human sacrifices.

It remains an enigma how the islanders could have

transported these colossal statues for long distances and

then hoisted them into position. Thor Heyerdahl, the

leader of the famous Kon Tiki expedition, suggests that

the statues were tugged over wooden logs with cables

made of raffia and other vegetable fibres, and were

hoisted by means of inclined planes made of rocks and

Hand. But the Easter Islanders in fact had no logs to

serve as rollers, since the layer of soil covering the

island's rocky surface is too shallow to permit the

growth of trees.

In any case no one can say why, alone among Poly-

nrsians, these migrants from Rangitea chose to erect

monuments of this sort. Another mysterious fact is that

many of the heads have been overturned, while others

were left half finished. In many scholars' view the most

likely explanation of this is that a religious revolution

must have taken place, with the new creed forbidding

ancestor-worship.

The island of the Apocalypse

< )i her mysteries of Easter Island will probably never be

lolved. Among these are the underground tunnels and

ilu arrangement of the statues, recalling the magic cir-

. le of Stonehenge or the alignements (alleys of men-

hirs) in Brittany; the caves piled with ancient human

Bones, and the petroglyphs (carvings on stone) with

Biotifs similar to those of the old civilizations of Central

«nd South America, together with elements reminiscent

Ol India, China and ancient Egypt. For example, the

"bird-men" of Easter Island are certainly akin to the

fubulous "fire-bird" met with in India, the Americas

|nd Mediterranean countries—a creature which seems

to have been the symbol of one of the mother civiliza-

l h >ns of our earth, the mythical Atlantis.

Are we to believe that the Atlanteans came to Easter

blond? It might seem so from the legend which tehs
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that Many long years ago there came by sea, in twJ
ships, king Hotu Matda, his queen and seven thousand
of his subjects. They came from two islands, from tbj
region of the sunrise, and when they reached here theM
islands sank into the sea." However, most scholar!
think that these were not Atlanteans but Americans!
from some islands which may formerly have existed
between Easter Island and the South American con-
tinent.

Centuries ago the population of Easter Island seem
to have numbered between two and five thousand I
vided into two classes: the plebs, with short ears, 'an
the nobles, with long ears, i.e. with the lobes lengthene
by means of hanging weights, as we also see in the
statues. The plebs eventually revolted, and a civil war
ensued which decimated the population.
The lengthening of the ear-lobes as a mark of aris

tocracy was also an Inca custom, and it would be
strange for it to have flourished independently on Eas-
terlsland and in Peru. Moreover, many of the island-
ers tools and works of art bear a striking resemblance
to Peruvian ones. It seems likely, therefore, that the
Incas may have reached Easter Island before the Poly-
nesians and been exterminated or driven out by themK so, the newcomers may have taken over from the
Incas the cult of ancestors, thus explaining the famous
statues—they may, in fact, have borrowed from Hotu
Matua's subjects the notion of giant progenitors in
toies^sfjwe. This would help to explain the extraor-
dinary resemblance between the pedestals of the Easter
Island statues and those of the Olmecs, of Pachacamac
and the mysterious Tiahuanaco.
We must remember that the ancient Americans reck-

oned the giants to be among their mythical ancestors,
and that some of the unknown animals found on carv-
ings in the Peruvian desert are reproduced, on a smaller^
scale, on Easter Island. Another parallel is that we find
on Easter Island the figure of a spiral, which the Incas,
Egyptians and other peoples used to represent the num-
ber 100.
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If, then, we regard the ancient Americans as the most
direct heirs of Atlantis, it would seem that Easter Is-

f land is also linked with the famous "lost continent".
But the island presents other relics of much greater an-
tiquity than the Inca civilization, such as the ossuaries
and the Cyclopean tunnels under the sea. Many geol-
ogists maintain that the island was never larger than it

is now; but it is hard to believe that the inhabitants
were given to digging large tunnels which led nowhere,
l or the mere pleasure of doing so. It has been suggested
I hat the tunnels were part of a network of communica-
tion, as in Hawaii, between the islands of an archipel-
ago which has now disappeared: Easter Island, on this

hypothesis, may have been the common cemetery of the
group, or a site devoted to religious sacrifice. Some go
further and imagine that the island is under a curse for
this reason, as shown by the many disasters that have
befallen its people. This is no better than superstition,
though it must be admitted that the islanders have at all

times had an unpleasant lot.

Others again see Easter Island as a kind of temple
dedicated to humanity's endless struggle against cosmic
forces of destruction, its fearful calamities and its mo-
ments of rebirth. They believe that the island formed
part of each of the "lost continents" which have formed
part of the earth's surface at different times: Lemuria,
Gondwana, Mu and Atlantis. Still others claim to have
found an account of the island in ancient Tibetan texts,

from which they derive a prophecy that may not disturb
our generation but, if it is true, will certainly afflict our
descendants: the earth, they declare, will be subject to
fresh convulsions which will devastate its surface and
destroy all the works of man, thrusting him back into
the Stone Age. Easter Island, they tell us, will survive
many more catastrophes, but when it too is submerged
beneath the waves, the world will come to an end. Such
Is the doom foretold by a Parisian group of explorers of
the Easter Island mystery, who claim that it is con-
firmed by ancient Inca manuscripts which oral tradition
has transmitted to our own day.
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It is generally thought that the Incas were ignorant'

of writing, but the contrary has also been maintained,!

As Robert Charroux points out, "Francisco Toledo, the!

viceroy of Peru, mentions that some time around 156ffl

he had a bonfire made of Inca textiles and tablets

with elaborate inscriptions concerning history, scienceJ

prophecy etc. The existence of these Inca writings i|

confirmed by Jose de Acosta (Historia natural y morai
des las Indicts, Seville 1590), Balboa and Father Ber-t

nabe Cobo. Fortunately they were partly rescued by tha

Jesuits and the Popes. Books by Garcilaso de la Vega|
and some manuscripts containing precious informatioia

on South American mythology, were burnt in Spain iiK

the sixteenth century; but the Vatican Library and SeJ

nor Beltran Garcia, a descendant of Garcilaso, have]

preserved the essential part of the tradition, recorded!

in unpublished manuscripts to which we have had ac-;

cess."

We may digress at this point in order to recall, with;

Charroux, what irreparable harm has been done by
ignorance and fanaticism in destroying evidence of an-;

cient times. "Julius Caesar bears the heavy blame of firsts

setting fire to the library at Alexandria, where Ptolemys

I Soter had collected 700,000 volumes in which tha
whole knowledge and tradition of the time were re-|

corded. Four centuries later the library was again sea

on fire and damaged by undisciplined bands, and in 64l|

it was burnt to the ground by order of the caliph Omarj]

It is said that, when asked by his captains what to do?

with the books, Omar replied: 'If what they say is in-;

the Koran, they are superfluous and may be burnt. It

it is not, they are wicked and harmful and should bei

burnt.' For months afterwards the precious manuscripts-

were used to help fuel the bath-houses of Alexandria,:

and in the end only a few escaped.

"In a.d. 240 a similar auto-da-fe was carried out by?

the Ch'in emperor Che-hoang, who ordered the destruc-i

tion of all books in China dealing with history, astron-:

omy and philosophy. At Rome, in the third century,'

Diocletian sought out and destroyed all books contain- i
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|g formulae for the manufacture of gold, since anyone

Ho learnt how to transmute metals would be able to

f buy an empire.

"The New Testament (Acts, chapter 19) relates that

under St. Paul's influence, at Ephesus, 'many of them

which used curious arts brought their books together

mid burned them before all men'. Jacques Weiss tells

us (hat some ignorant Irish monks were responsible for

tuning 10,000 runic manuscripts on birch-bark, con-

tinuing all the traditions and annals of the Celtic race."

Charroux also refers to the burning of the Uardan

piipyri and the Yucatan manuscripts, and his list might

l.r indefinitely extended. Works destroyed in the past

pay well have included the "books of gods and men"

which are said to have recorded the history of our earth

"from the first dawn of intelligerice", and in particular

thai of Lemuria and Gondwana. If so, there is little

hope that we can throw light on the mystery of these

I wo legendary continents, which imagination has peo-

plal with a race of giants.

From Lemuria to Gondwana

If we try to imagine the first beginnings of our planet,

Hit- picture we get is that after the first, partial solid-

llkntion the earth's face was constantly changing, con-

vulsed and distorted by one catastrophe after another.

Continents arose from the deep, were remoulded as

Oh >ugh by a giant hand and sank back into the ocean,

wliil.- others took their place. Waters were channelled

In l.mtastic crevices or formed into huge lakes, to be

n n, formed into steam by a fiery blast from the bowels

..I the earth. Then, after long aeons, a degree of calm

Itiprrvcned. About a thousand million years ago, as

Buy be judged from various geological signs, the earth's

Imxl surface consisted of a single continental mass

known as Megagea (Greek for "big land"). Three hun-

dred million years later, however, there was another

Wiles of changes: violent convulsions once again de-

i ,1 huge areas and brought to birth new continents,
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destined like their predecessors to disappear or changi

shape time and again.

One of these land masses is thought to have covered

a large part of what is now the Indian and Pacini

Oceans, from Madagascar to Ceylon and from Poly-4

nesia, including Easter Island, to the Antarctic. Thosfl

who accept this theory call the lost continent Lemurial

they maintain that it existed in the Permian era, aboui

250 million years ago, and that after various changed

it finally disappeared as the result of a fresh cataclysnj

at the beginning of the Tertiary period, some 60 million

years ago.

Various islands in the Indian Ocean are thought to

have been among the highest parts of the LemurianJ

continent: the Seychelles and Maldives, the LaccadiveJ

and Chagos Islands, the Saya de Malha Bank and per-|

haps the Cocos (Keeling) Islands. The evidence for]

Lemuria's existence rests partly on the fact that similar^

flora and fauna are found in areas now separated by^

vast expanses of water.

Even those scientists who assign a much earlier datej

to the human species than was, till recently, accepted!]

by orthodox authority do not believe that Lemuria was]

inhabited by beings like ourselves. But there are Poly«f

nesian legends which speak of two "great islands" (con- ';

tinents?) of immense antiquity, inhabited respectively,

by black and yellow men who were continually fighting:,

each other. The gods, it is said, tried to make peace be-

tween them, but finally decided that as they were in-

curably quarrelsome the only thing to do was to drown

'

both islands beneath the waves.

There are, however, some exponents of esoteric lore

who believe that they can penetrate further into the un-

written history of our planet. According to their ideas,

the Lemurian scene may be described somewhat as fol-

lows. The continent is dotted with lakes and active

volcanoes, thanks to whose fumes the sky is an eternal

cloudy grey. The inhabitants are nightmare creatures

resembling the giants spoken of by Saurat and Bellamy:

grotesque caricatures of men, 10 to 15 feet tall, with a
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yellowish-brown hide like that of the rhinoceros or

rocodile. Their arms and legs are very long and are

Permanently bent, as the knee and elbow joints do not

Kermit of their being stretched out straight. Their hands

End feet are very large, and the heel projects back-

wards. Their heads are the most terrifying thing of all:

the face is flat, the lower jaw elongated, the eyes small

und wide apart, so that their owners can look sideways

Els well as forwards, moreover they have a third, func-

Eoning eye in the nape of the neck. They have no hair,

lind the shape of their forehead and cranium may be

compared to the top half of a wrinkled orange.

Those who tell us all this about the Lemurians aver

tthat with the passing of ages these appalling creatures

I evolved into something resembling a cross between pri-

feiates and Bushmen. The latter race, we are told, are

fin fact descendants of Lemurians, together with Austra-

lllan aborigines, the natives of Tierra del Fuego and

Ilome other African and Indian tribes.

The Lemurians are said to have lived at first in huts

made of roughly hewn logs, and eventually to have

built houses of stone and lava in the shape of wrndow-

I less cubes, with a door and an opening in the top to ad-

mit light. A settlement of such houses is said to be on

the ocean floor 30 miles west of Easter Island, while

other ruins can be found in the jungles of Madagascar.

Clearly we shall never know the truth about Lemuria,

I and we are almost equally ignorant about the lost con-

tinent of Gondwana, concerning which we have a few

documents and scientific facts swathed in a mist of

legend. Did the ancient Greeks have this continent in

mind when they bestowed on the Arcadians the name

of "pre-lunar men" (jproselenoi)1 At all events, there

are Tibetan texts which say that Gondwana was civ-

ilized before our present moon shone in the sky: its

people, they claim, were wise and skilful and built

"great houses of crystal", which we may imagine to be

like our skyscrapers!

Among those who have studied the problem ot

Gondwana are the geologists Blandford and Suss, who
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believe that it had much territory in common with i

predecessor Lemuria, including Easter Island, southe

Africa, Madagascar and central India. We do not know'
whether Gondwana was a fragment of Lemuria, or
whether one was thrown up and the other submerged:

by the same cataclysm. Here again, we have only

crumbs of information and are obliged to conjecture;

from them as best we may. 6

Tke Lost World of Mu

The stony expanse of the Gobi Desert (Shamo in Chi-

nese), which covers much of Mongolia, is half a million

square miles in area and about 1,200 miles long. It

has been a fertile ground for archaeological discovery:

here, in 1928-33, American palaeontologists found the

remains of the baluchitherium, a huge giraflEe-like ani-

mal which seems to have lived only in Asia and in the

Oligocene period; and here, too, were found the fos-

silized eggs of dinosaurs, proving that these creatures

were oviparous.

A still more impressive discovery, however, was
made by the Russian archaeologist Petr Kozlov (1863-

1935), who, when exploring the ruins of the ancient

city of Karakhoto, found in a tomb a mural painting

18,000 years old representing a young ruler and his

consort: their emblem consisted of a circle divided into

four quadrants with, in the centre, a sign corresponding

to the Greek letter mu, which is also our M.
At the present day school pupils are still taught that

It was the Phoenicians who invented the alphabet from
which the Greek, our own and many others are derived;

however, modern language studies have shown that they

took it from the Egyptians. But how can we credit the

Egyptians with the invention of letters if it turns out

that similar systems of writing were in use all over the

51
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globe; or are we to regard the M of Kozlov's discovery

as a mere coincidence? This leads us to the interesting

theory of Colonel James Churchward, an unorthodox
|

scholar who believed that Egyptian culture, together!

with those of the Chaldees, Babylonians, Persians,l

Greeks, Hindus and Chinese, were all derived from the!

culture of the lost world of Mu, the much-fabled "At-j

lantis of the Pacific". Long ages ago, according to]

Churchward, the super-human race of Mu dominated!

the whole of Asia and southern Europe either directly!

or through its colonies, the chief of which was that of
]

the Uighurs whose remains were discovered by Profes-J

sor Kozlov.

To return to the mythical Lemuria, it appears that

not all of this was engulfed by the sea, but that a por-j

tion of it continued to occupy a large part of what is

now the Pacific and Indian Oceans. We may imagine ad

huge island of roughly triangular shape with Australia,

at its centre, the base-line facing towards Antarctica:

and the other sides parallel with the east coast of AfricaJ

and the west coast of South America. This, according

to Churchward, was the original territory of Mu, thej

"great motherland" of the human race. Legends con-«

cerning the existence of Mu are known in many coun-

tries and were certainly widespread before Churchward:

undertook his researches, but the evidence unearthed

by him is regarded by many scholars as the most con-

elusive.

A falling star

In 1868 Colonel Churchward was in India and, it being

a time of famine, was helping the high priest of a Bud-

dhist seminary to distribute aid to the population. Being

a keen amateur archaeologist he took an interest m
some bas-reliefs which, the priest told him, were the

work of two Naacals—"holy brothers" who had been

sent in ancient times from the motherland of Mu to

bring wisdom to its colonies. The priest added that

other tablets inscribed by these sages in the primal lan-
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Biage of mankind were preserved as precious relics in

Ee secret archives of the temple. Churchward asked to

Ce them, and after long hesitation the high priest

treed, being himself curious to know what they might

Britain. With the priest's assistance Churchward deci-

phered them, and found that they described in detail

be creation of the earth and of mankind. The set of

I nl i lets was incomplete; Churchward, fired with the idea

tat he might have discovered the oldest documents in

history, went from temple to temple throughout India

in search of the missing records, but in vain.

After retiring from the army Churchward continued

to study dead languages and travelled throughout the

world on "what many thought a Utopian quest. He
visited the south Pacific, Siberia, central Asia, Egypt,

Australia, New Zealand and Tibet, picking up valuable

linns by the way. It was at Lhasa that he finally suc-

i reded in discovering the missing portion of the record.

Meanwhile the jigsaw was unexpectedly completed by

I he U.S. mineralogist William Niven, who discovered

Some tablets in Mexico inscribed in characters very

similar to those inspected by Churchward. Similar in-

Keriptions afterwards came to light in Maya temples,

pre-Columbian "stone calendars", the Stone of Tizoc

mid the tablets, also of stone, at Azcopotzalco; while,

several decades later, writing of the same type was

I'ound on Easter Island and on vessels dug up in 1925

nl Glozel, not far from Vichy. Using these documents,

Churchward reconstructed the geography of Mu on the

lines we have indicated. He concluded that Mu had pos-

sessed seven great cities and many overseas colonies; its

empire had arisen over 150,000 years ago and had

reached its peak some 75,000 years later.

Unfortunately Churchward afterwards embarked on

\
arguments and hypotheses in which the dividing line

between reality and fantasy was soon blurred. We may,

however, note some of his specific conclusions. Mu, he

believed, had a subtropical climate with vast forests

and prairies inhabited by huge beasts including the

mastodon and a primeval kind of elephant. The human
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population consisted of ten tribes, numbering 64,000,- I

000 people in all, under a single government. The 1

dominant race may be regarded as the ancestors of I

present-day Aryans: according to Churchward they
)

were like us but taller, with bronzed complexions, blue

eyes and black hair.
. ]

The "motherland" is said to have been smitten by
\

two calamities, the second of which, around 12000 B.C.,
j

led to its destruction. The Lhasa tablets, it appears,

describe this event as foUowsT^WnenTEe star Bal fell

into the earth at a place where there is now nothmg but

sea, the seven cities with their temples and their golden

gates were shaken; a great fire sprang up, and the streets

filled with dense smoke. Men trembled with fear, and

great crowds flocked to the temples and the king's pal-

cae. The king said to them: 'Did I not predict all this?

and the men and women in their precious garments and

bracelets begged and implored him: 'Ra-Mu, save us.

But the king told them that they were all doomed to

die with their slaves and children, and that a new race

of mankind would rise from their ashes."

The "star" referred to was, we may suppose, an

enormous asteroid. We might know more about it if an-

other catastrophe had not destroyed the archipelago

which is believed to have survived the destruction of

the rest of Mu for several millennia and which, accord-

ing to Churchward, was the site of one of the seven

great cities. . ...
It may be mentioned here that during a cruise in

1686-7 by the British vessel The Bachelor's Delight

commanded by the adventurer Edward Davis, a Dutch

officer sighted off the west coast of South America a

"fair high island" which looked like part of an archipel-

ago and which the voyagers christened Davis Land. A
vear later, however, other ships which visited the area

could find no trace of these islands. There would seem

to have been a cataclysm in which all were engulfed

except Easter Island. As the geologist J. Macmillan

Brown wrote: "It is impossible to account for the re-

mains of the old Easter Island civilization except by the
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existence of a submerged archipelago at the place where

Davis Land was sighted. Easter Island must have been

the sacred cemetery of the islands in question.

Other evidence affords solid support of Churchward s

basic theory. For instance, before the advent of Euro-

peans in the Pacific, the inhabitants of many o the

scattered islands of Polynesia, Micronesia and Melane-

sia had never heard of one another, and with their

primitive means of navigation it is i**^^**
they could have sailed such vast distances m the remote

past. Yet they speak languages deriving from the same

stock and have much in common as regards customs,

mode of dress, tradition and religious beliefs. The area

of Mu as defined by Churchward includes people of

many races, not excluding the "Aryans" who go back

to prehistoric times. ,

.

The Italian scholar Egisto Roggero pointed out m his

monumental work II Mare (The Sea) that the peoples

of the Sunda Islands (including Sumatra, Java, Borneo

and Celebes), the Moluccas and the Philippines^are

quite different from either mainland Asiatics or Mel-

Lsians. They may be divided into two types the

(mongoloid) Malays of the coastal areas and a white

ace which has relapsed into barbarism and inhabits the

jungles of the interior. Roggero also noted the existence

of clearly Aryan groups in the Ryukyu Islands Hok-

kaido and southern Sakhalin, where, as he put it we

may recognize the typical lineaments of our own family.

S worn^, especially the girls, are extremely be*u i-

ful. Eighteenth-century navigators spoke with enthusi

asm of the voluptuous grace of these women of New

Cvthera', whose complexion is not darker than that of

Sicilians or Andalusians." And he goes on to say:

"There is thus a race in eastern Asia characterized by

Its resemblance to the white races of the West Its first

abode seems to have been on the

archipelago, where its most typical members are stril

U betook This is the great 'Oceanic mrf an ancient

people of whose story we know nothmg. It may have

had a great past, and modern science suggests that we
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may be its descendants. Can it be that there was once a 1

great continent, and that these Polynesian archipelagos 1

are all that is left after its disintegration? This is only an 1

hypothesis, but much can be said in support of it. hi 1

particular, the appearance and language of these island-

1

ers are essentially the same over hundreds and thou- I

sands of miles, all the way from North America to the

shores of Asia."

Further confirmation, as Churchward points out, may

be found in the archaeology of the Pacific islands. Th©|

huge ruined walls near Lele in the Carolines, the

slender pyramids at Tabiteuea in the Kingsmhl group,!

the truncated red-marble columns in the Marianas, thel

huge stone arch of Tongatabu, the Fijian monolith withl

its indecipherable inscriptions, the majestic remains at
j

Kukii on Hawaii Island, the great platform of red stone

1

in the Navigators Islands (Samoa)—all these monu-j

ments have this in common, that they are built of maj

terial which is not native to the respective islands, buM

must have been brought from a place of origin which is,

now beneath the waves.

Cyclopean ruins, including the remains of great tem-

ples and vast terraces, have been discovered in thai

Carolines, and on Ponape in the same group (near thej

site, as Churchward believed, of another of the grea1|

cities of Mu) are the mouths of impressive underground!

passages. This puts us in mind not only of the tunnels!

used by giants and their descendants, but also of many

significant legends which are still alive in Asia.

The Vemisians of the Gobi Desert

"Thundering down from unsearchable heights, and

wreathed in flames that filled the heavens with tongues
j

of fire, came the chariot of the Sons of Fire and the

Lords of Flame from the Resplendent Star. It alighted

on the White Island of the Sea of Gobi, a green, mar-

vellous expanse of fragrant flowers."
J

These are the words of an ancient Indian text which
j

relates how a mysterious being called Sanatkumara
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("Everlasting Youth") visited our planet from Venus

mousands of years ago and, together with his com-

panions, awakened the intelligence of mankind, teach-

ing our ancestors the arts of tillage and bee-keeping and

many other ways to improve their fives The story has

Sng appeal to lovers of the occult, who have embel-

lished it with fanciful details. But there are also sci-

entists of sober reputation, including some m the Soviet

Union, who are disposed to give some credence to the

idea that creatures from another world may have dis-

embarked on earth. They are encouraged in this behel

both by the profusion of mythological evidence and by

the investigations of modern science.

Manv of the Central Asian legends relate to the Cjodi

Desert, which in remote times—as human tradition and

geology both inform us-was a great sea. According to

Chinese sages, there was an island n this sea mhabited

by "white men with blue eyes and fair hair ,
who de-

scended from heaven" and imparted the arts of civiliza-

tion to their feUow-men-including, as some beheve

Ihe inhabitants of Mu, who thus attained a high degree

of culture some 75,000 years ago. This receives
.

sup-

port from an ancient Hindu tradition referred to by

Wilkins, which relates that "men from the great white

star" (probably Venus) took up their abode on
^
an is-

land in the Sea of Gobi in the year 18,617 841

they are said to have built a fortress, then a city, and to

have constructed under-sea tunnels linking then island

with the mainland. The suggested date is based on er-

roneous "Brahminical tables", but the account is a

sinking one and receives confirmation from many dii-

U rent and unexpected sources.

Some decades ago a map of the heavens
;
was found

In a cave at Bohistan in the Himalaya foothills. Its ac-

curacy was confirmed by astronomers, who also noteo.

tint it diverged from our own maps m that it showed

L position of the heavenly bodies 13,000 years ago.

Another curious feature of the map, which was pub-

lished in the National Geographic Magazine, was that

Unes were drawn on it connecting the earth and Venus.
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Many years before, in 1778, a similar phenomenon!

had puzzled Jean-Sylvain Bailly, the mayor of Paris!

and French Astronomer Royal. Studying maps of the 1

heavens brought back from India by missionaries, he I

found that they were many thousands of years old but!

that they showed stars which could not have been vis-
j

ible from their supposed place of origin. According to!

Bailly's calculations, the maps must have been drawnl

from somewhere in the Gobi Desert. He concluded!

from this that the Indians must have taken them oyer!

from some older and more civilized community, which!

he identified with the fabulous Atlantis—thus siting the!

latter, erroneously, in the region which formed thai

heartland of Mu and received visitors from outer spaced

Many Soviet scientists are convinced of the existence]

of such visitors and have devoted much effort to fading!

their traces upon earth, and the Gobi Desert has been!

one of their favourite hunting-grounds. One such sci-;j

entist is Professor Mikhail Agrest, an eminent math-j

ematician and physicist, who has expressed the convict

tion that Sodom and Gomorrah were destroyed, a

million years ago, by a nuclear explosion. The Bible!

tells us how the inhabitants of these cities were punished!

for their vices by a rain of brimstone and fire from|

heaven; Lot and his family were spared, but Lot's wijj

transgressed the divine command not to look back o«|

the scene of destruction and was turned into a pillar oft

salt. Scientists are agreed that the cities may have been^

destroyed four thousand years ago, but they do not ac-;

cept the story of a consuming fire and cannot find

evidence of a volcanic eruption or earthquake. Agrest,

however, published an article in the Moscow Litera-

turnaya Gazeta at the beginning of 1960 which was

much commented on by the Soviet radio and in which

he emphasized that the ancient text speaks of the de-

struction having come from the heavens. The explana-

tion he suggested was that visitors in a space-ship had

had to get rid of part of their nuclear fuel and had

exploded it in an area from which they first expelled

the inhabitants.
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At Baalbek in the Anti-Lebanon there is a giant plat-

fom e^ed bT&e weather, whose origin is wrapped

other worlds; his view is supported b mauy^c entets

who believe that myths and legends are not mere tan

tidies but derive from a basis of fact. The Bib ical

thev suggest, reflects as faithfully as possible a

civilized, they might well have^ *^§£^3}
of their city in these terms. Burning sulphur throws on

mtense heat and dissolves anything to which it ad-

htTs" As for the story of Lot's wife, it recalls the

Station of reinforced concrete which was one of the

effeSt^Hiroshima bomb. Given the quantities^

o

Salt in the area, the blast of the explosion migh

well have covered her with a powder of .
mi™te grains

of detritus, so that she would have resembled a pular of

Brest's theory is further borne out by the "tectites"

fomd £ the Libyan desert. The Soviet scholar is

wZigly supposed to have described these as pngrtto

or the remains of destroyed space-ships; in fact, his

theS iXuhey are fragments detached from space-

Ihins bv the heat generated by their contact with the

Xospnere and hf points out that thisw« accom-

nanvine phenomenon of the re-entry of Sputnik 11. ine

TagTents in question are glassy chips or shards
,

chf-

S from meteorites in composition; they have been

discovered on or near the ^^f^? >

"\^tSl
stricted areas, and are most probably^not aMMKJtei*

origin. Some scientists believe them to be figments oi

n comet, others think they may have rained from the

iZt consequence of^.^^^Z
met of huge meteorites on that body. They appear to

^ rotated at high speed before^reachmg the e rfc

tad thus to have become solidified. If they are reany
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from space-ships, the quantity of them which can tfl

seen in some areas is such that the ships must have!

been of enormous size.

Traces of vitrification such as are found on the site dm
Sodom and Gomorrah have also been discovered byl

Soviet explorers in a large part of the Gobi Desert and!

in the sinister Death Valley between California and'l

Nevada. The adventurer William Walker, "commander-r

in-chief of the Republic of Nicaragua", wrote as follows

of Death Valley in 1850: "Around an imposing central

building are the remains of a city that extended foil

about a mile. There are signs of a volcanic eruptionj

with carbonized or vitrified blocks, the result of soma

terrible catastrophe. In the centre of this city, a tru|

American Pompeii, there is a rocky spur twenty ofl

thirty feet high, on which the ruins of gigantic construct

tions can be seen. The buildings at their southern exj

tremity look as though they had been in a furnace, anJ

the rock on which they are built itself shows signs of

having melted. Strange to say, the Indians have nd

tradition concerning the people who once lived herej

The dismal ruins fill them with superstitious terror, bu|

they know nothing of their history."

If Walker had ever seen Pompeii or learnt anything!

of vulcanology he would have known that there wal

never any such eruption in Death Valley and that nd
volcanic outburst, however violent, could have melted^

rock, vitrified sand and made barren what was once a

luxuriant area but is now a scene of contorted ruins em
pressing the torment of violated nature.

In the caves of Turkestan and the Gobi Desert the]

Russians have discovered what may be age-old instru-;

ments used in navigating cosmic vehicles. These are]

hemispherical objects of glass or porcelain, ending in al

cone with a drop of mercury inside. Science has no

explanation for these, but it is remarkable that mercury

played an important part in propelling the "heavenly

chariots" which are so often described in Sanscrit texts.

According to the Ramayana and the Dronaparva (part
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of the Mahabharata), the "aerial car" {vimand) was

shaped like a sphere and borne along at great speed on

E rrdghty wind generated by mercury. It moved in any

way the pilot might desire—up or down, forwards or

backwards. Another Indian source, the Samar, speaks

of "iron machines, well-knit and smooth, with a charge

1 mercury that shot out of the back in the form ot

ii roaring flame", and another work, the Sanfi£»-

ganasutradhara, actually describes how such vehicles

Were constructed.

The greatf§ir Isaac Newtonjmay have had an inkling,

or more than an inkling, of such matters when he wrote,

In a letter of 1676 on the transmutation of metals:

"The way in which mercury may be so impregnated Has

teen thought fit to be concealed by others that haye

known it, and therefore may possibly be an inlet to

something more noble, not to be communicated with-

out immense danger to the world, if there should be

nny verity in the Hermetic writers." At all events, it is

interesting that the modern science of astronautics is

1 urning its attention to mercury as a fuel. At an lnter-

wuional space congress in Paris in 1959 there was talk

of an "ionomercurial engine", and in 1966 the French

w. rc planning to launch an artificial satellite powered

by a "mercury solar furnace" (the "Phaeton project ).

The amazing Kappas

I ouis Pauwels and Jacques Bergier, in Le matin des

magiciens (Paris, 1960), refer to the phenomenon of

"cup-marks" on rocks, concerning which the American

amateur scientist Charles Hoy Fort wrote as follows:

" They look to me like symbols of communication;

l.ul not communication between some of the inhabitants

Of (his earth and other inhabitants of this earth. My

own impression is that some external force has marked,

Wilh symbols, rocks of this earth, from far away.

, "I do not think that cup-marks are inscribed com-

munications among different inhabitants of this earth,
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because it seems too unacceptable that inhabitants of

China, Scotland and America should all have conceived!

of the same system.

"Cup-marks are strings of cup-like impressions in

rocks. Sometimes there are rings around them, and!

sometimes they have only semicircles. Great BritainJ

America, France, Algeria, Circassia, Palestine: they ardj

virtually everywhere—except in the far north, I thinkJ

In China, cliffs are dotted with them. Upon a cliff neat!

Lake Como, there is a maze of these markings. In Italy

and Spain and India they occur in enormous numbers.

"Given that a force, say, like electric force could,

from a distance, mark such a substance as rocks . . . the

Lost Explorers from Somewhere, and an attempt, from

Somewhere, to communicate with them: so a frenzy of*

showering of messages toward this earth, in the hope

that some of them would mark rocks near the lost ex-

plorers.

"Or that somewhere upon this earth, there is an

especial rocky surface or receptor . . . upon which for'

ages have been received messages from some other

world; but that at times messages go astray and mar'

substances perhaps thousands of miles from the r~

ceptor;

"That perhaps forces behind the history of this earth

have left upon the rocks of Palestine and England, and

India and China, records that may some day be deci-

phered, of their misdirected instructions to certain es-

oteric ones—Order of the Freemasons—the Jesuits."

The mysterious cup-marks are plentiful in the moun-
tains which bound the Gobi Desert on the north, where

strange rites are performed by the shamans, the priests

or witch-doctors of the ancient animistic cult that still

lives on in Mongolia. The shamans fall into a trance in-

duced by the monotonous beating of a small drum or

tambourine, and claim that in this state they are in com-

munication with a nightmare world of spirits. Some of

the latter—black, hunchbacked, with long claws—have

the power to "cast their skin" and assume human form.

Thus transformed, they go about unrecognized; but
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when clad in their "dark skm" they are said to be in-

visible and to sail or fly in great shells over the waters

or through the clouds, "summoning the dead These

shells ar? mentioned in the Ghal Sudur ("Book at

Fire") in which ancient traditions are handed down, as

for the source of the other details, we may perhaps looK

f

°S
1

ome
J

year

I

s ago the Mainichi Graphic, a serious

weekly, put the question whether strange beings
;

might

not have come to Japan from outer space and lived

there till about 3000 B.C. This speculation was de-

fended by the eminent archaeologist and historian, Vio-

fessor Komatsu Kitamura, who wrote: >

"I was led to this hypothesis in the first instance by a

print illustrating an old work on the history of the

legendary Kappas or 'men of the cane-brake who are

said to have inhabited Japan in the Heian period (ninth

to eleventh century A.D.). They are described in the old

texts as web-footed bipeds with three hooked fingers on

each hand, the centre digit being much longer than the

others. Their skin is brown, smooth, silky and lucent;

their heads are elongated, they have large ears and

strange eyes of triangular shape. According to all re-

ports they wear a curious kind of hat 'with four needles

in it'; their nose is like a proboscis and is connected to

a casket-shaped hump on their backs. The old writers

add that they could move with equal rapidity by land

and sea.

"Until recent times this description could only nave

suggested to us creatures of legend, vaguely resembling

monkeys. But we now know that many 'fabulous' crea-

tures existed in reality, e.g. the so-called giants, or

'dragons' which were really saurians of the Coenozoic

era. Considering the Kappas, more closely, I suddenly

realized their startling resemblance to modern frogmen.

Their 'smooth, brown skin' could have been a close-

fitting waterproof suit; their webbed hands and feet,

and the hooks on their fingers and toes, would be suit-

able equipment, and the 'proboscis' and 'hump' would

of course be breathing apparatus, complete with oxygen
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bombs. As for the 'four needles', I am tempted to bM
lieve that they were radio antennae."

We may rule out the idea that the mysterious Kappal
j

are a mere fantasy, since there is a large body of evi-

]

dence tending to confirm that they existed. On the other

hand, given the state of Japanese culture a thousand

years ago, we cannot suppose that they were merely a

branch of the Japanese race with a special talent for

diving. The only alternative conclusion is that they

came from outer space; and, as Professor Kitamura ob-

serves, the tales about them seem to confirm this view,

since they speak of vehicles "like great shells, able to

move swiftly over the waters or through the heavens".

We are thus led in imagination from Mongolia to

Japan and back, following the enigmatic Kappas who,

after the land of Mu was engulfed, flew about in search

of survivors among their countrymen. As we shall see,

there are traces of spatial visitors in many parts of the

globe. We may mention here a curious, ageless statue in

the Japanese island of Honshiu, which looks like a

semi-human diver: the helmet is too small, the goggles

are enormous and stick out sideways, the arms barely

reach down to the waist, the flanks are massive and

very low, while the stumpy legs resemble a pair of

goblets. As for space-helmets, the masks used by witch-

doctors among many primitive Asian tribes look as if

they derived from them. As Zorovsky says, "May not

these be imitations of space-helmets, to which magic

powers have been ascribed through the ages? The
makers oflstrange funeral masks without definite fea-

tures, such as we find among many ancient peoples,

may have designed them in memory of mythical astro-

nauts, in the hope that with their aid the departed,

would ascend rapidly to heaven or return to earth again,

or perhaps enjoy a sweet sleep before reincarnation
—

'

this hope being inspired, perhaps, by the artificial hiber-

nation which was observed to be a custom of the vis-

itors from outer space."

7

Legends of tne Stars

Certain unusual phenomena, embroidered by local su-

perstition, attracted the attention of Soviet scientists to

a "bottomless well" in Azerbaijan. A bluish light seemed

B emanate from its walls, and it gave forth strange

groaning and whistling noises. There was, as the sci-

entists knew, nothing supernatural about these; some of

the investigators went a certain distance down the well,

while others explored crevices in the neighbourhood to

Bee if they communicated with it. They found more

than they expected: a whole network of tunnels, which

turned out to be linked with others in Georgia and

throughout the Caucasus.

These were at first thought to be prehistoric caves:

near their mouths were found graffiti and human re-

mains, but on inspection it turned out that the bones

were of much later date than the drawings. It was also

discovered that most of the caves led to tunnels carved

in the mountain-side. These were too much blocked by

rubble to be explored properly, but even so they formed

an impressive system of broad passages, circular "con-

courses", empty niches, wells and channels so narrow

that not even a child could have passed along them.

One large tunnel which it was possible to follow for a

considerable distance led to a spacious underground

hall or piazza, more than 65 feet high. Clearly this was

65
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the work of intelligent beings, but for what purpose?

clue has yet been found; the answer to the mystery m
lie further on, in the blocked portion of the tunnels.

The main entrances to these tunnels are regular H
form, with handsome straight walls and narrow arches.

The most curious fact about them is that they are al«l

most identical with similar tunnels in Central America,!

The caves which are often found near the Caucasia^
tunnels contain graffiti which also represent universal

motifs: the swastika, symbolizing infinity, and the

spiral. As to the purpose of the tunnels, some Soviet]

archaeologists believe that they are part of a huge netj

work stretching out towards Iran and perhaps linkeJ

with those discovered near the Amu Darya (in Turk-j

menistan and on the Russo-Afghan border) or even thJ

underground labyrinths of central and western ChinaJ

Tibet and Mongolia.

Some of these tunnels were found in 1920-1 by the

explorer Ossendowski, who suggested that they hafl

served as hiding-places to Mongol tribes harried b%
Genghis Khan. The orientalist Nicholas Roerich refer!

in this connection to the belief that there is in Asia ari

immense underground kingdom called Shambhala frorru

which a new saviour of humanity is to appear in thJ

person of the hero Maitreya.

The Tibetans believe that the tunnels are citadels, the]

last of which still afford refuge to the survivors of an,

immense cataclysm. This unknown people is said tcl

make use of an underground source of energy which re-4

places that of the sun, causing plants to breed and pro-l

longing human life. It is supposed to give out a greenj

fluorescence, and it is curious that we also meet with!

this idea in American legend. An explorer in the Am-|

azon jungle is said to have found his way into an under-

ground labyrinth illuminated "as though by an emerald"

sun": he retreated hasily to avoid the clutches of a
monstrous spider, but before doing so saw "shadows

like men" moving at the end of a passage.

The descendants of the Incas tell frightening tales of
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their ancestors who dwell "in the heart of the moun-

tains" but come out occasionally to walk in the star-

light. It is hard to tell whether these are real people or

ghosts. According to Tom Wilson, an Indian guide in

California, they are substantial enough: he relates that

fifty years ago his grandfather, who knew nothing of the

South American tales, chanced to find himself in a great

underground city where he lived for a time among

strange people "dressed in something that resembled

leather but was not" (plastic materials in 1920?),

speaking a strange tongue and eating unnatural food.

Could these be the "immortals of Mu"? The occultists

will readily tell us so, but the reader would do well to

be cautious.

Fifteen years later a gold prospector named White

came upon an underground cemetery where, in a large

hall or open space, he found hundreds of naturally

mummified bodies, some reclining on chairs made of

rock and others lying on the floor in distorted poses, as

though death had caught them unawares. These too

wore garments like leather and were lit by a sinister

green fluorescence; around them, in the same green

light, sparkled enormous gold statues.

An expedition set out to investigate White's story,

but failed to reach its destination. Another old miner,

however, who had apparently kept silent out of super-

stitious fear, finally avowed that he himself could have

found the way to the underground cemetery at any

time; he described details of it that White had noticed

but had never mentioned to anyone.

The Apache Indians tell stories of tunnels between

their lands and the mythical city of Tiahuanaco, and

claim that some of their ancestors, fleeing from other

tribes, travelled for years by this route until they

reached South America. We may doubt such tales, but

we cannot fail to be struck by the assurance of Indian

chiefs that the tunnels were "carved out by rays that

destroy the living rock" and that their creators were

"beings that live near the stars".
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Missiles in the temple

Returning to Asia, we find alongside the myth
Shambhala that of another secret kingdom known
Agarthi, Agartha or Agharti, with a central sanctu

somewhere under the Himalayas. According to O
sendowski, this "centre of wisdom and the hunr
mind" was founded at least 600,000 years ago. Som
of the descriptions given of it are too fantastic to wast

time on, and from time to time various charlatans hav
presented themselves as "grand priests of Agarthi". Bu
the references to space-flights and superhuman power
possessed by its inhabitants are so frequent and cor

respond so closely to the tales told of gods and heroes

in Sanscrit texts that many scientists have considered

the myth worthy of close study. As Miller, an American
scholar, puts it: "Agarthi and other cosmic riddles, th

mysteries of Tibet and the parapsychological gifts of

many Asians are all chapters of the same book—that

of the lost civilization of Mu. Some day perhaps w
may be able to get some idea of the remaining con-
tents, but when and how?" Looking for a needle in a
haystack is child's play by comparison, as would b
confirmed by all those who have tried to throw ligh

on the mysterious race of star-worshippers called th.

Hsing Nu. Of non-Chinese origin, this people inhabite-1

what is now an empty and little-known area in northern
Tibet, south of the Kun Lun range. It is thought they
may have come from Persia or Syria, as the finds that

have been made are reminiscent of the Ugaritic culture,

especially figures of Baal wearing a long conical helmet,
his body covered in silver.

When the French explorer, Father Duparc, discov-

ered the ruins of the Hsing Nu capital in 1725 its peo-
ple were only a legend, having been destroyed by the

Chinese many centuries before. Within the city Duparc
found over a hundred monoliths which had apparently

belonged to a temple and had been covered with layers

of silver, some of which had been overlooked by plun-
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derers and was still to be seen. He also discovered a

three-storied pyramid, the lower part of a tower of blue

porcelain, and the royal palace with thrones sur-

mounted by images of the sun and moon. There was

also a "moonstone", a large object of an unearthly

white colour with bas-reliefs of unknown animals and

flowers.

In 1854 another French explorer, Latour, discovered

tombs, weapons, copper vessels and silver and gold

necklaces adorned with swastikas and spirals. Later

expeditions, however, found only some carved slabs of

stone, as the ruined city had meanwhile been buried by

sandstorms.

In 1952 a Soviet expedition made an attempt to un-

earth part of the ruins. The work was long and arduous,

as they had to do without proper instruments which

could not be brought to the spot. All the Soviet sci-

entists were able to retrieve was the tip of a pointed

monolith with inscriptions, the stone bearing a close

resemblance to that found in the prehistoric African

city of Zimbabwe. However, Tibetan monks showed the

scientists various pieces of evidence concerning the

Hsing Nu, including ancient documents giving a min-

ute description of the three-storied pyramid. According

to these, its three stories represented, reading upwards,

"the Ancient Land, when men rose up to the stars; the

Middle Land, when men came down from the stars; and

the New Land, the world of distant stars". Are we to

understand from these enigmatic words that in some re-

mote past human beings were able to visit one of the

heavenly bodies, that they afterwards came back to

earth and lost the power of space-travel? This, at all

events, is what the Tibetans believe: according to them,

Hsing Nu space-travel was linked with religion, and this

ancient people taught that the souls of the dead rose to

heaven and were turned into stars.

The Soviet experts brought back a description of the

temple which agrees with Duparc's to a large extent.

According to the Tibetan chronicles, there reposed on
the altar a "stone brought from the moon" (not "fallen
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from the moon", like e.g. a meteorite), described as

milky white stone surrounded by exquisite drawings

the flora and fauna of the "star of the gods" and b

slender monoliths coated with silver. Could these b.

the animals and plants of a planet colonized by cosmo-

nauts of ancient times, with the monoliths symbolizing

their space-ships?

It is said that before they were engulfed by a nery

cataclysm" the Hsing Nu were a highly civilized people

and cultivated arts still known to the Tibetans, includ-

ing "speech at a distance" and thought-transmission

through space. However, the survivors of the catastro-

phe lapsed into barbarism and superstition. The report

of these preternatural powers aroused interest among

Soviet scholars, whose studies of parapsychology had

to be carried on in secret because Stalin had forbidden

them to pursue such "magico-religious fooleries". Dur-

ing the thaw after the dictator's death the subject was

still treated with some scepticism, but its exponents

were able to convince the authorities that it was not

"magic" but a serious branch of science, the investiga-

tion of which would bring its own contribution to hu-

man progress. Leonid Vasilyev of the Soviet Academy

of Sciences revealed that in Stalin's lifetime he had

conducted secret experiments at Leningrad which had

proved that certain subjects could receive and transmit

thoughts telepathically even when immured in under-

ground cells lined with lead. Another psychologist, Pro-

fessor Kazhinsky, produced supporting evidence, and a

research group was set up in Moscow composed of psy-

chiatrists, physiologists, neurologists and physicists, un-

der the direction of the young Doctor E. Naumov.

Khrushchev personally encouraged these studies, which

it was thought might prove useful in the astronautical

sphere: telepathy would enable the pilots of space-ships

to contact one another if their instruments should fail,

and also perhaps to communicate with extra-terrestrial

beings. Many Soviet universities are experimenting with

drugs thought capable of increasing telepathic powers,

and at Moscow University work is being done on the
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construction of apparatus to improve extra-sensory^per

ception. These studies are being pushed forward by sci

entists who have to their credit such devices as to

"sleep machine" to cure insomnia and the robot^nyp

notizer" which enables the human bram to absorb and

rSZ a quantity of knowledge beyond its normal ca-

Pa
Smce the study of parapsychology ceased to be taboo

in the Soviet Union, Vasilyev and his followers have ex-

?nTed I large amount of material from disciphne

other than their own, including archaeology and its

finings concerning Hsing Nu and the Tibetans. It had

Seen toown that the lamas possessed extra-sensory

Sers, but it seemed a bold speculation to imagine

C toy, like to Hsing Nu of old, were able to com-

mutoi with other planets. However, nothing is rukd

oTof court by to leaders of Soviet science. As the

gVeat astronautical expert, Leonid Sedoy, enjomedujpon

Ms fellow-workers: "You must investigate everything

Sd neglect nothing, however out-of-the-way it may

seem. There is always time to discard afterwards.

For years now the Russians have been foUowing this

advice in every branch of science. Their expeditions to

Tibet have been instructed to bring back useful knowl-

edge in every field, including to mysterious phenomena

oUung-gom, to mental and physical disciphne which

confers extraordinary powers of resistance and weight-

lessness, and tu-mo, whereby an indvidual can generate

such body heat as to be able to survive, naked at an

altitude of 15,000 feet. Certainly to »?«J™jJ *J
have neglected to look for evidence of telepathy and

telekines^
^ mission visited several Tibetan

monasteries to discover what they could
.

co^rumg

"routes to to stars", which might seem to belong pure-

ly to science fiction. A report on to expedition.was

made by a Scandinavian scholar at an astronautical

congress in Moscow. The explorers met with grave dif-

ficulties: two of them fell into crevasses and were en-

ously injured, while three others had to be lett, in a
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state of exhaustion, to be tended in hospitable villages.

Finally, however, in the great monastery of Galden, the

Soviet scientists were able to meet an aged lama with a

thorough knowledge of astronomy and astronautical

problems. The lama claimed that in certain conditions

he was able to enter into visual contact with the in-

habitants of another planet. For a long time he refused

to allow the Russians to witness such an experiment,

but finally he agreed that two of them might do so.

After the team had been offered rest and refresh-

ment, the two chosen members were made to perform

exercises of mental concentration, accompanied by

yoga "gymnastics", and to observe a special diet. They

then assembled in the austere cell where the experiment

was to take place. The lama took the two scientists by

the hand and all three concentrated their minds accord-

ing to previous directions, while at regular intervals a

curious apparatus gave out a muffled note, the echo of

which was immediately deadened. Then, in the depths

of the cell, a cloudy image came into view: it gradually

took the shape of a creature somewhat like a man, but

with indiscernible features and jointed limbs like those

of an insect or crustacean. The creature stood upright

and motionless, and in front of it was seen what ap-

peared to be a moving reproduction of the solar system,

with Mercury,. Venus; the earth and other planets re-

volving round a large gleaming ball. Counting the tiny

spheres, the Russian scholars found to their surprise

that instead of nine planets there were ten—an addi-

tional member of the system was revolving outside the

orbit of Pluto.

The lama refused to answer any questions as to the

source of the image, and would only tell the scientists

that there was indeed another planet outside Pluto

—

possibly a former satellite of Neptune which had gone

into an orbit of its own—and that before many years

elapsed it would be discovered by astronomers. The ex-

periment bore no further fruit; one of those who took

part described it as follows: "Neither I nor my col-

league will ever know whether the image was really be-
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fore us or only in our minds, whether it was ptojctoi

through the space or imposed on our senses by the

lama himself. We can describe approxrma ely what t

looked like, but it had something unearthly about it,

and it hard y seems possible that anything so extraor-

Siry could be conceived by the human mind alone.

The political dispute between the Soviet Union and

China has put an end to the former's explorations m
Tibet but Soviet scientists continue to take a lively m-

Sin tne subject. They have turned their attention*

India, where the great masters of yoga are said to po -

sess secrets that will help astronauts to endure condi-

tions of space travel.

A cubical space vehicle

The Indian sub-continent is another inexhaustible mine

oTandem lore, cosmic legends and strange extra-sen-

sory phenomena. Saint-Yves d'Alveydre a somewhat

over-imaginative authority on Agarthi believes that In-

dia owes the discovery of yoga to this underground

kingdom. Some of the extraordinary powers conferred

by yoga are enumerated in the Yogasutra,* P^-Chns-

tian text. This claims that man can make his body

Sger or smaller, weightless or invisible; can travel any-

where including the stars, overcoming natural obstades

by will-power (e.g. penetrating walls and rocks or sulk-

ing underground); can create, transform or annulate

arfy object, and can enter into the body, mmd mdsovL

of another person. All this, we are told, can be attamd

bv means of samadhi (absorption, sublimation), the

gods possess such powers by right of birth, but giants

and ordinary mortals can acquire them by the use ot

There are occultists who would have us believe that

the naacals, the "great brethren" of Mu who were also

the rulers of Agarthi, confided the secrets of yoga to

the chief men of Tibet. But sceptics point ironically^to

the mention of "herbs", recalling the many
^

drug that

confer the illusion of flight, invisibility and other strange
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powers. At the same time we should remember that

the ancient Indians had an advanced knowledge of

pharmaceutics: together with other nations they seem,

for example, to have used something very similar to

penicillin. Over 5,000 years ago Imhotep, the Egyptian

Aesculapius, is said to have used a miraculous sub-

stance "derived from earth and decomposition", which

presumably was some kind of antibiotic. The ancient

Chinese modes of healing are still in use today, and

the Indians, under the guise of a religious ceremony,

practised inoculation against smallpox. The Ayurvedic

system of medicine was based on the use of vegetable

products of great efficacy, showing that they knew
much more than modern man about the healing prop-

erties of trees and plants.

In our day, Oriental doctors have turned over the

leaves of ancient books and discovered new and ef-

fective ways of treating circulatory disturbances and

various forms of tuberculosis. Professor Angelo Vizia-

no, who has made a close study of Indian medicine, has

for example described the powers of a herb named
balucchar, the juice of which, rubbed on the scalp, acts

as a tranquillizer and soporific; he also mentions secret

vegetable products whereby Indian doctors cure di-

abetes "as effectively as with insulin".

The Russians, at all events, think it worth while to

investigate all these matters, not excluding the legendary

space vehicle known as the dkurdkapalam. In this they

are following in the footsteps of the last Tsar, Nicholas

II, who took much interest in a book entitled Initia-

tions: the author of this, a French occultist named
Sedir, described a meeting between one of his masters

and the constructors and pilots of this mysterious ve-

hicle. The Tsar maintained close and friendly relations

with Sedir, and further details may well have been

buried in his private papers.

The "Cape Kennedy" of Indian space flights was

situated, it appears, in what is now a dead city in the

Deccan, accessible only by a steep tunnel leading from

the base of a mountain to its summit. The monks who
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dwell in this strange retreat are said to possess the

secret of freeing metals from terrestrial magnetism and

endowing them with transparency and preternatural en-

ergy, by striking them incessantly with little hammers:

the transformation is effected by the sound thus pro-

duced. The dhurakapalam itself is a diaphanous cube

with golden reflections, its side measuring about 5 feet.

The pilot, according to Sedir, is seated inside the cube

on a box filled with laurel-ashes, which have an insulat-

ing power; in front of him is a disc of burnished gold.

He controls the vehicle by means of two crystal knobs,

connected with silver wires to a battery of sonic energy.

This mysterious element provides the power supply; the

machine takes off from the ground with a deafening

roar, travels through the stratosphere (described as "a

grey nothing, traversed by streaks of light and dotted

with the white puffs of explosions") and into outer

space, where it moves with incredible speed from planet

to planet, from sun to sun, perhaps from galaxy to

galaxy-
. . .

We do not believe that Soviet scientists give too

much credence to the dhurakapalam, but it is quite pos-

sible that they intend to find out whether the story has

any core of truth which might, if properly understood,

lead to an important scientific discovery.
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Tke Colonies of Mu

Five or six thousand years ago—when the pyramid of

Cheops had not been built, Greece was overran by wild

hunters and Troy was not even a distant dream—the

city of Mohenjo-daro flourished in what is now south-

ern Pakistan, between Larkana and Kandiaro.

This metropolis, of whose very name we are uncer-

tain, greets us across the ages in an unusual manner:

seeds found among its ruins have awoken from their

long sleep and ripened into an unknown type of grain,

more nutritive than any species known today. It was

this tiny miracle, compressed into a short news item,

which first made the public aware of the existence of

Mohenjo-daro; but most readers probably did not know

that the excavation of its ruins filled an important gap

in archaeological knowledge, while at the same time

posing a host of questions.

Up to forty years ago, students of Indian civilization

were faced by a curious enigma. On the one hand they

possessed the Rig-Veda ("Veda of Hymns"), a text

dating back about 2,000 years and belonging to a peo-

ple of high culture, while on the other there was no

evidence of a single work of art or building of earner

date than the third century B.C., when Greek and Per-

sian influence had already made itself felt. The inter-
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vening period was a mystery, the more puzzling because

of occasional discoveries relating to it: remains of walls,

bronze weapons and furniture, and a strange seal repre-

senting a horned animal of unknown species, with an

indecipherable inscription. This last was found at

Harappa in the Punjab, about 125 miles south-west

of Lahore. .

In 1921 the Indian archaeologist Daya Harappa car-

ried out excavations which brought to light the remains

of an ancient city whose inhabitants made no use ot

iron but apparently only of stone and bronze, yet had

reached a high degree of civilization, as was shown by

the ruins of a massive structure resembling a silo in the

shape of a truncated cone, and also a male torso of

extraordinary perfection. A year later, other archaeolo-

gists were engaged in excavating the rums of a Bud-

dhist temple of the second century a.d. on an islet in

the Indus about 450 miles from Harappa, in a tally

area called by the natives Mohenjo-daro, the "hill of

death". To their surprise, they found under the temple

walls the remains of a still older structure which showed

features in common with the "Harappa civilization".

The work of excavation continued in the 1940s and

brought to light at Mohenjo-daro a complete city with

a regular network of streets running east-west and

south-north. The city must have been inhabited for

hundreds or thousands of years; it was no doubt rebuilt

many times after destruction by war, flood or earth-

quake. Altogether eight strata of ruins have been dis-

covered, and more would probably be found if it were

possible to dig deeper: it is not, because the water-level

has now been reached.

One striking fact which throws light on the social

structure of the unknown people of Harappa and

Mohenjo-daro is that in the latter city there is no trace

of a royal palace or temple, such as are found m all

other ancient cities known to us. What Mohenjo-daro

lacks in splendour, however, it gains in rationality. Its

most impressive building is a bath-house, formerly
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covered, with a pool measuring 40 feet by 23 feet;

alongside it is a steam-bath and a hot-air heating sys-

tem. J

The main street, running north and south, is over

half a mile long and 33 feet wide. The houses were

of one or two stories or sometimes three, and were

expertly built in bricks similar to ours. Each bedroom

had running water and a bathroom and lavatory: this,

as the plumbing system shows, was also true of the

upper floors, now destroyed. The municipal sewerage

was so efficient that British engineers declared they

could do no better at the present day. Pipes and drains

under every street carried off refuse and rain-water, of

which there must have been a great deal.

As a German archaeologist writes, "There are many

signs that at the time when Mohenjo-daro was at its

zenith, the local climate was much colder and damper

than it is today. Here in Sind, for instance, use is now

made almost entirely of air-dried bricks, which make

the air cooler than baked ones. Today the area is so

dry and deforested that it would be impossible to collect

a quantity of wood equal to that used to bake the huge

number of bricks used at Mohenjo-daro."

An elegant silver casket was found to contain jewels,

rings, bracelets and necklaces of gold, silver and ivory.

Another contained the remains of a fine cotton fabric,

the oldest so far discovered. Hitherto the earliest traces

of cotton were found among the ancient Americans,

while in the Mediterranean basin it first appears at the

time of Alexander the Great, about 300 B.C.

As we noted, the inhabitants of Harappa do not

seem to have known the use of iron; or perhaps, as

believers in the lost continent of Mu would suggest,

they once knew it but then forgot it. Half-way between

Harappa and Mohenjo-daro, where the Panjnad flows

into the Indus, there is said to have been a find of

ancient metal objects including an iron thimble and a

very fight cup, apparently of aluminium. We cannot

vouch for this report, which comes from a periodical

that sometimes leaps to conclusions, but we think it
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should be mentioned since, in this field, too Asiais
;

full

of surprises. The famous pillar near the Qutb Mniar at

DeM for instance, which is over 4,000 years old, con-

siSfof pieces of iron soldered or knit together m some

other way and showing no signs of rust, though it has

Seen expLed for centuries to heat and rain and every

vanaS of climate. This, moreover, is pure iron,^which

Ian be produced today only in tiny quantities and by

^SeSrnlthsoman Institution and the Bureau of Stan-

dards in Washington have brought to fight objects prov-

£1"I000 /ears ago, someV^^pro^
steel in furnaces at a temperature of 9,000 degrees

Swacte We may also recall that coins such as those

SSy Eu^deLs II (222-187 b.c.) of B^ria

r^w m Afghanistan, contain clear traces o nickel, a

meTal whli can only be extracted from its ore by

Chtist general Chou Chu t^**£*>^JZ
lvsed in 1958 by the Institute of Applied Physics ot me

SeS Academy of Sciences: itf^J^^
oer cent of aluminium, 10 per cent of copper and 5 per

cent ol manganese. As the French review Horizons

SrunSnted, "Although there is plenty

be found in the world, it is a difficult metal to extract

Tbe electronic^*$^^&^Z
onlv been known since 1808. ine iaci ium.

^
meLlurgists were capable of extracting it from bauxite

1,600 years ago is an important discovery m the history

°' Toy" were also found at Mohenjo-daro: little day

figures of animals, some with movable heads other

fi^Ses on wheels, tiny carts, whisde.;
in thj

J

shap^o

a bird, dice and a game resembling draughts Cattie

breeding was much developed: zoologists tell us that

XTffiriLts bred zebu, also a short-horned Euro-

tan^e of animal, buffalo, bison and another species

now extinct: different strains were bred with great care

as we^ogs and several kinds of sheep. They do not
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seem to have had horses, but remains of the period,

found close to Mohenjo-daro, suggest that they domes-

ticated not only elephants but also the rhinoceros. The
possibility of taming this animal has been discovered,

or rather rediscovered, in recent years by modern
zoopsychology.

The centre of Harappa is probably much older than

that of Mohenjo-daro, but the two cities are regarded

as belonging to a single empire which reached the

height of its splendour thousands of years ago. It is in

fact unthinkable that a civilization such as that depicted

in the Indian texts should have limited its radius of

action to 600 miles or so. We may recall that the

Ramayana describes Rama as travelling on his vimana

over the whole sub-continent, from the mountains and

rivers of the north all the way to Ceylon. If such an

empire had still existed at the time of the most recent

Mohenjo-daro remains there would certainly be other

traces of it, considering its size and the fact that the

two centres that have been discovered were not neces-

sarily the most important ones. But everything has

disappeared as though the earth had swallowed it up.

Perhaps indeed it did, for only a cataclysm of the sort

we have imagined could annihilate a culture so com-
pletely.

Believers in the existence of Mu maintain that

Harappa and Mohenjo-daro represent two of its colo-

nies: saved from the cataclysm but cut off from the

source of their civilization, they entered on a period of

decline but preserved traces of their old greatness until

they were finally destroyed. However this may be, the

unknown Indian race must have been impressive to

look at. But we have no delineation of its features, no
evidence as to where its people came from or where
they went. No tombs have come to light in the excava-

tions: perhaps the dead were cremated, or buried in

distant and long-forgotten cemeteries. Nor do we know
how Mohenjo-daro met its end. It was not destroyed

suddenly, for in that case there would certainly be re-

mains of human beings. But the population cannot have
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been deported or simply abandoned their city in good

order, considering the precious objects and implements

that were left behind.

Science has no answer to this puzzle, but some be-

lieve the answer is obvious: men, women and children

were literally removed from the face of the earth,

"atomized" by some terrible means of disintegration.

This may seem a far-fetched hypothesis, but those who

advance it do not do so on wholly fantastic grounds.

Super-atomic power

As we saw, the vimana appears to have been some kind

of aerial vehicle, but it would take many pages to quote

and analyse all the references to it in Indian and Tibetan

texts.

The Ramayana, the great Indian epic which relates

the adventures of Rama, is attributed to the poet

Valmiki (fourth to third century B.C.), but no doubt

derives in part from earlier work. It speaks of the "fiery

chariot" as follows: "Bhima flew along in his car,

resplendent as the sun and loud as thunder . . . The

flying chariot shone like a flame in the night sky of

summer ... It swept by like a comet ... It was as if

two suns were shining . . . Then the chariot rose up

and all the heavens brightened."

In the Mahavira of Bhavabhuti (eighth century) we

read: "An aerial chariot, the Pushpaka, conveys many

people to the ancient capital of Ayodhya. The sky is

full of stupendous flying-machines, dark as night, but

picked out by lights with a yellowish glare."

Until recent years such accounts may have been

considered mere fables, but in the nuclear age we can-

not help recognizing in the ancient descriptions reactors,

rockets and space-ships. The Vedas, moreover, tell us

of vimdnas of various types and sizes: the agnihotra-

vim&na with two engines, the "elephant vimana" with

more, and other types named after the kingfisher, ibis

etc., very much as we now christen various types of

aircraft and missile.
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The Mausolaparvan (part of the Mahabharata) says:

"It was an unknown weapon, an iron thunderbolt, a

gigantic messenger of death that burnt to ashes all the

descendants of Andhaka and Vrishni. Their corpses

were featureless, the hair and nails fell away, vessels

broke into fragments without cause, the birds turned

white. Within a few hours every food became unwhole-

some." And again: "Cukra, flying in a vimana of great

power, hurled at the triple city a missile weighted with

all the force of the universe. An incandescent smoke,

like ten thousand suns, rose in all its splendour."

Are these mere myths, the product of the ancient

writers' fantasy? The column of blazing smoke, an

explosion brighter than the sun, hair and nails falling

out, contaminated food, animals and birds losing their

colour—none of these details would be out of place in

a description of atomic warfare. The Vedic authors

may indeed have had strong imaginations, but this

seems to go beyond coincidence.

There is thus solid reason to believe that Asia, and

perhaps the lost continent of Mu, was once the scene

of frightful wars, massacre on a scale otherwise un-

known, and perhaps ruthless mass deportations.

On the basis of research carried out jointly by
scholars from the USA, the USSR and India, the

Smithsonian Institution in 1958 suggested that the Eski-

mos might have migrated northwards to their present

homes from central Asia, Mongolia and Ceylon, more
than 10,000 years ago. In this connection, Pauwels

and Bergier write (op. cit, p. 202): "How could a

primitive people have decided, suddenly and of one

accord, to leave their original homes for the inhos-

pitable regions where they now live? And how did they

make the journey? Even today, they know nothing of

geography or that the world is round. Why should

they leave the earthly paradise of Ceylon? The Institu-

tion does not offer any answer to these questions. We
do not claim that ours is the right one, but we put it

forward as a test of mental flexibility: supposing that,
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10 000 years ago, the world was governed by a more

developed civilization which established a deportation

area in the Far North? . . . Now turn to Eskimo folk-

lore, and what do we find there? It tells us that certain

tribes were flown to the far north, at the beginning of

time, on 'gigantic birds made of metal'. In the last

century archaeologists dismissed these birds as an ab-

surdity; but should we do so today?"

The Indian sources, moreover, do not confine them-

selves to ordinary atomic weapons. There is the Saura,

a kind of giant H-bomb, the Agniratha, a remote-

control jet bomber, the Sikharastra bomb with napalm-

like effects, the Avidiastra, which attacks the enemy's

nerve system. Again we read in Bhavabhuti's account:

"The sage, putting his confidence in Brahma, instructed

him in all secrets and in the use of powerful weapons

inducing sleep (prasvdpana) , and of a fire that would

reduce to ashes the great army of Kumbhakarna." As

though the conventional armament of those days was

not enough! Or here again is the description of a

super-bomb from the Dronaparvan (Mahabharata, book

vii): "They launched a huge missile of burning fire

without smoke, and thick darkness fell upon the armies

and on everything. A terrible wind arose, and blood-

coloured clouds swept down on the earth: nature went

mad, and the sun revolved upon itself. The enemy fell

like shrubs consumed by the fire, the rivers boiled and

those who had dived into them perished miserably.

The forests burnt; horses and elephants plunged wildly

through them, neighing and trumpeting. When the wind

had cleared away the smoke we beheld thousands of

corpses burnt to ashes."

Here, finally, is the account in the Dronaparvan of

"Brahma's weapon": "The son of Drona hurled the

weapon and great winds arose; the waters rushed

upon the earth. The soldiers were deafened by peals of

thunder, the earth shook, the waters rose up, the moun-

tains split asunder."

Here again we cannot suppose that this is pure
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mythology without a basis of fact: imagination, how-
ever lively, could not have described vehicles and

weapons with such accuracy.

The valley of the seven dead men

Many parts of the globe have yet to be fully explored,

and it is quite possible that we may discover other

regions where strange, terrible destruction has taken

place. In India there may well be many of these, to

judge from references in ancient books. One locality

that comes to mind is the "valley of the seven dead

men", the exact whereabouts of which is kept a secret

by New Delhi for fear that some foolhardy person,

lured by tales of treasure, may meet his death there as

happened, eighty years ago, to the companions of

Graham Dickford.

Dickford was one of the innumerable nineteenth-

century adventurers in far-flung countries who set out

to get rich by every possible means, at the risk of their

own lives or, more often, those of others. He came to

the notice of the British Indian authorities in 1892,

when he was picked up in a state of collapse and taken

to hospital in a small town. There he stammered out

a frightening tale. Along with some companions of his

own kidney, he had discovered a mysterious valley in

the heart of the jungle where, according to the natives,

there was a temple filled with amazing treasures; but

instead of a heap of gold and jewels the party came
upon a scene of horror. All his companions had been
killed, and Dickford himself was half-dead: he was
racked with fever, completely bald and covered with

terrible burns. In his delirium, interrupted by strangled

screams, he spoke of a "great flying fire", "shadows in

the night" and "ghosts that kill by looking at you". His

story grew more and more incoherent, and within three

days of being found he died in agony, crying out and
struggling with such violence that the Indian attendants

fled in terror.
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Dickford's tale was not taken seriously till 1906,

when the Government of India sent an expedition to

the spot: this confirmed Dickford's account, and the

"witches' cauldron" claimed two more lives. The valley

proved to be infested by all the most poisonous snakes

and plants of India. As for the "flying fire", the leader

of the expedition reported that "if one struck a match,

there was a terrific roar and flames shot from one end

of the valley to the other".

The two explorers who lost their lives had gone down

into a funnel-shaped hollow when they suddenly began

to stagger and fall to the ground. Their comrades

rushed to their aid but found them already dead. They

were able to retrieve the bodies, but themselves felt a

dizzy, choking sensation as long as they remained in

the hollow. That night they suffered from fearful night-

mares, and for days afterwards they felt an unnatural

sense of oppression.

In 1911 a second expedition of jungle veterans set

out for the valley. Of its seven members, only two

returned. The others had been in an open area sur-

rounded by higher ground when they suddenly began

to spin round and then collapse as though struck by

lightning, deaf to the cries of their friends who were

standing at a distance.

Eight years later a third group of intrepid explorers

made their way to the valley, where they found 17

human skeletons. The valley took its toll of this expedi-

tion also: three of its members, who had been laughing

and joking with their fellows, suddenly jumped for no

apparent reason over a rocky cliff and were dashed

. to pieces on the ground below.

Some scientists have suggested that these strange

and dreadful phenomena may be due to natural gases

of an inflammable or nerve-paralysing kind, or blasts

of carbonic acid gas, or to some feature of the climate

which causes the proliferation of snakes and poisonous

plants. As Einstein said in a different context, this

savours of "too many things in too little space". The
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explanations offered are not particularly convincing,

and they do not account for Dickford's story of "ghosts

that kill by looking at you".

If, on the other hand, we are prepared to admit the

space-travel theory, we may recall the ancient Indian

texts with their hints of the fearful effects of thermo-

nuclear weapons and others still more destructive. We
may also remember Death Valley in the USA with its

mis-shapen trees and its population of reptiles, the

fumes that make it fatal to human life and the weird

lights described by Dr. Martin which "leap up out of

the ground, sometimes in shapes resembling human
beings; they move through the darkness, sometimes

slowly and sometimes with the speed of Ughtning; they

twist and turn, shoot up like flames or claws, and rash

skywards in columns of white fire".

Secrets of tlie Pyramids

If all the works on pyramidology that have been writ-

ten since the Middle Ages were piled one on top of

another, the result would no doubt be an edifice nearly

as high as the pyramids themselves. By "pyramidology"

we refer here not to the factual description of these

monuments, but to-the endeavours that have been made

to extract from them information that transcends ordi-

nary Egyptology.

The tenth-century Arabic writer Masudi, for instance,

is not much spoken of by "official" scientists, though

they may occasionally mention a manuscript of his

which is preserved at Oxford. But to the pyramidolo-

gists he is a major prophet on account of his statement

that the Great Pyramid was not, as is generally thought,

built in about 2900 B.C. as a tomb for the fourth-

dynasty pharaoh Cheops (Khufu), but was erected by

a ruler named Surid some 300 years before the Deluge

(of which he is said to have had a prophetic vision)

in order to preserve the memory of Egypt's great

achievements in every field and the occult powers of

its people, especially that of divining the future. "In

the eastern pyramid," says Masudi, referring to that of

Cheops, "the king caused to be inscribed the celestial

spheres, the chronicle of times past and future and of

all that was to happen in Egypt."

87
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The historian Abu Zeyd el Balkhi claims that the

pyramid is older still, and that an inscription declares

it to have been built "when Lyra was in the sign of

Cancer", "twice 36,000 solar years before the date of

Egypt", 'or about 73,300 years ago. There are many

other theories too: some believe that the pyramid is

150,000 years old, others regard it as a compendium

of astronomical science or a history of the Egyptian

race from its remotest origins. But Masudi's version, in

one form or another, has always exercised the strongest

fascination.

About the middle of the last century John Taylor, a

London publisher who had never seen the Great Pyra-

mid but had made an exhaustive study of facts con-

cerning it, wrote a book expounding his theory that it

was built under divine inspiration by an ancient He-

brew, perhaps Noah himself; that the basis of its dimen-

sions was the "sacred cubit" of about 20 inches, and

that the structure expressed all kinds of mathematical

truths. A few years later Charles Piazzi Smyth, the

Astronomer Royal of Scotland, enlarged upon Taylor's

theory and discovered all sorts of measurements em-

bodied in the construction: for instance, the height of

the pyramid divided by twice the length of one of its

base-lines gave a value close to that of pi; the height

multiplied by a thousand million was approximately

the distance from the earth to the sun, and the base-line

divided by the breath of one of the stones gave the

figure 365, the number of days in the year. But, as Sir

Flinders Petrie tells us, one of Smyth's disciples was

disillusioned when he found him one day trying to file

away a projecting piece of granite in the royal ante-

chamber so as to make its dimensions correspond with

his theory.

A scholar who has gone to some trouble to investi-

gate these absurdities remarks that it is really not diffi-

cult to arrive at what seem extraordinary results. "If

anyone takes the trouble to measure such a complex

structure as the pyramid, he is bound to come across

various 'basic' measurements which he can apply at will
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to produce a desired conclusion. Given sufficient pa-

tience and versatility, he is sure to be able to arrive at

figures that coincide with important scientific data and

formulae. In fact the quest could hardly be unsuccess-

ful since it is not subjected to the discipline of any rule.

"Take, for instance, the height of the Pyramid. Smyth

multiples it by 109 to obtain the distance from the

earth to the sun, but this figure 9 is quite arbitrary. If

no such simple multiple had met the case, Smyth could

have chosen some other that would have given the

distance from the earth to the moon or the nearest

star, or any other known measurement. The only

'discovery' of this sort that is somewhat harder to

explain is that involving the value of pi. The Egyptians

may have used this ratio on purpose, but it is more

likely to be the incidental consequence of a different

plan of construction."

A "grand master" of pyramidology duly appeared m
the person of one Menzies, who declared that every

"pyramid inch" (Piazzi Smyth's unit, equal to 1-001

inches) of the internal corridors represented one year

of the earth's history, and that, as Masudi wrote, the

corridors give a faithful account of the world's past

and future. Accepting that the world was created in

4004 B.C., and having noted that the stones record the

Flood, the Exodus from Egypt and the birth, death

and resurrection of Christ, we discover with alarm

that, according to Menzies, the period from 1882 to

1911 was that of the Great Tribulation, terminated by

the second coming of the Saviour.

This may suffice to demonstrate the absurdity of the

ideas put forward by Taylor, Smyth, Menzies and their

disciples and imitators. The only reason we have men-

tioned them at all is that before dealing with the true

mysteries of ancient Egypt, we wished to ensure that

the reader was not distracted by baseless fables mas-

querading as scientific truths.
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Siriiis rose over the Nfle

The history of ancient Egypt is known to many in its

broad lines, beginning with the First Dynasty, around

4241 B.C.: the previous period is wrapped in mystery.

Some scholars believe that the Egyptians attained the

civilization we know of, starting more or less from

zero, and that they were inhabitants of the Saharan

plain (not yet completely a desert) who settled along

the Nile. However, most Soviet historians and archae-

ologists hold that they could not, at a single stroke,

have developed the flourishing culture which charac-

terized them at all periods known to us. Attention

should be paid, moreover, to the evidence of ancient

writings which have been wrongly dismissed as fables.

Herodotus, the "father of history", relates that he saw

at Thebes (Luxor) 341 wooden statues of high priests

who had successively held office since the foundation

of the great temple, 11,000 years before.

Nevertheless, up to a few decades ago it was sup-

posed that not much remained to be discovered m
Egypt. Opinions changed, however, when excavations

were resumed after the second world war, bringing to

light objects that had not previously been known but

which it was felt could not be unique. In 1954, for

instance, the Egyptian expert Zeki Y. Saad discovered

at Helwan textiles of extraordinary strength and deli-

cacy, such as could only be produced today in highly

specialized factories. As Dr. Saad observed, it seems

impossible that they could have been made by hand;

while the American scholar W. B. Emery remarks that

the excavations show archaic Egyptian civilization to

have been far more advanced than was previously

thought.

The corollary to this, in the opinion of Soviet

scholars, was that Egyptian culture must have been

developing for a long time previously, and that there

must have been a still more archaic civilization of which
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we know nothing, but which might account for the
Egyptians' profound knowledge of astronomy.

Acting on this theory, and with the aid of experts
from Cairo, the Russians have thrown light on one of
the most fascinating secrets of archaeology. The full

results of their investigations in the Nile Valley in the
early 60s have not been published, but from advance
reports it is clear that Egyptian civilization is in fact

much older than was previously suspected. It is true
that the objects so far brought to light have been
shown, by radiocarbon dating, not to be older than
some 6,200 years. But there are other tombs and ob-
jects buried deep beneath the sands at Saqqara, Abydos
and Helwan, and it is on these pre-dynastic finds that

the Soviet conclusions are based. According to reports

from Moscow they include inscriptions that prolong
the Egyptian calendar for a long span of years, celestial

maps of great accuracy and many objects whose pur-
pose is still unknown. Among the finds are spherical

crystal lenses of the utmost precision, used no doubt
for astronomical observation. Similar lenses, it is inter-

esting to note, have been discovered in Iraq and also in

central Australia; today they can be manufactured only
by means of a special abrasive based on cerium oxide.

This substance is derived from an electrochemical pro-
cess and cannot be isolated without the use of electric

energy: so we are faced with the intriguing question,

did the ancient Egyptians have knowledge of electricity?

As regards their calendar, the French scholar Jacques
Vernes writes: "We know that the Egyptian year began
on what we call 19 July. On that day Sirius stands in

the heavens at the same altitude as the rising sun, and
it is also the day on which the Nile waters begin to

rise. There is no connection between the two phe-
nomena, but the coincidence evidently struck the

Egyptians, and they made it the basis of their calendar.

"After a lapse of 4 years Sirius rises on the second
day of the Egyptian year, after 8 years on the third

day, after 12 years on the fourth and so on. The
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Egyptians corrected this by adding one or more days

to their year, in the same fashion as our leap-year.

Such corrections were made during a cycle of 1,461

years, after which Sirius again rose with the sun on

19 July. Now the inscriptions found by the Russians in

the newly discovered graves correspond to 25 such

cycles, and 25 times 1,461 is 36,525 years. Since the

calendar as we know it begins in 4241 B.C., it follows

that Egyptian civilization dates back 40 centuries be-

fore the Christian era."

The positions of the fixed stars in the maps found

by Soviet archaeologists agree with those they are

known to have occupied thousands of years ago. The

maps confirm that the Egyptians had a vast knowledge

of astronomy, and they show what we did not know

before, that this included knowledge of the "dark"

companion of Sirius. Curiously enough, the Dogon

tribe of central Africa are also aware of this star's

existence, of which they may have learnt from pre-

historic Egypt.

Soviet scholars suggest, though with hesitation, that

the Egyptians originally came from Indonesia. Is it

possible that they belonged to the realm of Mu, and

that the check which their development underwent, as

the Russians maintain, 10 or 12,000 years ago was due

to a cosmic disaster such as the fall of an asteroid? In

this way Egyptian culture as we know it, going back

barely as far as 4000 B.C., would have been only a pale

reflection of a world of unknown marvels.

The radioactive curse

The statement that we "know" Egyptian culture of the

dynastic period refers, of course, only to its broad

features. There are many mysteries still to be cleared

up, and above all, as with other ancient civilizations,

there are ever-recurrent hints that the earth was pre-

viously the scene of great mother-cultures which were

destroyed in some primeval cataclysm.

There are, as we shall see, many enigmatic links be-
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tween Egypt, Asia and pre-Columbian America. To
study these from the Egyptian end we should pass on
from Giza, where the Great Pyramid is situated, to
nearby Saqqara, where the Third-Dynasty pharaoh
Zoser decided to improve on the mastaba (rectangular
tomb) of his predecessors, and built the first of the
majestic series of pyramids. This was a step pyramid,
exactly like those of Asia and America, and we may
ask ourselves whether Zoser was not in fact renewing
the practice of a more ancient civilization which had
been that of all three continents.

Pyramids of the well-known Giza type are of later
date, and it is at Saqqara that we can best look for the
key to Egypt's fascinating secrets, many of which will

only be unlocked at the cost of much toil.

Buried in the sand a short way from Zoser's tomb is

another huge step pyramid, or rather the base of one
which for some reason remained unfinished. For dec-
ades the entrance could not be found, and scientists

had given up the problem in despair; it was finally
solved by the Cairo expert, Professor Zakaria Goneim,
by the sole use of mathematical calculations based on
Zoser's pyramid. The excavations were extremely diffi-

cult: on two occasions the path was blocked by masses
of rubble (under the second of which was found a
superb collection of gold bracelets), and a large part
of the corridor vault gave way, killing a workman and
injuring two others. Finally Goneim and his companions
reached the tomb-chamber, some 130 feet below
ground; but this was not the end of the mystery. Inside
the marble sarcophagus, closed by a sliding panel, there
should have been a wooden coffin containing the
pharaoh's mummified remains, but in fact nothing was
found.

If the tomb had been pillaged centuries before, then
presumably the precious objects would have been taken
also. It seems therefore that the sarcophagus was placed
empty in the chamber, either to foil predators or be-
cause it was regarded as containing the Ka—the vital
spirit or soul—of the dead ruler. The mummy of this
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pharaoh, who belonged to the third dynasty but whose

name we do not know, must be elsewhere in a second

tomb-chamber. Professor Goneim in fact discovered

another entrance to the tomb, but operations had to be

suspended during the Suez crisis of 1956, and he died

before conditions returned to normal. We have tried

without success to ascertain the circumstances of his

death, which some claim to be due to a "curse" of the

kind that has allegedly afflicted other Egyptologists.

Are we to believe such stories? Many tales have

been told of strange and sinister events following on

the exhumation of mummified pharaohs, but the reality

is different from what occultists and journalistic sensa-

tion-lovers would have us think. Take, for example, the

story of the remains of Rameses II, who was ruler of

Egypt during the captivity of the Israelites and has re-

posed since 1886 in the Cairo Museum. One damp,

sultry afternoon, a crowd of visitors to the museum

heard a loud creaking noise followed by the sound of

breaking glass. Turning towards the tomb, they saw an

incredible sight: the mummy which had been reclining

in the sarcophagus sat up, opened its mouth as if to

shout, turned its head sharply to the north, spread out

its arms and smashed the glass with its right hand.

Some of the crowd fainted, others rushed downstairs

towards the exit or jumped out of the window. Dozens

were injured, the attendant on duty threw up his job

and no one else could be found to take it; the Egyptian

government paid large sums in compensation and for

a long time the public boycotted the museum, fearing

lest the roof should collapse over their heads. But no

further prodigy occurred, and the experts decided that

all that had happened was that the mummy, used to the

cold, dry air of the tomb-chamber, had reacted in this

startling but natural way to the humidity of Cairo.

Nevertheless, since one cannot be too careful, it now

reposes with its head facing north as enjoined by the

funeral prayer.

As for the famous Tutankhamun, it must be said that

the story of a tablet having been found on the mummy,
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proclaiming a curse on all who should disturb it, is

pure fantasy. The only inscription on the sarcophagus

of this young pharaoh is one invoking peace on the

departed. Nor is it by any means the case that all those

who had anything to do with the excavation of the

tomb died in mysterious circumstances.

Professor Howard Carter, the head of the 1923 ex-

pedition, died sixteen years afterwards at the age of 66;

others concerned also died of old age or natural causes.

It is true, however, that a number of people connected

with the expedition died within a short period after it.

These included Lord Carnarvon, the promoter of the

work (said to have been killed by an insect bite), his

half-brother Aubrey Herbert, a nurse who had attended

him, Howard Carter's former secretary, three other

members of the team and Lord Carnarvon's step-

mother.

Thirty-five years later, by a curious chance, Dr.

Geoffrey Dean of the hospital at Port Elizabeth in

South Africa discovered in one of his patients symp-

toms of the mysterious disease which had killed many
Egyptologists, known as histoplasmosis or "cave dis-

ease" and spread by microscopic fungi to be found on

the bodies of animals (especially bats), in organic

detritus and dust. This may account for the death of

Lord Carnarvon and others to whom he may have

passed the infection, but not for the deaths of many
other scientists since the pyramids came to be excavated

on a large scale. Since the destruction of Hiroshima and

Nagasaki we are able to identify the cause of their

death as atomic gangrene.

As Professor Goneim observed, summing up the re-

searches of a large number of Egyptian scientists, it

has been found that the pitch used to preserve corpses

for mummification comes from the shores of the Red
Sea and parts of Asia Minor and contains highly radio-

active substances. Moreover, the cloth used for swathing

is radioactive, and the burial chambers were probably

full of radioactive dust. There is every reason to think

that the Egyptian priests made use of this fact not only
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to preserve the remains of their rulers but also to punish

desecrators of their tombs. They may have seen in

radioactivity a manifestation of Ra, the sun-god: ac-

cording to Goneim this is borne out by numerous

obscure passages in ancient documents.

We may recall here a curious event that took place

about the middle of the fifteenth century, when the

tomb of Cicero's daughter Tullia was opened. The

girl's body lay, intact, in an unknown transparent

liquid, and a lamp at her feet burnt for some time after

the tomb was broken into. The notion of an all-

preserving Hquid, and of a lamp that could burn for over-

1,500 years, is bound to make us think of atomic

energy.

The American archaeologist A. Hyatt Verrill has

put forward a still bolder hypothesis: he suggests that

the stones of the pre-Columbian pyramids were not

hewn by means of a chisel, but that the builders used

a kind of radioactive paste which was capable of eating

into granite. He claims to have seen for himself rem-

nants of this substance in the possession of an Indian

witch-doctor.

The voltaic monster and the defeat of gravity

We do not know how much the ancient Egyptians knew

of atomic energy, but Professor Goneim was convinced

that they were no strangers to scientific mysteries. As

he pointed out, there are chambers so deeply hidden

away in the pyramids that no fresh air penetrated to

them until they were discovered forty centuries after

being sealed. Yet the walls, floor and ceiling of these

chambers are painted with delicate hieroglyphics in

several colours, and this work was certainly carried

out within the chambers after their completion. What

did the artists use for light? Work of this delicacy and

precision requires the equivalent of daylight: lamps or

torches would not do, and in any case these cannot

have been used, as there is no trace of smoke or soot.

It may seem hard to believe that the Egyptians used
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some form of artificial light; but the idea has been
advanced, even before the Soviet discovery of lenses

made in ancient times by an electro-chemical process.

Indirect confirmation is forthcoming from Baghdad,
where a German sewage engineer found in the museum,
labelled as "religious objects" of the Sassanid period

(a.d. 226-630), a number of electric batteries in work-
ing order. Investigation showed that a sect had existed

two thousand years ago which jealously preserved elec-

trical secrets, including galvano-plastic techniques.

What is more, a few miles south of Baghdad, in the

heart of ancient Babylon, accumulators were found
which are believed to be 3,000 or 4,000 years old and
to have been made, so to speak, under Egyptian licence

—thus recalling the view of some French archaeologists

that Moses learnt his magic arts in secret from the

Egyptians after he was rescued and adopted by Ther-
mutis, the daughter of Rameses II. According to Mau-
rice Denis-Papin (descendant of a celebrated French
physicist), as quoted by Robert Charroux, the Ark of

the Covenant (Exodus 25), containing the Tables of

the Law, Aaron's rod and a vessel full of manna, was
in fact an electrical appliance capable of producing
discharges of 500 to 700 volts. To quote Denis-Papin
more fully:

"The Ark was made of acacia wood, lined with gold
inside and out (on the same principle as an electric

condenser, two conductors separated by an insulating

material) and surrounded by a 'wreath of gold'. It was
kept in a dry place, where the natural magnetic field

is normally 500-600 volts per metre of height. It may
have contained batteries like those in the Baghdad
museum; the 'wreath', in that case, would have been
used to charge the batteries or the condenser.

"Custody of the Ark was reserved to the Levites,

and it was transported by means of gold-covered staves

which were passed through rings on either side of it.

The electric charge would thus be earthed without
danger to the bearers. The insulated Ark would at

times be surrounded with flames and Ughtning, and if
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an unauthorized person were to touch it he would re-

ceive a violent shock; in short, it behaved exactly like

a Leyden jar."

Denis-Papin goes on to say that the other miracles

attributed to Moses are explicable on the assumption

that he shared the Egyptians' knowledge of physics,

chemistry, geology and meteorology. Some believe, too,

that he used explosives to quell the rebellion of Korah,

Dathan and Abiram (Numbers, 16), when "the ground

clave asunder that was under them, and the earth

opened her mouth and swallowed them up, and they

. . . went down alive into the pit . . . And there came

out a fire from the Lord, and consumed the two hun-

dred and fifty men that offered incense"; or again when

he punished the sacrilege of Nadab and Abihu (Leviti-

cus 10), and "there went out fire from the Lord and

devoured them."

The eighteenth-century physicist Francois Arago sug-

gested that the Temple of Solomon was protected by

twenty-four lightning conductors, and this device may
have been known to other ancient peoples. For ex-

ample, the Greek doctor and historian Ctesias (fourth

century B.C.) brought home from his travels in Greece

and Egypt two "magic swords" which, if stuck in the

ground with the points upward, would "drive away

clouds, hail and tempests". Their powers were prob-

ably exaggerated, but it is quite possible they were

lightning conductors. Many authorities think the Etrus-

cans possessed electricity, and that the kings of Rome
may have learnt of it from the Etruscan sages. Accord-

ing to Livy and Dionysius of Halicarnassus, Numa
Pompilius was able to "let loose the fire of Jove", i.e.

the lightning, and they relate how Tullus Hostilius, less

skilled than his predecessor, was struck by Ughtning

during a religious ceremony at which he had tried to

display similar powers. Lars Porsena, on the other

hand, is said to have used electricity to free his king-

dom from a monster whose name, by an extraordinary

coincidence, was Volt.

To return to the pyramids, another scientific puzzle
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is presented by the fact that they cannot possibly have
been built without an exact plan and appropriate
machinery: the manual force of slave labour was not
in itself enough. For instance, the blocks of which the

Great Pyramid is constructed mostly weigh between 15
and 100 tons, and the ceiling of the "king's chamber"
is made of slabs of red granite weighing 70 tons. To
raise a structure of this kind nowadays one would have
to build around it, on the sand, platforms of reinforced
concrete capable of bearing the weight of 40-wheel
trucks, not to speak of other devices of modern engi-

neering. The same is true of the great monuments of
pre-Columbian America, and all over the world we
find examples of building materials having been trans-
ported for incredible distances. The Austrian archaeolo-
gist K. Lanik, for instance, tells us that on the Magda-
lensberg near Klagenfurt, over 2,500 years ago, there
was a metropolis with walls 23 feet thick; the stone
blocks were quarried from mountains a considerable
distance away and somehow brought to the summit,
where they were riveted with huge slabs of marble. This
is not the only example of its kind in Europe alone:
many Roman and Celtic strongholds confront us with
the same mystery.

Some have suggested that the pyramids were built

by means of inclined planes, the blocks being rolled
into position on tree-trunks. But this will not do, since
each block would need at least five hundred pairs of
hands to hold it, and how could five hundred men get
near enough at the same time? We are forced to con-
clude, therefore, that the ancient Egyptians and Ameri-
cans had lifting devices of at least equal efficiency to
those of modern times. Why has there never been any
mention of these? Because techniques changed and
building became less ambitious, so that the massive
apparatus fell into disuse, was gradually destroyed and
eventually lost to memory. This has in fact happened
with various devices known to man. For instance, if an
archaeologist a thousand years hence should come up-
on the remains of street-lamps dating from a time prior
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to the discovery of electricity, he might well form a

plausible theory to account for them, but how could

he prove it by producing a gas lantern such as those

with which the streets of all civilized cities were lit

until a few decades ago?

Some people advance still more sensational theories

as regards the Egyptians, e.g. that they knew how to

eliminate the force of gravity or to cut and transport

blocks of stone by ultra-sonic means. As Charroux

says, "Prehistoric man understood the power of vibra-

tions and used it as a means of carving flint". Or, to

quote Lenormand's book on Chaldean magic, "the

priests of On were able to conjure up storms and to

build their temples with stones that would have been

too heavy for a thousand men to lift". According to

an Arab legend, the Egyptians used scrolls of papyrus

with magic words written on them, on which blocks

for the pyramids came flying through the air. Jacques

Weiss perhaps remembered this when he wrote: "The
huge blocks of up to 600 tons' weight are slightly con-

vex on certain sides, so that they fit perfectly into

others which are concave and the resultant structure is

of perfect solidity. They can only have been got into

place by means of levitation."

Charroux tells us that the priests of ancient Egypt
were distinguished by their power to rise into the air

at will, and he quotes interesting references to levitation

in ancient authors. Thus Pliny the Elder states that the

architect Dinocrates, a contemporary of Alexander the

Great, constructed the vault of the temple of Arsinoe

with "magnetic stones" so that idols could be suspended

in mid-air. Rufinus of Aquileia, around a.d. 400, refers

to magnetism in describing from his own experience

the ascension of a disc representing the sun in the great

temple of Serapis, near Alexandria; while Lucian (sec-

ond century A.D.), who was noted for his scepticism,

relates that he saw the image of a Syrian deity being

raised into the air by its priests.

Other cases of levitation can be quoted from differ-

ent periods and peoples. Cassiodorus, the fifth-century
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statesman and writer, speaks of an iron Cupid sus-

pended between the ceiling and floor of a temple of

Diana; and in Tibet, the embalmed body of the re-

former Tsong Kaba was seen, poised a span from the

ground, by thousands of pilgrims to the Khaldan
monastery. Mahomet's coffin remained for a long time
without support high up in the mosque at Medina, and
for centuries a "flying rod" was seen, motionless in

mid-air, in the church at Bizan in Abyssinia. This was
verified in 1515 by Father Francisco Alvares, secretary

to the Portuguese embassy, who assured himself that

there was no secret support, and also by the French
physician Jacques Poucet two centuries later. "Suspect-

ing that there might be some invisible artifice," he
writes, "I asked the abbot's leave to perform an experi-

ment. I moved a stick around the object, above and
below and to either side of it, and thus confirmed that

it was indeed poised without support."

Are these examples of magnetism or of ultra-sonic

devices? On either hypothesis they are hard to under-
stand; some consider the latter more probable, and it

must be admitted that acoustic science was well ad-
vanced in ancient times. To quote Charroux again:

"According to some Egyptian palimpsests, the priests

of Karnak, Abydos and Thebes were chosen for the
strength and harmony of their voices. By pronouncing
a certain word in a prescribed tone they could cause
the heavy portals of the temple to open wide. Such
stories as this, and the many Oriental tales of magic
doors giving access to temples, crypts and caves, might
be explained in terms of ingenious devices or trickery;

but the frequency of such reports, and the mystery of
the pyramids, incline us to look for a scientific explana-
tion, which may be either straightforward or technical.

That is to say, we may think of sounds emitted at a
certain pitch and touching off a spring mechanism, or
else of sounds or ultrasounds acting upon an electric

cell, as light would do.

"The phrase, 'Open, sesame,' is not an arbitrary

one: the capsule containing the seed of this plant bursts
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from the ground when it is ripe, but the emission of a

low-pitched note can cause it to open before its time.

This fact was known to the Egyptians, the Hebrews and

other Orientals, and it may well be that they had a

profound knowledge of the physical effects that can be

achieved by vocal means."

Heron of Alexandria (first century a.d.), a mathe-

matician, engineer and inventor, and his master Ctesib-

ius, are said to have made much use of devices causing

huge idols to rise from below ground, making priests

and statues stand in mid-air, opening doors by "magic",

producing an artificial rain of perfumed water and

causing harmonious sounds to issue from the beaks of

birds made of metal. As the occultist Eliphas Levi

writes: "They could cause the temple to be wrapped

in clouds or bathed in unearthly fight; darkness might

supervene in daytime, or the night be suddenly lit up;

lamps would burn of their own accord, the images of

gods would blaze, claps of thunder would ring out

—

and woe to the impious man who brought on himself

the curse of those who administered the sacred mys-

teries!"

10

An Empire in tne Sahara

At a depth varying between 1,000 and 4,000 feet be-
low the surface of the Sahara there is an expanse of
sweet water known as the underground sea of Albienne:
its area is at least 230,000 square miles, or four times
that of England and Wales. This is only one of many
natural reservoirs concealed under the rocks and burn-
ing sand: the water resources of north Africa are
immense, and we may hope that one day they will be
used to transform the desert into an area of prosperity
and comfort.

Several scientists, and notably the German geologist
Hoffmann, have maintained that in comparatively re-
cent times nearly the whole of north Africa lay under
the Mediterranean Sea, out of which what are now its

mountains and plateaux rose in the form of great
islands. This appeared likely enough, but the discovery
of the sea of Albienne goes to confirm the contrary
theory advanced by W. Scott Elliot (an investigator
who combines genuine science with absurd esoteric
doctrines) to the effect that what is now the Sahara
was formerly not part of the Mediterranean but a huge
Inland lake, which some earth convulsion in remote
times transformed into a jungle. Elliot relates this to
the cataclysm of 11,000 years ago, but the lake must
In fact have disappeared earlier, as it has been proved

193
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that in 8000 B.C. the Sahara was covered with forests

which must have originated several millennia before.

Ancient writers describe the Sahara as a wooded
area with great rivers, supporting a dense population

and various fauna including antelopes, giraffes, ele-

phants, lions and panthers. The change in its appear-

ance was brought about by sharp variations of tempera-

ture and later by the action of the winds and waters.

Pastoral lands encroached more and more on what
had been a jungle, and the process of drying up was
accelerated by livestock: horses were bred by Libyans,

camels by the Romans and goats and donkeys by the

Arabs. But, thousands of years before this, the Sahara

had been the home of a civilization unknown to us

—

probably the same which, according to Soviet scholars,

came from Asia and gave birth to the Egyptian and
perhaps other cultures of the Mediterranean basin.

Proofs of the link with Egypt are being unearthed

by science: for instance the discoveries of Fabrizio

Mori, the Italian painter and archaeologist, who has

found in the Acacus massif between Libya and Algeria

a series of graffiti dating from the time when the area

was still a garden of delight, as described by Suetonius

Paulinus. These rock carvings of men, women, ani-

mals, boats and waterways bring us tales of a world
whose existence we had not suspected. The mummified
body of a child which died 5,400 years ago shows that

the prehistoric inhabitants of the Sahara practised a
cult of the dead, and there is good reason to suppose
that their society flourished well before that date. Apart
from their resemblance to Egypt, some of the figures

show features reminiscent of ancient Greece.

Links with ancient Egypt are also found in the rock
paintings of the Tassili-n-Ajjer in south-eastern Algeria,

which seem to embody the memory of legendary giants:

a woman nearly seven feet tall, and a male colossus of

11 feet 6 inches, are receiving the homage of smaller

beings. In a scene which seems to represent a ritual

dance, the hair of those taking part is dyed red in the

fashion customary among the Masai of Kenya and
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Tanganyika, who are thought to be the last descendants
of the Titans. Many figures Wear on their heads an
elegantly shaped object resembling a basket: its actual
significance is unknown. One extraordinary carving has
been christened by the French ethnographer Henri
Lhote "the great god of the Martians". It resembles a
man in a space-suit: the "helmet" is round, with two
eye-holes and a row of elliptical marks above. The
articulation of the neck can be clearly seen, and the
rest of the garment might be mistaken for an astronaut's
overalls. A photograph of this curious figure was pub-
lished in the newspapers with Yuri Gagarin's signature
superimposed, as though the Soviet space-hero were
inscribing it to his unknown predecessors.

The finds in the Acacus massif and at Tassili-n-Ajjer
are the most important, but the prehistoric race has
left traces all over the Sahara. We may mention the
carvings of men with horses' tails and the pictures of
mummies, alongside an actual one, at Wau-Muhuggiac,
also the pictures discovered by Captain Coche over
6,000 feet up at Martutech in the central Sahara: these
are charming country scenes with peasants and oxen,
and are very similar to those of Egypt.

Thirty years ago the archaeologists Di Caporiacco
and Almasy discovered in the Arkenu massif between
Libya and the Sudan carvings of giraffes, ostriches,
buffalo, bulls, zebu-like animals, and men with bows
and arrows. The German explorer Leo Frobenius in
1931, and the Societa Geografica Italiana in 1933,
made a study of similar carvings in Fezzan: they came
to the conclusion that the elephants, rhinoceroses,
ostriches and crocodiles had once been part of the
local fauna and that the area must have presented a
similar aspect to present-day central Africa.

Written in sand

The authors of these carvings, remarkable though they
m e, cannot have reached a particularly high level of
civilization. Some scholars, however, believe them to
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be the survivors of a race that underwent a series of

natural calamities. Leon Mayou actually suggests that

the Sahara may have been the Biblical Eden; while

some exponents of esoteric doctrine believe that, like

many other parts of the world, it was embellished by

cities inhabited by wonderful blond creatures, with a

light complexion and dark eyes. The occultists even

tell us that there was an imperial palace with alabaster-

covered walls, decorated inside with gold leaf and

exquisite enamel tiles, while the interior of the temples

was entirely gold except for the ivory floor. We are

told much of the religion of this ancient people, its

ceremonies and vestments. It appears that they wor-

shipped the planets, and wore in honour of the sun

"a garment of fine silk shot with gold"; Vulcan's colour

was a "rich, violent red", that of Mercury varied from

bright orange to lemon-yellow, and so forth.

Naturally all this is pure fantasy. There was prob-

ably a world-wide catastrophe, and there may have

been a great civilization before it. The investigation of

the latter, however, is not a mere pursuit of airy

mirages: it resembles an advance across an unknown
land in which a few mysterious tracks can be perceived.

In 1815-19 Giovan Battista Belzoni, a monk and

archaeologist from Padua, visited Egypt and Nubia
several times: he discovered ruins, catacombs, sar-

cophagi and mummies of great antiquity, but the

technical resources of his day did not enable him to

leave us a full account of them. Near the village of

Cassar he came across a well 66 feet deep, which, the

natives told him, had the useful property of providing

cold water by day and hot water by night. This, he
recalled, was mentioned by Herodotus in the fifth cen-

tury B.C.: the Greek historian added that there was in

the neighbourhood a huge temple dedicated to Zeus

Ammon. Belzoni made excavations and in fact dis-

covered the ruins of great walls, pillars and statues of

great beauty.

Another Italian scholar, Centunviro, found in an old

manuscript an account of a city on the southern edge
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ol vvliat is now the Libyan desert. He set out to find

li ;iik1 discovered the ruins near Waw al Adani, includ-

liiH pillars surmounted by strange figures of two-headed
iiiiniials. He also found the entrance to an underground
pussage which apparently belonged to a temple of the

lun. He explored this with a Turkish guide and, at the

i i ;k of his life, brought to light a gold cup adorned with

figures of human beings, animals and flowers, and a
vuse on which an unknown artist, thousands of years

before, had depicted scenes of aquatic fauna and flora.

It is a great pity that we have no fuller information

• in the work of these two pioneers. If their discoveries

bad been followed up, we might have material for com-
parison with other bygone civilizations, and our ideas

on the remote past of Africa might be less vague than
llicy are.

The "Saharan empire", like Atlantis, has its ardent

partisans, who believe that it was so large and powerful
as to leave its mark on most of Africa and the Mediter-
ranean basin. Some of the theories on this subject are

mere fancies, while others are based on solid fact; we
are not certain, however, that these facts are rightly

interpreted. The puzzle is capable of being read in

different ways. Where, for instance, does the Benin
civilization fit in, and also that of Zimbabwe?

Benin, the capital of the Nigerian province of that

name (formerly a large native kingdom), is today a
town of some 22,000 inhabitants, about 50 miles in-

land from the Bight of Benin. Its modern story begins

in 1897, when the London firm of Hale and Son put
up for auction a number of objects such as carved ele-

phants' tusks, bronzes and exquisitely worked sheets of

metal. All the finds were more or less damaged, and
dealers and connoisseurs showed a reluctance to buy.

By pure chance, however, the collection came to the

notice of Felix von Luschan, the director of a Berlin

museum, who bought it outright and telegraphed to

the German consul at Lagos: "Buy all Benin antiquities

you can get hold of, on my responsibility and regard-

less of price."
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The objects whose value was thus recognized had
been discovered some months before by British troops

sent on a punitive expedition against the Benin tribe,

members of which had murdered a high colonial official

and his staff. As the troops penetrated into the jungle

they found that the murder had been on a much larger

scale. Not only the British officials but thousands of

slaves and captives, men, women and children, had
been put to death by the natives in honour of their

king's dead father, as required by the revolting cult of

Juju. Near the royal hut were five enclosures full of

mutilated corpses. The whole village, in fact, was a
ghastiy cemetery: common graves, over three hundred
feet deep, were piled with the remains of generations

of victims of the cult of ritual slaughter. The British

decided to set fire to the charnel-house, but searched it

first in the hope of finding treasure. They came upon
neither silver nor gold, but "only" the ivories and
bronzes whose value was at first not appreciated even
by experts of repute.

When Von Luschan's action became known, ex-

plorers from all over the world rushed to the destroyed
village and brought back other relics for which the

museums bid high prices: bronze plaques that had been
affixed to doors and posts, balconies and other frag-

ments of a ruined palace, elaborate weapons and furni-

ture, reliefs depicting trees, fruit, flowers and animals,

black and white men and Asiatics, and various scenes

of peaceable and warlike activity.

The study of Benin's past presented much difficulty,

as the natives did not possess the art of writing; but it

was traced back as far as 1140, when the Juju cult was
introduced by a king named Eweka. There must, it was
thought, have been an advanced culture prior to that

date; but where had it flourished, and what was the

explanation of features in Benin art that were reminis-

cent of Greece and India? A curious fact is that Esige
Osawe, believed to have been the tenth king, prided
himself on having been born a "white man". Accord-
ing to tradition he sent messages and gifts to the land
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of I lie whites "beyond the great water" and invited

ili. in to visit his country; some of them did so, and

i > iiKiined as traders.

The Latvian ethnologist Ivar Lissner writes in The

Sllrnt Past (London, 1963): "The bronzes of Benin

attracted the attention they did because they repre-

H ii led a unique exception among the sculptures pro-

duced by other African negro races. To those endowed

with a Western sense of form they appear more intel-

ligible and less alien than the negro art of the rest of

the Dark Continent.

"We now know that the Yoruba, a tribal group of

Sudanese stock who live north-west of Benin, had

rilics of more than 100,000 inhabitants before the first

I European colonizers arrived on the scene, and that

lliey were not only skilled hoe-farmers and breeders of

small livestock but also traders on an extensive scale.

Their highly developed handicrafts, cotton weaving,

dyeing, pottery, and bronze- and brass-founding tech-

niques spread beyond the borders of their own terri-

tory . . .

"The chief centre of Yoruba art was Ile-Ife, religious

capital, cultural centre and seat of the spiritual head

of all the Yoruba. Ile-Ife, which lies about 50 miles

from Ibadan in Nigeria, means 'land of the origin' and

has a present population of 50,000. The only surviving

works of the Tfe period' are made either of stone,

quartz, granite, bronze or baked clay, because wood
carvings have fallen prey to the climate in the course

of centuries. Yoruba sculptures found during the past

twenty years occupy a unique position in the art of

Africa as a whole. In 1938 and 1939 some splendid

works of art were unearthed in the palace precincts of

the Oni of Ife, most of them sculptures in brass. Brass

varies from red to pale gold in colour according to the

proportion of copper employed ... So amazingly life-

like in every detail is one bronze male figure from

Tada on the Niger, and so subtle and expressive are

the negroid faces of the Ife finds, that experts are con-

tinually searching for signs of more ancient influence.
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"Foreign artists may well have taught in the foun-

dries at the court of the Benin kings . . . From the

purely technical aspect, the brassworks of ancient Benin

will stand comparison with the finest European ex-

amples, for the works of art in bronze and brass that

came from the hands of these native artists were

nothing short of masterpieces. Yet the inexplicable,

incomprehensible problem of interrelationship remains."

The art of the Yoruba and of Benin may be con-

nected with that of the mysterious Nok culture, which

flourished over twenty centuries ago and is represented

by a life-size terracotta head dug up in 1954 in Zaria

Province, northern Nigeria. The Nok people used primi-

tive stone weapons and implements and also more

sophisticated iron ones, a contrast often found in

antique civilizations. It is conceivable that the Nok,

Benin and Yoruba cultures were all founded by colo-

nists who intermarried with the natives in ancient times,

and that this explains Esige Osawe's dim recollection

of his white ancestors. This leads, once again, to

thoughts of Mu and Atlantis, and reminds us of an-

other archaeological enigma, that of Zimbabwe.

The towers and the phoenix

The ruins of Zimbabwe, in Rhodesia, near Lake Victo-

ria, were accidentally discovered in 1868 by a Boer

named Adam Renders. He did not pay much attention,

but in 1871 the German geologist Carl Mauch visited

the spot and announced that he believed it to be the

remains of a citadel of Ophir—the wild country, gov-

erned in the tenth century B.C. by a vassal of the Queen

of Sheba, which was supposed to have contained the

fabulous gold mines of King Solomon. This view was

supported by such scholars as Quatremere and Heeren.

It is interesting that the Arab traveller Ibn Batata, born

at Tangier in 1304, refers to the .country behind the

Sofala coast as Youfi, which sounds very like Ophir:

his words are: "From Youfi they bring gold dust to

Sofala" (Lissner, op. cit, p. 287).
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Other archaeologists agreed with the British scholar

Richard Hall that Zimbabwe was more likely to have
been a Phoenician mining centre. However, the Egyp-
tologist David Randall-Maclver brought evidence to

show that the ruins were medieval in date, and this

conclusion was supported by the archaeologist Gertrude

Caton Thompson. The name itself is too recent to shed

any light: it is a compound of the Bantu words zimba
(houses) and mabgi (stone). But al-Masudi, who vis-

ited Africa in 916 or 917, confirms that the city existed

then: he declares, "It is a land that produces gold in

quantity and other marvels as well."

Those who built the walls of the elliptical temple,

which are 13-16 feet thick, and of the conical tower

(33 feet thick) were clearly not ignorant of civilized

arts. They may have come from north Africa, but in

the absence of inscriptions it is impossible to be sure.

On the other hand, there have been found in and near
Zimbabwe precious objects from many distant lands:

pearls and gold bracelets from Arabia, Chinese porce-

lain at least a thousand years old, implements and
works of art from India and East Asia, and jewels

whose origin cannot be determined.

In the light of discoveries at Umtali and Inyanga, Dr.
Caton Thompson and Father Paul Schebesta believe

that the people of Zimbabwe were identical with the

founders of the Monomatapa empire (the title of the

dynasty was originally a name signifying "lord of

the mines"), which ruled from Rhodesia to Mozam-
bique until about 1800. The people were sun-worship-

pers and their ruler was called "son of the sun"; he
had about 3,000 wives and concubines, but could beget

a legitimate heir only on one of his sisters. Many other

details bring irresistibly to mind the civilizations of

Egypt and pre-Columbian America. The animals de-

picted on the steatite monuments of Zimbabwe recall the

bas-reliefs of India and the New World; the bird carved
on top of a pillar, formerly the emblem of Monomatapa
and now that of Rhodesia, is none other than the

Thunderbird of the Red Indians, the Fire-Bird or the
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resurgent phoenix of world-wide mythology. The 13-

foot monoliths inside the temple recall the enigmatic

monuments of the Hsing-Nu. As Charroux writes:

"Among the ruins, but in a good state of preservation,

we find, as at Machu Picchu in Peru, high oval towers

like silos, with no aperture in their walls, as though

they could only be inhabited by winged beings. At
Machu Picchu they are in fact called the 'abodes of

winged men'. We believe these were human beings who
possessed the secret of levitation and movement
through space, as tradition attests in America, Asia and
Africa ... It may be that Zimbabwe and Machu Pic-

chu were both inhabited by a race of mankind endowed
with knowledge which is a sealed book to us."

The Malagasy enigma

We now come to Madagascar, an island which many
regard as one of the most significant natural features

that have survived from an earth of very different

aspect to the one we know.
We have already referred to the less than plausible

theory that Madagascar is part of a lost continent of

Lemuria. We may now briefly consider the theory of

Gondwanaland, which in some scholars' opinion pro-

vides, inter alia, a link between Madagascar and Zim-
babwe.

According to the Italian geologist F. De Agostini,

"Gondwana, a region in the Central Provinces of India,

has given its name to palaeo-mesozoic schist and sand-

stone formations which that region has in common with

southern and eastern Africa, Madagascar, Australia

and South America. On account of this similarity it is

believed that in the palaeo-mesozoic age these areas

were united with the Indian sub-continent in a single

land mass, which for convenience is called Gondwana-
land."

Studies on the ethnic character of the Malagasies and
the fauna and flora of their island suggest that it was
once linked to what are now very distant parts of the
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World. We cannot go into this in detail, but will note

thai the anthropoid apes, pachyderms and other wild

beasts which are found throughout Africa, including

Mozambique, do not occur in Madagascar, while spe-

cies that are found there are characteristic of other

continents. The proponents of Gondwanaland believe

that it broke up into Africa, Australia and the Deccan
( southern India),, which was formerly finked with Mad-
Agascar. To quote De Agostini again: "During the

Pliocene, the last period of the Tertiary age, the strip

Of land between India and Madagascar apparently

broke into several pieces: the island broke away from
I lie rest of the Deccan, which floated off to join the

Asian continent. This is suggested by the chain of small

archipelagos between Madagascar and India: the

Mascarene Islands, including Reunion, Mauritius and
kodrigues, the Chagos Archipelago, the Maldives and
Laccadives."

Gondwanaland is thus thought to have existed during

an era which lasted from 520 to 60 million years B.C.

The German scholar Thor Nielsen believes that Amer-
ica, Africa, India and Madagascar assumed something
like their present shapes about 130 million years ago.

This was long before Man made his appearance on
earth, and we can therefore reject out of hand the

theory of Madame Blavatsky, the foundress of theos-

ophy, that there were three-eyed human beings whose
joints enabled them to walk forwards or backwards and
who, for good measure, were hermaphrodite and ovip-

urous. Ideas of this sort generally rest on ill-digested

fragments of scientific knowledge, eked out with a wild
imagination. The "third eye" was no doubt suggested
to Madame Blavatsky by the fact that all fossils of

Gondwanaland reptiles have a depression, known as

the pineal cavity, which undoubtedly points to the ex-

istence of such an eye. This is true at the present day
of a "living fossil" which exists in small numbers in

New Zealand, in certain islands in the Cook Strait—

a

lizard, twenty inches long, known as the hatteria or
sphenodon (also tuatara), which has other strange
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characteristics: it shares its abode with a burrowing se

bird, and lay eggs in a parchment-like membrane o
of which the young ones hatch some fifteen mon'
later.

There does not seem to be much ground for believ

ing that Gondwanaland had a civilization of its own
but it should be noted that ethnically the Malagasie
are clearly of Asiatic origin. This suggests either tha

Gondwanaland was succeeded by another lost conti

nent, i.e. that known as Mu, or else that the Malagasies

came from Asia by sea. The latter alternative seems less

probable, since they could not have brought their fauna
and flora with them.

11

Pangs of Rebirth

[La fairly short time ago, there seemed to be no
Ircnt mystery about the origins of mankind: scientists

believed that existing discoveries enabled them to re-

t i instruct in broad lines the story of human evolution

|nd the progress of civilization from the Stone Age to

i (11 isc of Bronze and Iron.

Subsequent research, however, has shown that this

Was too simple. The new discoveries have complicated

I lie puzzle instead of filling it in, and have made it more
Incomprehensible than ever. We find evidence, for in-

Itance, of high culture in eras which were supposed to

Ikivc been completely primitive, and other outcroppings
of civilization in unexpected places. Running through
nil this evidence are mysterious traces of similarity and
correspondence. The prehistoric scene is forever com-
plicated anew by points of resemblance, contrasts and
imachronisms; and the only way to simplify it is by
nitertaining hypotheses which differ widely from tradi-

tional views but are not necessarily absurd for that rea-

on.
If, for instance, we accept the supposition that there

were once continents or great archipelagos, now sub-
merged in the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, we may un-
derstand the presence of common features in the history

of lands far distant from one another. We may imagine

115
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high civilizations destroyed by a natural disaster, the

survivors wandering in search of a new home, their ef-

forts to rebuild or to use the remnants of former cul-

ture, their attempts to civilize barbarian neighbours

—and in this way we may find the answer to many
paradoxes.

We are not surprised, at the present day, if we come
across a rifle, a gramophone or a pair of field-glasses

amongst a group of South American Indians who are

still in the Stone Age; nor does it astonish us if these

primitive people scratch on a rock-surface the outline

of an aircraft that has struck their fancy, or copy as

best they can some tool produced in a Western factory,

a single specimen of which has fallen into their hands.

Why then should we refuse to believe evidence of

extraordinary scientific knowledge among the ancient

Egyptians, cosmic symbols among the Maltese, hydrau-

lic works at Tyre, skyscrapers in Carthage and the

amazing structure of prehistoric Jericho?

Jericho without trumpets

The Biblical Jericho, whose ruins are about 14 miles

north-east of Jerusalem, is one of the most ancient cities

of the Near East. Joshua, it will be remembered,

stormed and destroyed it after the famous trumpet-blast

had overthrown its walls. This story has given rise to

theories of secret or ultra-sonic weapons, death-rays

and the like, but it is more probable that Joshua's ally

in the battle for the Promised Land was in fact an

earthquake.

The American archaeologist William F. Albright be-

lives that the city was sacked by the Israelites between

1375 and 1300 B.C. This was not the first time, how-
ever, that it was visited by a natural disaster: it was al-

ready an ancient city, with 7,000 or 8,000 years of

stormy history behind it.

We do not know who founded the first city with its

walls 16 feet high, or who, when they had fallen, re-
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taced them by others at a height of 23 feet, or who

—

J,(K)0 years before the first pyramid—built the huge
iwi-r 30 feet in diameter, the oldest known tower in

llic Mediterranean area. The work must have been done
by highly skilled engineers, since even today it is im-
possible to dislodge a single brick from the ruins. But
In is the paradox: this people of master-craftsmen
knew nothing of the potter's art—instead of crockery
they used stone vessels like our most primitive ances-

I tors. Their plates and dishes were made of flint; their

knives, saws, augers and scrapers were made of care-

fully shaped flint or obsidian. This is the more remark-
Mble since their houses were not only solidly built, but
more comfortable and better designed than those of
Inter periods. They were shaped like halved eggs and
probably had two stories, the walls being of oval bricks

lad the floor of burnt stucco; the corners, as in some
ullra-modern rooms, were rounded to avoid collecting

dust.

The absence of pottery is very unusual. We know
mat nomadic peoples did not use it because it was too

breakable, but it has been shown time and again that as

soon as a community became sedentary it started mak-
ing domestic utensils out of clay. But Jericho is an ex-

ception: men dwelt there for thousands of years, baking
bricks in the sun, making stucco and using wood for

decoration, but without inventing crockery.

The most ancient inhabitants of Jericho, nevertheless,

did have a knowledge of clay or plaster. This is shown
by the most important finds of the pre-Biblical city,

namely ten human skulls on which the features of the

dead were modelled, with traces of colour that are still

visible and with shells for eyes. The skulls were buried

under the floors of houses, testifying to ancestor-wor-

ship and a belief in life after death. The only other part

of the world where this custom is known of is New
Guinea, where it is practised to this day among many
tribes. As a means of keeping the dead man's soul alive

they cut off his head and draw his features on the
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skull with chalk, embellished by ritual designs or the

warrior's war-paint; here too the eyes are represented

by shells.

To explain the absence of ceramics in the highly de-

veloped city of Jericho, and other paradoxes of the

same sort in different parts of the world, we may resort

to an imaginary example. Let us suppose that our world

has been torn asunder by nuclear war and that the

survivors are painfully struggling to rebuild society.

They possess a fair amount of scientific and technical

knowledge, but are unable to put much of it into prac-

tice: they build houses and towns like the old ones, but

it is beyond their power to create gas, electricity and

heating systems. Then, as one generation succeeds an-

other, such things are forgotten even in theory, and cen-

turies elapse before men rediscover and re-invent the

devices that improved their ancestors' fives. If, then,

9,000 or 10,000 years hence, the archaeologists of a

new civilized society come upon the ruins of one of the

first rebuilt communities, they will be just as amazed by

the absence of electrical appliances as we are by the

lack of ceramics at Jericho.

It is clear from this that conventional scientists are in

error when they assume that the course of history has

been a more or less steady progress from the Stone

Age to the nuclear age, with no major interruption or

setback.

Assurbanipal, the last great ruler of Assyria (669-

626 B.C.), owned a library which, some scholars be-

lieve, contained documents dating from before the

Flood. One day, pointing to the desert, he is said to

have told some sages: "In ancient times there were

powerful cities out yonder; their walls no longer stand,

but we have tablets inscribed in their language." The

tablets in question have not been wholly deciphered.

The historian Gerard Heym believes that they contain

important secrets, but so far all that has been read from

them consists of mathematical data: multiplication and

division tables, square and cube roots etc.

Around 1800, the astronomer and mathematician
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Laplace called in question the accepted view that all

science was originated by the Greeks. "It is curious,"

he wrote, "that the Egyptians did not choose to com-
municate their astronomical ideas and observations to

future ages. But we know the reputation of their priests

who imparted knowledge to Thales and Pythagoras,

Eurodoxus and Plato."

In 1962, at Tell Dibae near Baghdad, Iraqi archaeol-

ogists discovered a tablet inscribed with what we call

Pythagoras's theorem, the work of Babylonians who
lived fifteen hundred years before the Greek philos-

opher's time.

We have already pointed out that, owing to the de-

struction of so many ancient libraries, it is impossible

to form a clear picture of the history of human prog-

ress. It must be added that much of the existing evi-

dence has been wrongly interpreted, and that part of it

Is as obscure to us as a magnetic tape would be to a
savage who had never heard of the recording process.

As Pauwels and Bergier remark: "In a timetable issued

by U.S. airlines we read: 'You may reserve a seat from
wherever you like: the booking is recorded by com-
puter, and another computer makes the reservation on
I lie flight of your choice. Your ticket will be perforated

to indicate . . .' etc., etc. What would become of a text

like this if it were translated, at two or three removes,

Into an Amazonian dialect by people who had never

Men an aircraft or a computer and who did not know
the names of American cities?"

We must also recall that ancient technology may
linvo achieved results similar to ours by quite different

processes. The strange hemispheres of glass and earth-

enware found by the Russians in Turkestan and the

< tobi Desert may be examples of this. The electric bat-

teries of Baghdad remained for years in an obscure

Corner of the museum, classified as religious objects of

minor importance.

To quote Pauwels and Bergier once more: "Nazi
< lemany was progressively isolated from the rest of the
world from 1933, a period of 12 years only, but in that
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time German technology diverged remarkably from that

of other countries. The Germans were behindhand in

research on the atomic bomb, but they developed giant

rockets that had no parallel in the United States or

Russia. They had no radar, but they developed infra-

red detectors which were no less efficient. They did not

invent silicones, but they created a completely new

branch of organic chemistry. In addition to these rad-

ical differences of technique, we find differences in the

realm of theory that are more extraordinary still . . .

If a gulf of this kind can develop in a mere twelve

years, in the modern world with all its means of com-

munication, what must it have been as between ancient

cultures? and how can our archaeologists form any idea

of the sciences and techniques, the philosophy and

state of knowledge among the Mayas or the Khmers?"

If, in addition, we take into account the fearful

cataclysms that have occurred on earth in past ages, our

position may be compared to someone trying to re-

construct a complicated game and possessing only the

torn and charred remnants of a pack of cards whose

value and significance are unknown to him.

Baalbek, the sea of porphyry

At Baalbek in the Lebanon, it will be remembered,

there is a colossal stone which the Soviet scholar

Mikhail Agrest believes to have been part of a space

travel station. A series of earthquakes, culminating in a

fearful disaster in 1759, reduced what was once a

metropolis to "a chaos of ruined splendour, a great sea

of marble and porphyry, columns and capitals". Even

the ruins are prodigious: the outer ramparts, for in-

stance, are composed of huge stones 400 feet long, each

weighing some 8,000 tons. Viewing them, we can un-

derstand the Arab legend that Nimrod, the "mighty

hunter" and king of Lebanon, sent a tribe of giants

after the Flood to rebuild the citadel. According to an-

other legend, the original founder of Baalbek was none

other than Cain himself, who built the city as a refuge
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from the wrath of God and created a race of giants to
live within its walls.

At all events, Baalbek is a most ancient city, and the
mystery of its origin is not solved by the Roman, Greek
and Phoenician tombs that surround it. We know a little

more of Ugarit in Syria, which was destroyed by a
mysterious catastrophe in the fourteenth century B.C.,

but here again the subject is full of riddles. Abimilki,
king of Tyre, wrote to the pharaoh Amenophis IV:
"The royal city of Ugarit has been wasted by fire. Half
the centre is burnt, and the other half is no more." The
traces of fire are clear enough, but this cannot have
been the sole cause of the ruined houses and walls, the
chaos of stone blocks, some of which have been hurled
for considerable distances. The havoc does not appear
to be due to an earthquake either, and as for war, an-
cient Mediterranean weapons could not bring about
devastation on this scale. It is curious, too, that Troy,
Knossos and other great cities were destroyed at the
same epoch.

The ruins of Ugarit, at Ras Shamra near Latakia,
were discovered in 1929 by the French professor
Claude Schaeffer. It was one of the oldest strongholds
of the Canaanites, who lived in the Promised Land be-
fore the children of Israel, and whom the Greeks later

called Phoenicians. Ugarit must have been a city of
great splendour. As Lissner tells us (op. cit, p. 31),
"Extensive residential areas were laced by straight

streets intersecting at right angles. There were multi-
roomed houses equipped with baths and elaborate san-
itary installations. Rainwater flowed into the city along
fine stone canals and there was an admirable drainage
system. Walled fountains installed in the courtyards
were faced with handsome stone tiles and their central
access sheltered by small roofs supported on four legs.

Large stone tubs were placed by the fountains to re-

ceive water. Living and sleeping quarters were probably
situated on the second story, and were approached by
stone stairs of considerable width."
At Ugarit, too, we find religion associated with mo-
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noliths (representing space-ships, according to some
theories): the god El is seated on a stone pillar, and
his consort Asheratian is symbolized by a sacred post of
a type found among many prehistoric peoples.
A divinity who played a prominent part in Canaanite

religion is Baal, after whom Baalbek is named and
whose cult was fiercely attacked by the Old Testament
prophets. His name became equated with "Lord" and
figures in that of the demon Beelzebub (lord of flies).

The Canaanites preserved such a lively memory of
the catastrophe which befell the earth 11,000 years ago
that, as one of their tablets reveals, they never felt cer-
tain that winter would be followed by spring.

At Ugarit, too, we find evidence of remarkable geo-
graphical links. At a depth of 25 feet (there are five

strata of ruins corresponding to as many civilizations,

the oldest being of measureless antiquity) there have
been found pins, bracelets and necklaces from the Cau-
casus, Crete and the Balkan peninsula, and also from
further afield in Asia and the Rhine valley. All things
considered, we would not dismiss the theory that the
Canaanites and their successors the Phoenicians were
the most favoured heirs of some great civilization of the
remoter past. As time went on their buildings became
less monumental and more practical, but they remain
worthy of admiration.

Tyre, one of the most famous Phoenician cities, was
situated where the Lebanese town of Sur now stands at

the tip of a small peninsula. The ancient city extended
further west and was separated from the mainland by a
strait over a mile wide: this was ascertained in 1934 by
the French scholar Poidebard, whose theory, based on
aerial photography, was later confirmed by under-water
exploration. Tyre was transformed from an island into

a peninsula by Alexander the Great, who besieged the
city in 332 B.C. and, for the purpose, built a mole 200
feet wide across the strait: in course of time this was
joined to the seabed by the accumulation of sand and
other deposits. The mole, impressive though it is, was
less majestic than the architecture of Tyre itself. The
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loldier and historian Arrianus (second century a.d.)

tells us that the walls were 165 feet high and that,

owing to the lack of ground space, men lived in houses

of four or five stories. This was confirmed by the sub-

marine observations, which also showed that the moles

On the south side of the harbour were extremely modern
in construction. One of these still lies intact on the sea

bottom: it is 26 feet wide and 250 feet long.

Three thousand years ago the Phoenicians diverted

the stream of Ras el-Ain, which rose at Palaetyros on
the mainland (a city stretching for 8 miles, opposite the

island), so as to irrigate their fields at the far end of the

peninsula. Water from the spring was taken by boat to

I lie island, where huge reservoirs were built, as it had
no sweet water of its own. There must also have been

an under-water passage between Tyre and the main-

land, since otherwise the city could not have withstood

a 13-year siege, from 585 to 572 B.C., by Nebuchad-

nezzar II (the Great) of Babylonia and Nineveh. How-
ever big the reservoir, it could not have sufficed a pop-

ulation of at least 25,000 for that length of time.

The Phoenicians and their successors created other

marvels at Carthage, where they also built six-story

houses. At the height of its prosperity, according to the

Greek geographer Strabo, this city had a population of

700,000. The Carthaginians were the first people in his-

tory to mint coins of metal, to float joint-stock com-
panies and to issue public loans. They possessed a

formidable army noted for its "artillery", and by way of

defence against enemy catapults there were huge under-

ground bunkers, each capable of sheltering 300 war
elephants.

'
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The Wandering Masters

Harking back to still more aneient times, it will be
worth our while to give a rapid glance to the impres-

sive ruins which bear witness to the work of "wander-
ing masters", primitive craftsmen and architects who
spread throughout Europe the arts of civilizations that

are lost in the dawn of history.

We may start with Malta, as there is no part of the

world richer in megalithic remains than this tiny island.

They include titanic monuments, innumerable tunnels

with three-story underground chambers, the purpose of

which is not known, and wells that descend into the

bowels of the earth. There are also mysterious tracks,

from three and a half to five inches wide: these are cer-

tainly of great antiquity, as some of them underlie

tombs of the Phoenician period and deposits that date
back further still. It has been inferred from studying

them that Malta must once have been larger than it is

now and connected—together with its neighbour islands

of Gozo, Comino and Filfia—to Italy or Africa: other-

wise the tracks would not lead out to sea, or break off

at the edge of precipices that must have been caused
by some convulsion of nature.

This conclusion is confirmed by geology and by ex-

cavated bones of deer, hippopotami and elephants. Men
124
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were living in Malta 100,000 years ago, as is proved by

luiman teeth discovered near Valletta with the remains

of dwarf hippopotami (a long extinct species); yet no

luiman skeleton has been found on the islands dating

from the same period as the great megalithic works. It

was hoped that some remains might have come to light

in 1915, when Sir Themistocles Zammit first began to

excavate the typical Maltese system of semi-oval cham-

hers built in pairs and divided by a corridor. But no

(races were found of the unknown engineers, either be-

tween the walls or under the flooring of these Cyclopean

temples (if such they were). However, as Lissner tells

us (op. cit., p. 63)

:

"In the Mnaidra sanctuary, which consisted of two

massive oval buildings, mountains of neolithic vessels

were found. Seen from the air, this veritable miracle in

stone looks like a half-finished game played by giants.

"A similar impression is created by the Gigantia,

which comprises the ruins of two enormous temples on

the neighbouring island of Gozo. Blocks and slabs of

stone must have been brought there from miles away,

for heavy building materials were not available in the

immediate area. Many of the Gigantia's upright stones

are over 16 feet high, and one is more than 26 feet long

and 13 feet wide.

"Equally astonishing is the size of several monolithic

pillars and slabs in the ruins of Hagiar Kim ('standing

stones'). One of the pillars there is over 16 feet high,

and one of the slabs nearly two and a half feet thick, 10

feet high and 23 feet long. It would be impossible to

load such a weight on to a modern truck without using

elaborate technical equipment."

As Lissner also observes (op. cit., German original,

p. 65), "it is a most interesting fact that the creators

of these gigantic works were evidently acquainted with

navigation. The neolithic civilization of Malta must

have maintained contact with every part of the ancient

world. This is shown hy the discovery on the island of

objects made of obsidian, jadeite and nephrite, none of
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which stones are native there. The ivory used by the

builders was probably imported too, as elephants had
long been extinct on the island."

Were these builders giants or the descendants of

giants? The lower part of a female statue of great

height, discovered at Hal Tarxien, tends to confirm that

they were, yet the stone implements that have been dis-

covered are not of unusual size. Perhaps they belong to

a later era, when the race of "giant engineers" had been
wiped out or relapsed into barbarism. The scale of the

Maltese buildings is hard to reconcile with the complete
absence of metal tools on the island. Several buildings

contain rectangular stone blocks almost twelve feet

square, surrounded by walls on three sides and bor-
dered by a stone step. Each block had five holes in it,

and in the right-hand corner of the step was a sixth.

The holes may have had something to do with the nu-
merous round stones of different sizes which were found
near by. Some think that these may have been thrown
at the holes for purposes of divination, while others,

mindful of the legends of space-travel, suggest that they
were used to symbolize the replenishment of an engine
with nuclear fuel. In general there is more and more
support for the idea that "magic" ceremonies are a
child-like imitation of operations and processes that
struck the imagination of primitive peoples. For ex-

ample, a group of Mexican Indians who once witnessed
the "bombardment" of clouds with chemicals to pro-
duce rain took to throwing wooden models of aero-
planes at the sky in order to achieve the same result.

On the other hand, the stone marbles may have been
unconnected with the holes. They may be akin to the
large round stones that are nearly always found
amongst Maltese ruins, and we may note that in the
jungles of Guatemala and Costa Rica stones of widely
different sizes are found in patterns representing con-
stellations and stellar systems.

Another curious fact is the prevalence in Malta of the
spiral design which, in many parts of the globe, signifies

the Universe. It is a matter for speculation how the
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peoples of the ancient world came to adopt this sign,

corresponding as it does to the actual configuration of

most of the "islands" of cosmic space.

The Nuraghians

The existence of gigantic monuments in both Malta and

Sardinia has led many to suppose that the two islands

arc closely linked; but this is baseless, as Sardinia was

uninhabited for thousands of years after the construc-

(ioa of Malta's mysterious underground passages. If the

"wandering masters", preserving what was left of their

heritage after centuries of migration, hardship and con-

tacts with barbarous peoples, did eventually land upon

(he Sardinian shore, this must have happened in fairly

recent times.

At all events, Sardinia's first human inhabitants came

(here from the East in the fifth millennium B.C.; they

remained close to the seashore, living in straw huts or

Paves, or else moved on to the European mainland. An-
other influx from Asia arrived 2,000 years later: this

people merged with the Shardena, also from Asia, from

about 1400 B.C. onwards. It is to the second race of im-

migrants that we owe the nuraghi or nuraghs—stone

towers with inward-sloping walls, like a cone with its

top cut off. There must originally have been over 8,000

of these; 6,500 survive in a ruined state, some of them

small, others up to 66 feet high, with walls varying in

thickness from 6 to 16 feet. As Lissner tells us (op. cit.,

p. 92): "They were neither sanctuaries nor burial

places, but seem rather to have been defensive positions

used by people who were exposed to continual attack.

Sardinia was never politically united in its entirety, and

its regional groups or tribes were ruled by chieftains

who used these towers as houses and strongholds. In

the course of time the towers were extended to form

larger fortified systems where several hundred people

could take refuge in an emergency. The island was re-

peatedly attacked by Ligurians, Phoenicians, Carthagin-

ians and, eventually, Romans, so the Sardinians were
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obliged to fight and fight again, even though it was al-

ways a losing battle.

"Even if an enemy succeeded in penetrating a tower,

he was still in mortal danger. The buildings were pro*

vided with doors opening on pitch-black cul-de-saca

and all manner of pitfalls and blind alleys from which
the lurking Nuraghians could pounce with spear and
sword to cut down the unwary intruder.

"A flat roof installed at the summit of the tower for

purposes of observation and defence and surrounded by
a parapet, probably of wood, together with projecting

atachments for the launching of stones and missiles,

made any assault a perilous undertaking. The Sardin-

ians' defensive bays were the first military installations

of their type in the Mediterranean."

The Nuraghians had no form of writing, but their

origins are revealed by place-names which have re-

mained unaltered through the ages and point back to

the Altai, Mesopotamia, Azerbaijan, the Caucasus,

Nuristan (the home of the Kafirs in Afghanistan),

Kazakhstan, and even SinMang and Tibet. In external

shape the nuraghi recall Zimbabwe and ancient Peru,

while their internal design reminds us of Tiryns and
Mycene. As is frequent in antiquity, the holy places of

the Nuraghian civilization were generally close to

springs or on high ground: all ancient peoples were im-
pressed by the starry vault, the elemental powers of

nature expressed in weather changes, and the connec-
tion between water and fertility. To quote Lissner again

(op. tit, p. 95): "The 'cosmic mountain' is an age-old

Mesopotamian idea. The Altaic peoples believed for

many thousands of years that certain trees and poles led

upwards to the supreme being, that they represented the

centre of the earth and that the Pole Star stood above
them. The Greeks rediscovered the cosmic mountain in

Olympus, the men of the Old Testament in their Mount
Sinai. Tall mountains whose summits pierced the clouds

were held to be the abode of the gods in ancient China,

Japan, Finland, Crete, Phoenicia and the entire Medi-
terranean area. The Tower of Babel and the ziggurats
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Mesopotamia were nothing other than symbols of

Hi cosmic mountain."

I In' upholders of the "stelar hypothesis" maintain

Hit till these beliefs are based on real facts. Sacred

:ind poles, like obelisks, may be regarded as as-

mtical symbols; mountain sanctuaries, ziggurats

Hid pyramids represent our ancestors' yearning to reach

He Nky, the home of flesh-and-blood divinities who, as

Hicc-travellers, actually visited our earth. As for the

Hntity of running water, members of this school as-

•" ii'e it less with fertility than with the curative or

Mllier properties of radioactive springs. The primitive

Habitants of Central and South America give the

Unine "mirrors of the gods" to pools in which soporific

|tlmils have their roots; in Sardinia, as elsewhere in the

Win Id, there are springs which have the reputation of
i iiiing blindness. Lissner speaks of one such in Mon-
H< > 1 i : a which is also famed for curing paralysis: the sur-

H ii mding country is said to be Uttered with thrown-away

r
arulchcs and spectacles.

II there is any link between Malta and Sardinia, how-
Htr, it consists in the fact that in both islands build-g materials have been transported over rugged coun-

try, sometimes for incredible distances. But this phe-
nomenon is one which confronts archaeologists in every

quarter of the globe.

A buried space-traveller

There are other surprises to be found in Europe itself.

Our own continent, which we may think we know as

Well as a much-thumbed school book, is in fact a
'iii iichouse of inexhaustible mystery. Beneath our seas

mid river-beds, our cities and countryside and perhaps

Our very homes, the soil is full of astounding records

In which history and science-fiction are rningled.

;
In 1924, for instance, at Glozel, a sleepy hamlet near

Vichy, archaeologists discovered a collection of bricks

ftiul inscribed tablets, two paring-knives, two small axes

mid two rocks bearing inscriptions that have been
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shown to date from 10,000 or 15,000 years a

Further digging revealed a store of prehistoric tr

sures: stone implements, other rocks with inscripti

and carving, curious vessels that look like skulls cl

in space-helmets—so that one has been called
"

space-traveller"—and over a hundred tablets in a s"

which has not been deciphered but which cottf

letters similar to our C, H, I, J, K, L, O, T, V, W,
X. Another remarkable discovery in France were
carvings at Lussac-les-Chateaux in the department

Vienne, which also go back 15,000 years. Steph

Lwoff, one of the archaeologists who dug them up
1937, remarked with astonishment that the m
women and children were shown wearing hats, shoe

trousers and skirts exactly like those of the present da

We should mention, above all, the paintings

carvings at Lascaux in the Dordogne, discovered

chance in 1940. As the Italian journalist Loris M
nucci wrote, "these works of art are 25,000 ye"p

old, yet they show such perfection in their desi

colour-scheme (especially red, yellow and black) a

sense of movement as to upset many of our ideas co

cerning prehistoric man. The paintings were made
different times, and it is a problem how these artis

managed to construct a scaffolding so as to paint t*

roofs of caves that were several yards in height." N
is this the only problem at Lascaux: there is the f

miliar one concerning the artists' source of light, a

also the question how they protected their work fr*

atmospheric damage. As Mannucci says, "the carboni

acid exhaled by tourists in only fifteen years has grave*

ly damaged the marvellous wall decorations and has

begun to disintegrate the rock in many places". Wheth«

er the caves were a sanctuary or a dwelling-place, thejS

must have been full of people for a long time; yet thd

pictures survived until our own day, when two or three

decades have sufficed to spoil them notwithstanding

5all precautions. "To prevent the destruction of this

inestimable treasure, elaborate arrangements were car*

ried out at a cost of tens of millions of francs. The aid
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purified and kept at a uniform temperature, by the

e method as in submarines; bronze gates were in-

ed to keep out the external atmosphere; the tem-

ture and humidity were regulated by electronic

ices; a special system was used to eliminate carbonic

Id gas; and only after all this were the caves opened

the public."

The Lascaux paintings remind us of a fabulous past,

I III horses "reminiscent of Asiatic work", as Man-
ned says, or the figure with a bird's head on a man's

<ly, being crushed by a wounded bison. It would
phi that the masters of Lascaux came from Asia or

cm from the legendary Mu, bringing with them an
founding knowledge of artistic technique and also

I memory of giants such as we behold in Saharan

rvings. The bird-man, moreover, is surely symbolic

a race of beings who could fly through the air and

paps through space—who, as Agrest, Kazantsev

(I Zhirov suggest, may have come to earth from
oilier planet and eventually lost the battle for su-

Imacy with monsters of earthly origin.

Another mysterious civilization flourished, 5,000 or

,000 years ago, on the site where London now stands:

lew bronze plates in the British Museum are all that

nimemorates its existence. They were discovered by
lessor Reginald Williamson, who, with limited

enns at his disposal, excavated patiently for many
'Brs in search of a pre-Celtic metropolis. Eventually

a came across some lance-tips, then the foundations of

houses, then various objects of considerable artistry:

pfnuinents, battleaxes, curious square blades and

iwords. We have already mentioned the discovery, in

loulhern England, of a representation of a sword like

lluil of the Achaian warriors: can it have been the work

Of inhabitants of this prehistoric London? It is quite

possible, as Professor Williamson's finds exhibit both

Nordic and Mediterranean features, so that a variety

ill hypotheses are justified.

We have indulged in a good deal of bold speculation,

Inii I here is a point beyond which even the basis for
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this is lacking, and only imagination can cany us
further. As Lissner writes (op. cit., p. 176): "Ana
settlement has to survive a number of storms, has to.
thrive and eat its way into the ground if it is not eveni
tually to be blotted out by the passage of time. A myriaJ
traces of human existence have been swallowed up by]
the past, and where natural catastrophes, floods, tidaH
waves and earthquakes have taken their toll, the sites!
of whole cities can easily become lost beyond all hope
of rediscovery."

The Mona Lisa of Tartessus

These words are illustrated only too well by the story I

of Tartessus in southern Spain. This ancient city has
not been swallowed up by the ocean or shattered and
engulfed by earthquake: it is within easy reach, did we
but know where, and we have quite full descriptions of
it, yet its ruins have never been located.

Near the estuary of the Guadalquivir is an extensive
marsh which in ancient times was a lake, the Lacus
Ligustinus. The river flowed from it in three channels,
and one of the islands in the estuary was apparently \

the site of Tartessus, a wealthy city which the German
authority Adolf Schulten identified with Atlantis as de-
scribed by Plato. For various reasons we do not think
he was right, but it may be that this city-state—the only
one in the West prior to Roman times—was once a
colony of Atlantis, perhaps at the extremity of ill
dominions where they bordered on those of Mu.
The chronicles that have survived enable us to get

some idea of the civilization of Tartessus and the sur-
rounding country between 1100 B.C. and the disap-
pearance of the city in about 500 B.C. Its rule extended]
over the whole of Andalusia, including the sites of;

Jerez, Seville, Cordoba, Granada, and also Murcia and:
Cartagena. The nobles were fond of hunting and travel, i

arts and sciences; according to Justin, the third-century)
historian, King Gargoris of Tartessus was held to have]
invented beekeeping. (We me&tion this only for curi-
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osity's sake: the same claim was made for many heroes
<>l antiquity.) But there is no trace today of the city

Itself, except for the great squared stones which the

Romans used to build other cities, and which were said

to have come from the walls of Tartessus.

On the other hand, many objects have been dug up
which testify to the cultural level of the "Spanish

Atlantis" and make its secret all the more fascinating.

On 30 September 1958 workmen on a building site

on the hill of El Carambolo near Seville came upon a
priceless hoard consisting of 21 pieces of pure gold: a
necklace, two armbands, two pendants and 16 plates

which had once formed a crown or belt. Some of the

motifs on these plates and other ornaments resemble
those -found on Mycenean vases, ivory garning-boards

from Megiddo (an ancient Canaanite city) and mural
paintings in the Assyrian and Syrian palaces of Khorsa-
bad, Arslan Tash and Tell Barsib. Other similar designs

have been noticed in a tomb in Cyprus, in the statuettes

pf the Cauca Valley (western Colombia) and a cele-

brated Inca jewel found at Cuzco, Peru. A bottle or
vase in the form of a cockerel, now in the Cadiz
Museum, is similar to one at Chimbote, also in Peru.

Greek and Phoenician influence is clearly visible in

Q bronze amphora discovered in 1953 near Don Benito

in south-west Spain: Professor Antonio Blanco, of the

University of Seville, who is also a curator at the Prado,

lias described this as the finest antique work of art to

liave been excavated in the Iberian peninsula. Many
other relics of Tartessus might be mentioned, but we
will confine ourselves to two of the most important.

One is a shaped marble coffin, found at Punta de la

Vaca near Cadiz: it contained the remains of a noble-

man of the fifth century B.C., whose effigy on the coffin

showed him as a majestic bearded individual. Accord-
ing to Lissner (p. 180): "P. Bosch-Gimpera states

that it is of genuine Phoenician workmanship but be-

trays the stylistic influences of Egypt and ancient

Greece. Was the prince brought posthumously from
Phoenicia in one of the famous ships of Tarshish? Was
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he a king of Gadir who wished to be interred in hlfl

native soil? We may never know, but we can at]|H
see in this magnificent piece of workmanship the Ibjl
that once bound the seagirt fortress of Cadiz to III)

ancient Orient."

A still more enigmatic survival of Tartessus is lh|
"lady of Elche", sometimes known as the Spanish Mofl
Lisa. This is a limestone bust, 21 inches high, whiej
was discovered in 1897 near Alicante. Professor Blanco)
suggests that it may represent a local divinity. It jj
reminiscent of Greek and Punic art, but Americanolo*
gists see in it a clear resemblance to certain well-
known finds in Colombia and Honduras, and above all

to Chalchihuitlicue, the Aztec goddess of rain.

Lissner concludes his excellent account of Tartessui 1

(German original, p. 184) with the following passage:]
"The fourth-century historian Avienus writes of thoi

decay and desolation of places that he knew from his
own experience, the decline in population and their'

final downfall. And I realized here in southern Spain
how many once flourishing cities may lie buried under
these fertile plains. They have all vanished, turned to

dust or sunk beneath the waves of the Atlantic. But
every now and then the earth, grudgingly and casually
as is Nature's wont, reveals to us treasures which tell

of the art and craftsmanship, the gold and riches of the
ancient inhabitants of Tartessus."

It is unlikely that the ruins of this fabulous city will

ever be located, but if they are, they may provide us
'!

with the key to many secrets. For Tartessus stood at a
confluence of many ways, leading from Europe, Africa,
Asia and even America—ways that remind us of the
legendary cradles of civilization, Mu and Atlantis.

13

The Mystery of Atlantis

"In front of the mouth which you Greeks call the Pillars

nl Heracles there lay an island which was larger than

phyu [i.e. Africa] and Asia together; and it was pos-

sible- lor the travellers of that time to cross from it to

be other islands, and from the islands to the whole of

•ho continent over against them which encompasses
(linl veritable ocean." (Plato, Timaeus.)

These words, placed in the mouth of an Egyptian
pi lest, are part of Plato's description of the lost conti-

nent of Atlantis, contained in his dialogues the Timaeus
mill the unfinished Critias. The details in Plato, incom-

tte as they are, have provided material for a flood

or speculation that shows no signs of stopping, and
iiln ady comprises some 25,000 volumes and articles by
I lie hundred thousand.

Occultists and pseudo-scientists of all kinds have
put forward innumerable theories and have situated

Ailnntis in many parts of the earth, including Palestine

Biul India. But the problem has also attracted the atten-

tion of genuine scholars, some of whom have erred not

from lack of judgement but on account of doubtful

Bvidence: for example, the French authority Berlioux

ind the Germans Frobenius and Hermann, misled by
mins of uncertain age, located the lost continent respec-

- 135
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tively in the Atlas Mountains, in Tunisia and on th«
Gold Coast.

We need not accept every detail of Plato's account,
but his geography may well be more or less right: tin

"other islands" may be the West Indies, and the confJJ
nent beyond would thus be North America. A less

familiar piece of evidence is provided by Theopompul
of Chios (fourth century B.C.), a Greek historian whosi
works have been mostly lost but who is quoted bjj

Claudius Eleanus of Praeneste (170-135 B.C.). Th#
following is E. Georg's summary of an imaginary dia-

logue, composed by this author, between Midas, the
mythical king of Phrygia, and the wise centaur SilenusJ

"The centaur described to the king the fabulous
wealth of a land named Meropis, 'far beyond the Pillara

of Hercules, on the further shore of the Ocean' . . I

This sunny clime, according to Silenus, had been the
home of the first men, the Meropids, whose name de-
rived from that of Merope, daughter of Atlas. The soil

was wonderfully fertile, yielding three crops a year.)

The cities were huge and splendid, and gold and silver

were so plentiful that they were not valued more than:

other metals. The king in amazement asked the sag©
how these things were known in Greece. Silenus replied

that in remote times the Meropids had sailed to the

land of the Hyperboreans, the 'people beyond the north;

wind' (perhaps the British Isles, Iceland or the!

Faeroes), and that through the Hyperboreans the tala

had reached Greece and Asia Minor."
Professor Paul Le Cour appears to come closest toi

the truth when, having studied the relief of the sea-bed,'

he places Atlantis between the two Americas on the

west and Europe and Africa on the east; however, the

latest theories suggest that it was not a single land mass
but consisted of a mainland surrounded by archipelagos.!

Some theorists of the past have identified the whole]

Atlantis with outlying portions of its territory: e.gj

Father Kirker in Mundus Subterraneus (1678), who;
believed that the Canaries and the Azores were the last;

of its peaks to remain unsubmerged. Two geologists^
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from the German Geographical Institute, Drs. O. Yes-
sen and A. Schulten, agree that these islands were part

of Atlantis but maintain that they belonged to its

periphery.

Afland's last war

Pastor Jiirgen Spanuth, on the other hand, suggested in

recent times that Atlantis lay in the North Sea, its only

visible trace being the island of Heligoland. He recalls

that Plato's account purports to be based on a visit to

Egypt by the Athenian lawgiver Solon, which took place

about 560 B.C. Solon was shown the inscriptions, then
about 600 years old, which Ramesses III had had
carved on the walls of the temple now known as

Medinet Habu. Sonchis, priest of Thebes, translated

them into Greek for Solon, who wished to use them in

a poetic composition; however, he died a year later

and his notes eventually came into Plato's possession.

The inscriptions at Medinet Habu relate that the

Atlanteans undertook a major expedition southwards

and occupied the whole of Greece except Athens and
Attica, which they were unable to capture. They landed

in Crete and Cyprus, pushed on into Asia Minor and
attacked Egypt by land and sea; they succeeded in

forcing the Nile estuary with a large fleet, but were
finally defeated.

Greek historians tell us that there was an invasion

of this kind by Hyperboreans from the North Sea, who
allied themselves with the Italians and Libyans and
crossed the Mediterranean. This suggests strongly that

the Hyperboreans and Atlanteans were the same peo-

ple. The Egyptian mural paintings, moreover, depict

the invaders with winged or tufted helmets and round
shields, while their womenfolk wore long tresses: these

characteristics are confirmed by abundant archaeologi-

cal evidence from Sweden and northern Germany. The
Egyptian chronicles say that the Atlanteans used copper

and bronze weapons as well as iron ones. The most
ancient iron weapons found in central Europe date
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from about 1200 B.C., which is just the time of thJ
presumed Hyperborean campaign.
The inscriptions of Ramesses III describe how thel

Atlanteans came "from the islands and the mainland
on the great circle of water", "from the ends of the !

earth" or "from the ninth arc"—this last expression,
according to Egyptian geography which was adopted
by the Greeks and Romans, meant the region between
52 and 57 degrees north latitude. The old historians
state that in this region the day lasts for 17 hours,
which is in fact true of the 54th parallel. Pliny the
Elder also mentions that the ninth arc passes through
"Hyperbores et Britanruam".
The Egyptians state further that the royal stronghold

of the Atlanteans was on an island which they describe
as follows: "High and as if shorn with a knife, rising
direct from the sea, with red, white and black rocks,
rich in copper and copper ore." The only island in the
world which answers this description is Heligoland.
However, the citadel and the chief temple of Atlantis
were not on the island itself but "on a low hill, 50
stadia away on the opposite mainland". By means of 1
submarine diving at the point indicated, Pastor Spanuth
identified the hill and the ruined buildings, together
with a well-paved road.

The Atlanteans who marched across Europe and 1
invaded Egypt came from southern Sweden, Denmark
and north Germany. Rameses' inscription names them •

as the Pheres (Frisians), Saksar (Saxons), and Denen
;

(Danes), with their allies the Tursha (Tyrrhenians),
Sekelesa (Siculi, Sikels), Sardana (Sardinians) and,
Vasasa (probably Corsicans). Why was this great
coalition formed, and why did it hurl itself against
Egypt and Asia Minor? Not from mere lust of con-
quest, but because of a famine, following on natural
disasters, which afflicted the whole of Europe and other
parts of the world in 1225 B.C. These disasters are de-
scribed on the walls of the temple at Medinet Habu
and are confirmed by many geological and archaeologi-
cal discoveries; according to Professor Stechov, they
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iinioiinted to "the most fearful catastrophe in the last

•l,u()0 years of human history". Many thriving king-

doms were desolated, and Egypt itself, according to

K ii messes III, was in a parlous condition when he
iiNccnded the throne. But the waters of the Nile soon
reNtored it to prosperity, and it thus became a natural

mm ice of booty for the Germanic and Italian tribes.

Pastor Spanuth's studies are the most recent attempt
in (race the origins of Atlantis, and are certainly based

nore than fancy. The old name of Heligoland,

moreover, was Atland, which immediately brings the

lost continent to mind. On the other hand, there are

Amerindian legends of an "Aztland" which was in-

volved in a catastrophe much earlier than that of the

Mrdinet Habu inscriptions; and the proponents of a
Nordic Atlantis have difficulty in explaining the refer-

inces by Plato and Theopompus to a land beyond the

Pillars of Hercules.

Many other ancient texts speak of a continent sub-

merged beneath the Atlantic Ocean: commentators on
Plato refer to three large islands dedicated to Jupiter,

I'luto and Neptune (the last called Poseidonis) and
leven lesser ones sacred to Proserpine, or else of a

llngle island dedicated to Neptune and a number of

smaller ones. These accounts do not lay claim to ex-

mlilude, based as they were on oral tradition at a time
when Atiantis no longer existed. However, the Indian

Puranas also refer to a "great and powerful land" in

the Atlantic: the date of this reference is not known,
In it it must be of great antiquity since it was apparendy
written at a time when the land in question still existed.

Many other Indian texts could be quoted: the Maha-
bharata refers in passing to "seven great islands of

(he western sea, an empire with the city of the Three
Mountains as its capital, which was destroyed by
Hrahma".

Other Asian documents state that the "empire of

(lie western sea" was swallowed up by the waves follow-

ing some natural calamity, and this is confirmed by
American traditions. The name Aztland or Atlan ap-
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pears in the Nahua word nahoailan, signifying island
("land amidst the waters"), which many tribes use to
denote their ancestral home east of America, a land
"where the sun rises and which is now covered by
water".

Our verdict on Spanuth's theory must therefore be
that, while we cannot accept that Heligoland and
Atlantis are identical, it is quite possible that the last

Atlanteans of northern Europe had their headquarters
in the region he describes.

Noah in America

If we are not mistaken, Noah's Ark was "discovered"
for the first time in the 17th century by the Dutch
traveller Jan Strays, who published a book embellished
by an elegant drawing of the Ark poised on the top of
Mount Ararat. Since then, many amateurs and vi-

sionaries have followed in his footsteps. In 1948 a
Turkish peasant named Sukru Arsena claimed to have
seen the Ark amid the eternal snows; several expedi-
tions set out to verify his story, but when the frustrated

explorers got back to base they found he had prudently
disappeared.

In the same year a Dutch youth of 16 named Hans
Roozen had a dream in which he saw the Ark, with
its full complement of animals, resting on Mount Ararat
at a height of 13,500 feet (perhaps Noah inspired him
with the exact figure), and, as he put it, "he was at

once seized by the idea of making himself famous".
In 1949 an American named Aaron Smith went in
search of the Ark but failed to find it; meanwhile
Roozen appealed to various scholars and newspapers
without success. In 1955 his dream received partial

confirmation from a French merchant, Ferdinand
Navarra, who made three journeys to the spot and
brought back a piece of oak which he said was part
of the Ark's bowsprit, the remainder of the vessel being
completely covered by rocks and ice.

Roozen was not specially interested in archaeology as
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such: his main desire was "to discover some treasure,

such as tools or utensils dating from Noah's time". He
put in time as a songwriter, while continuing to cherish

the idea of sending an expedition equipped with a

dozen helicopters. Before this took shape, however, a

momentous discovery was made accidentally in 1960
by S. Kurtis, a major in the Turkish Air Force. This

officer was instructed to photograph the slopes of

Mount Ararat, which rises to nearly 17,000 feet, and
at a height of 6,500 feet he noticed a curious object

of an elongated oval shape, embedded in a mass of

volcanic lava. When his photographs were examined
in Ankara, the experts, whether on patriotic or scientific

grounds, immediately thought of the Ark, and they

were encouraged by finding that the length of the un-

known object agreed with the Biblical specification of

300 cubits. Its width was about 160 feet and the depth

of the hull, as far as could be judged from the shadow,

about 20 feet. The photographs were sent to Professor

Arthur Brandenburger, an aerial survey expert in the

service of the U.S. government, who declared that he
would stake his reputation on the fact that the object

was a ship. If this is so, and if it could be dislodged

from the imprisoning lava, we might learn, amongst
other things, the answer to the riddle of Noah and his

"opposite numbers" in every part of the globe.

In the Sumerian legend of Gilgamesh, for instance,

the corresponding figure is Utnapishtim, who is warned
by Ea, the water god, that the human race is to be
destroyed in a flood because of its sins. He is told to

build an ark to save himself, his family and a pair of

animals of each species.

In Greece it is Deucalion, king of Phthia in Thessaly,

who, together with his wife Pyrrha, was saved from
the wrath of Zeus by the timely warning of his father

Prometheus. After the flood the couple landed on
Mount Parnassus and were told by the Delphian oracle

to "cover their heads, take off their garments and throw

behind them the bones of the Great Mother". Realizing

I that this referred to stones, they obeyed the oracle; from
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the stones thrown by Deucalion there sprang up men,
and from those thrown by Pyrrha, women.
The Mayas have a similar legend, which includes the

phrase "The Great Mother Seyda was among the rec-
ords of the destruction of the world". The identity of
the Mayan "Noah" is not quite clear, but one manu-
script represents him as Quetzalcoatl, the god-king
known, under different names, throughout pre-Colum-
bian America.
The Quich6 Mayas of Guatemala do not give a clear

account of how the earth was repopulated after the
deluge: their epic, the Popol Vuh, says, "We do not
know how they came from the sea . . . it was as though
the sea had never been". However, the Macus Indians
of Amazonia tell us with confidence that the miracle
was performed by Maconen, "king of the floodtime".
The Aztecs (who also had a "Tower of Babel" myth

identical to ours) possessed a legend of the Flood
which agrees closely with those of the Old Testament
and of Gilgamesh; not even the dove is missing. Here
is the tale:

"In the Valley of Mexico there lived a pious man
named Tapi. One day the Creator of All Things ap-
peared to him and said: 'Build a boat to live in, and
take your wife with you, and a pair of every animal
there is. Make haste, for the time is at hand!' Tapi did
as he was told, despite the insults and mockery of his
neighbours, who thought him mad. Hardly had he
finished when it began to rain. It rained without ceasing,
the valley was flooded, men and animals fled to the
mountains, but they too were submerged. The earth
became one great ocean, and the only creatures left
alive were those in Tapi's boat.

"When it stopped raining, the waters began to sink
and the sun came out again. Tapi sent forth a dove:
it did not return, and Tapi rejoiced because he under-
stood that the dove had found a patch of dry ground
to rest on."

Many traditions regard the flood as a divine punish-
ment, which is not surprising when we consider the
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scale of the disaster and the cosmic events which prob-

ably brought it about. Thus, ancient Bolivian legends

speak of a great flood "sent to punish men's pride and

insolence". The Sioux Indians tell us that "time dis-

appeared under the waters": a mythical bison holds the

flood at bay, but it loses a hair once a year and a leg

at the end of each of the four ages. "When it has

lost all its hair and its legs, the great waters will engulf

the world." Some ethnologists suggest that this animal

represents an ancient divinity in the form of a bull, and

that its gradual destruction is the work of an evil spirit

determined to undo humanity.

We may notice as a curiosity that the Hawaiian Noah
is called Nu-u and the Chinese one Nu Wah, while in

the Sierra Parima between Brazil and Venezuela there

is said to be a dead city of Ma-Noa, signifying "the

waters of Noah".
It is not surprising that many peoples should have

preserved the myth of a man and his wife symbolizing

the few survivors of an unexampled catastrophe, or that

the rescue of these two should be attributed to divine

intervention. But the agreement of names and details

is so close that we can only explain it by supposing

that men were able to communicate over long distances

immediately after the Flood. And this links up with

the opinion of those authorities who believe that the

last remaining centres of old, vanished civilizations con-

tinued to exercise an important influence on cultural

development in the Mediterranean basin and in America

and Asia, until a new catastrophe supervened.

Submerged continents

According to Plato, who lived from 427 to 347 B.C.,

Atlantis was engulfed by the ocean about 9,500 years

before his time. This does not agree with the Ramesses

III inscription but is confirmed by other texts, and

scientific research has shown that there must in fact

have been two catastrophes.

The general view of the authorities who connect the
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Hood with the disappearance of huge continents in the
Atlantic and Pacific areas is that this event took place

£°^ 12^° yeafS ag0
-
™e Austrian geologist

;

Otto H. Much claims to have ascertained from astro-
nomical data that the exact moment was 8 p.m (East-
ern American time) on 4 June of the year 8496 b c
It is a remarkable fact that the ancient Americans
began a new time-cycle very close to this date, in 8498
B.C., since, according to their tradition, a cataclysm had
occurred shortly before, bringing to an end the "third
age of the world's history".

Plato, at the end of the Critias, thus describes the
degeneration of the people of Atlantis and Zeus's re-
solve to punish them:

"For many generations, so long as the inherited na-
ture ot the God remained strong in them, they were
submissive to the laws and kindly disposed to their
divine kindred ... But when the portion of divinity
within them was becoming faint and weak through
being oft times blended with a large measure of mor-
tality, while the human temper was becoming dominant
they lost their comeliness through being unable to bear
the burden of their possessions . . . And Zeus, the God
of gods, who reigns by law, desired to inflict punish-
ment upon them, to the end that when chastised they
might strike a truer note. Wherefore he assembled to-
gether all the gods into that abode which they honour
most, standing as it does at the centre of all the uni-
verse and beholding all things that partake of genera-
tion; and when he had assembled them, he spake
thus:"

. . . Here the text breaks off, but we learn from
the Timaeus that "at a later time there occurred por-
tentous earthquakes and floods, and one grievous day
and night befell them, when the whole body of warriors
was swallowed up by the earth, and the island of At-
lantis in like manner was swallowed up by the sea and
vanished."

This was the same deluge as the "great waters" of
which the Vedas speak; it was described to Zarathustra
by Ahura Mazda, the Persian god of light, and was
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predicted, as the Mahabharata tells us, by the first fish

to its creator Manu, demigod and father of mankind,
who in due course escaped the deluge like Noah, in a
ship which he had built. The Biblical flood was not, as

some have suggested, confined to the Near East but
was a universal event, as the above and many other

traditions bear witness.

The hieroglyphs on the Mexican pyramid at Xochi-
calco, deciphered by A. Le Plongeon, refer to the

destruction of "a land situated in mid-ocean", whose
people were "killed and turned to dust", while the

Troano Codex in the British Museum speaks of a
catastrophe which "obliterated the continents of Mud
and Mu". This seems to refer to Mu and Atlantis, as is

confirmed by other Maya fragments: one of these,

translated in 1930 by the Brazilian philologist O. M.
Bolio, reads as follows: "The disaster befell on the

eleventh day of Ahau Katun ... it rained fearfully,

ashes fell from the sky and the waters of the sea en-

gulfed the land in one great wave ... the heavens col-

lapsed, the earth subsided, and the Great Mother Seyda

was amidst the records of the destruction of the world."

This refers to Atlantis, while the obliteration of Mu is

described as follows in a pre-Maya document of about

1500 B.C.: "In the year 6 of the Kan, terrible earth-

quakes began on the 11th of the month of Zac and

continued till the 13th of Chuen. Mu, the country of

clay hills, was destroyed: it was raised twice into the

nir and then disappeared in one night, with earthquakes

never ceasing. At many places near the sea, the land

Kii nk beneath the waters and rose up again more than

once. Finally the whole land split up into many parts

and was engulfed with its 64 million inhabitants."

Thus the description in the Purana of the disap-

pearance of a remote Atlantic continent is matched by
ancient American accounts of the destruction of the

erstwhile "queen of the Pacific".
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What the Flood was like

Here is Much's imaginary description of the Flood and
of the cosmic catastrophe which caused it.

"North-eastern Siberia, at 1253 hours on 5 June of
the year 8496 B.C.—seven minutes before the planetoid
crashed into the earth.

"The sun is high in the heavens; close to it, invisible
in the blue, are Venus and the new moon. The trees ofl
the edge of the virgin forest throw short shadows.
Dark green moss grows in profusion at the foot ofl
huge pines, firs and larches. A murmuring stream]
emerging from the forest, flows across a large expansJ
of meadow with rich grass, ferns and flowers.

"Suddenly a noise of crashing branches is heard
from within the forest, and the tree-tops begin to sway.jA herd of mammoths is making its way to the river . .

,

"It is now 1447 hours ... two of the mammoths
suddenly stop, halted in mid-rush by an invisible, ter-1
rifying force. The asteroid has already hit the earthJ
but it has taken an hour and 47 minutes for the effecfi
to be felt in this part of Siberia. The ground is shaken!
at first by a faint tremor and then violently. A groaning!
noise is heard from the forest: a huge pine creaksJ
bends and crashes down among the mammoths. Tet4
rifled birds dart to and fro.

"The sun appears to be dislodged from its propei
place: it dances about in the heavens, then stops, glided
slowly towards the horizon and stops again; the]
shadows of the great beasts, the trees and undergrowth!
flicker and lengthen, the river's noise becomes louder!
The shadows remain long, and the sunshine loses its

heat.

"After the earth tremors cease, the mammoths start]
moving again. They paw the ground uneasily, rock]
their massive heads from side to side, dig at the earth]
with their tusks. Slowly they become calm once more, 1

and resume feeding. It has grown cold. Some hours']
pass during which nothing happens . . .
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"ll is now 7 hours and 53 minutes since the asteroid

HH. The mammoths are still in the clearing outside the

^B*t* drinking from the stream and pulling leafy
liiiinch.es off the young trees. The evening sun casts a
forble, yellowish light. Suddenly a dull roar is heard
In i lie distance: it swells and approaches with lightning
ppi-cd, drowning the sound of the river and the birds,

iiikI (hen explodes in an mterminable thunderclap.
" The leader of the mammoth herd raises his probos-

Ck but the sound of his trumpeting is drowned by the
Appalling din. He gallops off at full speed, the others
I allowing him. The earth re-echoes to their trampling,
liul (he noise from the sky is louder. The strongest of
lli<- mammals, panic-stricken for the first time in his

life, rushes wildly about the forest, uprooting trees and
ii.mipling down the undergrowth.
"Mut the mammoths' flight is short-lived. Their chief

collapses as if struck by hghtning, and dies before his

body hits the earth. Within a few seconds all the rest
ill I he herd are dead too, and so is every other animal
fpecies in northern Siberia—mammoths by the thou-
land, woolly rhinoceroses, tigers, foxes and martens,
birds and reptiles . . .

"What had happened?
"Six thousand miles away from that Siberian glade,

nl 1 300 hours on 5 June 8496 B.C., a heavenly body
bad crashed into the earth with appalling violence in
Ilk- south-western part of the North Atlantic. This
planetoid, a mere six miles in diameter, was a midget
compared to our globe, but the effect of its fall was
catastrophic: it broke through the earth's crust and
produced the greatest natural disaster in history."

As it says in the Book of Revelation: "I saw a new
heaven and a new earth: for the first heaven and the
first earth were passed away; and there was no more
lea." The huge, threatening moon had disappeared
from the heavens, and a moonless age had begun.. The
words of scripture suggested to Horbiger that Atlantis

owed its origin, millions of years ago, to a satellite

fulling into the earth, and, as we have just seen, Otto
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Much believes that Atlantis may have been destroyed
by a similar catastrophe—an asteroid, attracted by the?
unusual conjunction of the earth, the moon and VenusJ
hurtling towards our planet and exploding on its sur-j
face with a force equal to that of 15,000 hydrogen!
bombs.

According to Much, who produces a formidable ar-
ray of astronomical and geological evidence, the as-
teroid appeared from the north-west and shot through-
the earth's atmosphere at a rate of 10-12 miles per
second. At a distance of some 250 miles from the earth
it began to turn red; soon it caught fire owing to
atmospheric friction, and was so bright as to blind;
anyone who looked at it. By the time it reached a short
distance above the Atlantic, the surface temperature of
the asteroid was 20,000 degrees Centigrade. At this
point it exploded. Its crust broke into a shower of
enormous meteors which fell on North America, while
its core split into two fragments, weighing together 500
million tons, which struck the earth at about 30 de-
grees west and 40 north, near the Azores Plateau in
the middle of the Atlantic Ridge. This is a region]
abounding in submarine volcanoes, where the earth's
crust is only 10-12 miles thick as compared with 25-30
miles elsewhere. The ocean bed was split all the way'
from Puerto Rico to Iceland, and pandemonium en-
sued.

"With an apocalyptic roar," Much continues, "a
fiery column shot up into the sky, composed of burning,
magma, poisonous gases and volcanic debris. For thou-3
sands of miles around, everything was burnt or became
incandescent. The ocean began to boil; great masses of!
water turned into steam and, mixed with dust and]
ashes, were borne eastward by the great winds that
sweep the Atlantic. After a terrible day and night, thai
royal island of Atlantis disappeared beneath the waves."|
Many facts go to confirm this theory of a cosmic on-

'

slaught on the earth: e.g. the craters formed, 10,000
or 12,000 years ago, by great meteorites in Central
and South America as well as Georgia, the Carolinas,
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Virginia and the ocean bed off Puerto Rico. These
bodies hit our planet at the very time when a convul-

sion of Nature created Niagara Falls and thrust upward
the peaks of the Andes so that they became one of the

highest mountain chains in the world. This period, too,

saw the melting of the ice-cap which had covered

Scandinavia, the British Isles and most of continental

Europe, while Siberia was plunged into arctic cold. The
reason for the change in Europe's climate, according

to Much, was that the Gulf Stream from now on began
to wash its shores, no longer impeded by the mass of

Atlantis in between.

In 1934 a search made on the ocean bed in the

place where Atlantis should have been brought to light

fossils of small land animals and pieces of lava cast

forth by land volcanoes, not submarine ones.

To quote further from Much's account: "The wound
inflicted on our planet did not take long to cicatrize in

a dark, hard crust. But the 'grievous day and night' of

which Plato speaks had very nearly extinguished all

life upon earth. Even before the great clouds of steam

swept through the air, the exploding magma had re-

leased poisonous gases, invisible to the eye, which
brought rapid and painless death to every creature.

"North-western Siberia, about 60 hours after the

asteroid's collision with the earth . . . Dead mammoths
bestrew the open ground and the forest with its shat-

tered trees. Their thick fur is blown about by the

storm-wind; the sun's rays are opaque and milky.

There is no sound except the bubbling of the river

and the howl of the wind, driving the heavy clouds

before it over the dead landscape.

"Finally the sun is completely clouded over. The
roar of the storm abates, and for two or three seconds

there is silence. Then the flood begins. A torrent of

water, mud and ashes pours from the sky, and in a

few minutes the animals' carcases are covered by grey-

black slime. It pelts down remorselessly, flooding the

open country, silting up the river and uprooting enor-

mous trees. For six days and six nights water, mud and
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cinders rain down on the corpses of animals and o|
dying vegetation. One dark torrential shower follow!

another until the whole region is submerged.
"Along with the rain comes the cold. The force of

the asteroid's impact thrust northern Siberia 2,06j
miles nearer the pole. The deluge freezes to ice, im-

1

prisoning hundreds of thousands of dead mammothjH
and woolly rhinoceroses."

While Atlantis was engulfed by the abyss that opened 1
between America and Europe, Mu might well havi
been destroyed by the eruption of all its volcanoesj
which are said to have been very numerous: even todaiM
there are 336 active volcanoes in the Pacific, out ofl
430 in the whole world. The sea-quake caused by thfl
fall of the asteroid must have made every crater erupB
throughout the globe, throwing up a dense cloud ofm
ash which hid the sun and precipitated terrific rain™
In Europe and northern Asia alone, it is reckoned thafl
in six days there must have fallen more than 20,000
million tons of water and 3,000 million tons of cinders!

the average depth of the flood would have been 10%
feet.

f"
Utnapishtim, the Babylonian Noah, describes how

I
"the south wind roared, the waters roared against it,

|

the mountain-tops were covered and the rain fell on all

mankind. Torrents of rain fell for six days and sij

nights; on the seventh day there was a calm as thougW
after a battle. The sea became smooth and the tempesf

|
ceased. All mankind was drowned in mud, and thJ

L earth was a wilderness without features . .
."

Sea-ports in the Andes

At a height of 11,500 feet, a curious whitish streal
runs along the side of the Andes for over 300 milei
It consists of the calcified remains of marine plant!
and is irrefragable evidence that the slopes in questiol
were once part of the seashore. Scholars ascertainel
that the streak must have been exposed to view fon
thousands of years, but for a long time they resistel
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the obvious conclusion, although Alexander von Hum-
boldt produced other striking evidence 150 years ago.

Near Bogota there is an imposing plateau called the

"giants' field", full of huge fossilized bones. Here von
I limiboldt saw the remains of the mastodon, a creature

nearly as big as the mammoth but with short, stumpy

tusks and a trunk almost as long as its body. Various

ipecies of this animal inhabited Europe, Asia and the

Americas. It preferred marshy areas with plenty of

[Vegetation, and it is unthinkable that the mastodon
could have climbed up to a bare, rocky plateau situated,

M it now is, 6,500 feet above sea level. The creatures

must have died in their natural coastal habitat, which

wiis laid waste and pushed up to its present altitude by
I lie cataclysm which destroyed Atlantis. The petrifica-

tion of the bones, moreover, could only have been due
lit the action of sea-salt.

Further confirmation was provided when scholars

ilrvoted their attention to the dead cities of the Cordil-

leras. It became clear that some of the buildings had
BO raison d'etre in their present situations: what was
I he sense of placing cities on inaccessible peaks, palaces

on jutting-out shelves of rock, or fortresses on hillsides

which afforded no possibility of defence? This was
borne in on the explprers of Tiahuanaco, in Bolivia, a

majestic assemblage of ruins near Lake Titicaca: here

the conquistadores were told the Inca legend of the

(
Ration, which runs as follows:

[
"After a fearful catastrophe which destroyed the

World, Viracocha Pachacayachi, the creator of all

iliings, began by forniing giants from the earth and
H 1 1 ( i wards made man in his own image: this happened
In ihe time of Darkness, of the adoration of the Setting

M' »>n, Ka-Ata-Killa. Thousands of years later there

Wns another cataclysm, from which only a shepherd

ileaped with his family, and he, as a thank-offering,

I H i ill. Tiahuanaco in the space of a single night."

Legends apart, some of the first explorers believed

that Tiahuanaco was only a thousand years old, while

Others assigned to it an antiquity of several millennia.
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Astounding
Clues





Giant known as "the Martian",

from an African wall painting.

Part of Stonehenge.





Two prehistoric astronauts? (AhnW
(Below) Japanesefl^to^ffiS^H
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Olmec head with feline features and
space-helmet", recently

discovered near Tenochtitlan

The Quetzalcoatl facade at Teotihuacan,

with heads of feathered serpent separated by "knots"

resembling those at Knossos in Crete.

I mposing lay-out of the buildings, now ruined, at Teotihuacan.

Modern-looking dome of the Maya observatory

known as the "Caracol", at Chichen Itza.





The Cauca Valley astronaut''.
Note the flat head, transparent

helmet and spiral sceptres which
are also found in other cultures
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Instrument used by
the Peruvian surgeon,

made of an alloy of gold,

silver and copper. The
skull, also 3,000 years old,

is evidence that successful

trepanning was done with
such instruments.

Girls of the Kayapo tribe (Brazil).

The girl on the left has clearly Indo-European features.







The Phaistos disc.

14

Tne Realm of Forgotten

Knowledge

If we question scholars regarding Amerindimsocieties

till older than the Incas and AztScs, we shall get no

clear reply; but the traces that exist, enigmatic on the

Dne hand and highly eloquent on the other, are sufficient

to justify an imaginative reconstruction of their history,

involving once against the lost continent of Atlantis

The people of what are called the "archaic Central

American societies cannot be identified with any race

known to us. We possess a vague and tentative knowl-

edge of an era which archaeologists date between 3000

lad 1000 B.C., when two cultures existed m Mexico,

known from the places where their remains were dis-

covered as the cultures of Zacatenco and Ticoman.

These remains are few but of great interest. The

ceramics are primitive, but lively and amazingly "mod-

ern." in style: figures of bearded men, women with

carefully dressed hair, elegant ballerinas, mothers with

children in their laps, girls with puppies, youths playing

ball-games and strange masked apparitions. Not only

(he style, but the range of subjects is noteworthy. A
people of cave-dwellers, hunters or peasants living in

mud-huts would not have depicted such elaborately
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i-pt into miserable shelters they had made from

leaves. The animals sought refuge with them. They had

[eft their huts, their utensils, everything they possessed,

And now it was all lying at the bottom of the lake,

Which had risen by sixty feet and was now filling the

whole Valley of Mexico." Centuries passed. "The peo-

ple who had fled from the Flood had come back. Their

descendants were still telling tales about it, as if it had
happened in their own lifetime. It took 500 years for

1 In-, waters to subside and the lake to sink to its former

level."

The precious ceramics were in fact discovered in a

thick stratum of dried mud by the American archaeolo-

gist Zelia Nuttall, who excavated the area in 1900.

I 'll is was an exact parallel with Sir Leonard Woolley's

discovery of the remains of Babylon, where a similar

stratum was due to the same cause, namely the uni-

versal deluge.

The American survivors of Atlantis set about work-
ing and building, and enjoyed some generations of

[elative calm, disturbed only by earth tremors. Then
came another disaster—the eruption of the great vol-

cano Ajusco. A river of molten lava poured down from
Mount Xitla into the valley, destroying everything in

its path. Here, in the home of the Ticoman civilization,

men had erected a pyramid. This was too tall to bo
swallowed up entirely, and today two-thirds of it are

still to be seen above the ocean of solidified lava.

What was the significance of this pyramid? Some say
it symbolized the mountain on which the race of
Ticoman had found salvation; others, that it was a
placatory representation of the volcano, and that hu-
man sacrifices were performed on it; others again, that

it expressed a notion of hierarchy and aspiration to-

wards heaven. Our own view, far-fetched though it

may seem, is that the pyramid was a characteristic and
universal form of building in the pre-diluvian age, and
that the survivors of Atlantis and Mu went on erecting

pyramids for reasons of half-understood tradition, with
'which new superstitions came to be associated. At all
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When the jade figure was made, though before it there

Were earlier civilizations still. But the Olmecs left a
profound impression on most, if not all, of the Mexican
ices that succeeded them.

After the jade figurine was found, many expeditions

[let out to discover the Olmecs' capital, and in 1930
Matthew W. Stirling located it at La Venta, an island

In the middle of a swamp. Here he found the remains

of walls, with a fpyramid in the centre of a large com-
plex of buildings/Then, at a depth of 23 feet, he came
upon a mosaic of chips embedded in asphalt, a tech-

nique used in Crete and Chaldea. He also found niches

containing statues, high chairs and altars covered with

reliefs in which jaguars' heads predominatedf|The al-

tars were made of stone blocks weighing 20-50 tons:

this stone was brought from the Tuxtla volcanoes, a
distance of 80 miles as the crow flies, across the lake

by which La Venta was once surrounded. We do not
know how it was transported, but certainly the Olmecs
had methods which do not square with our notions

about the technical backwardness of ancient peoples.

Evidence of the connection between La Venta and
the coastal sites came to light when Stirling discovered

a number of stone heads, one of the smallest of which
is 6 feet tall and 18 feet in circumference; others reach
a height of 8 feet. There were no bodies attached to

these heads, and this provides a curious linlr with the

mystery of Easter Island in the remote Pacific. The
plinths supporting the heads, on the other hand, are

very similar in design to those found at Tiahuanaco,
and at Pachacamac in Peru. There are differences of
style between the Olmec heads, those of South America
and the Easter Island ones, but given their size and
the enormous effort of making them, they clearly point
to the existence of similar traditions and beliefs.

Another curious fact about the Olmec heads is that
the physiognomy—setting aside the deformation due to
the admixture of cat-like features—is unlike that of
American Indians or any other known race except some
inhabitants of ancient Egypt.
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H feet, is half that of the Egyptian one. It is hard to

|ve that these figures are a mere coincidence

Another curious link between Teotihuacan and the

Witerranean is the religious symbol resembling a

,„erfly, corresponding to clay objects m the shape of

bow that were found at Knossos m Crete. In many

rts of the world the butterfly denotes the human soul,

life after death, and this may be the case with the

fetan relics. As to the belief of the Olmecs, there s

Icsend that the body of the moon-goddess lay, eternal-

ly slumbering, in a casket of glass hidden m a crypt

Under the pyramid that bears her name.

Teotihuacan, according to story, was not built by

Ordinary mortals, but by gods, demigods or white

Sants. We need not believe, however, that giants had

mwthins to do with its construction, which probably

took place between a.d. 100 and 300. The city was

Kicked by the Toltecs in 856, but before disappearing

It influenced two other important civilizations, those ot

the Mayas and the Zapotecs.

Dancing space-travellers

Cortes's diaries tefl of fierce battles between the

Spaniards and the Zapotecs, a warlike people armed

with gigantic spears, who were not completely subdued

by either the Aztecs or the European conquerors. In

the first-century a.d. they occupied the valley of Oaxaca

in southern Mexico, where the archaeologist Alfonso

Caso, after a lengthy search, discovered the ruins ot

their first capital, the "city of temples", Monte Aloan.

Later they abandoned this capital for another named

Mitla, with an impressive colonnade which recalls tnat

at Chichen Itza (Ypcatan) and also those at Knossos

and Tiryns, the latter of which dates from about the

fourteenth century B.C. Another remarkable discovery

was a statue of a squatting naked man with a turban,

whose features, dress and attitude were strongly remi-

niscent of ancient Egypt.

Among the finds at Monte Alban are the reliefs
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| of the biggest in ancient Mexico, named Tajin or

in, which means "lightning". The tales concerning

were disbelieved by many scholars until, in 1935, it

iin discovered at the end of an arduous jungle expedi-

Iti by the intrepid archaeologist Garcia Payon. The

his consisted of a colonnaded building and a large

|ml a small pyramid—not, this time, the Egyptian type

Wllh smooth sides, but the classic Asian niche-pyramid

Willi little square recesses built into the walls of its

Hens As Pierre Honore says, the larger pyramid clearly

Ihows East Asian influence: "both in its structure, and

* being a niche pyramid, it is very similar to the

piigodas of the ancient Burmese city of Pagan. The

ornaments of the Taj6n style, especially on clay vessels,

be almost indistinguishable from the late Chou style of

China in the fifth or fourth century B.C., and this is

Ebo true of the finds at Paracas in Peru, which again

Rhow the interlocked dragons with short, sickle-shaped

wings. The round mirror of China was also found in

I he Tajen civilization, but made of pyrites, whereas in

( 'hina the material was bronze."

In other respects Totonac art shows affinity with

that of Teotihuacan, while it has a unique feature in

I he stone figures known as palmas, shaped like a tri-

angular prism and adorned with reliefs on the back:

these are reminiscent of Greece, Egypt, Mesopotamia

and further east. In general the Totonac remains are

strangely evocative of many different parts of the

world, and we cannot help thinking of Atlantis and the

other great continent, submerged under the Pacific,

which is said to have connected America with Asia

and Oceania.

The civilization of the Zapotecs and Totonacs was

not completely destroyed even when the Nahua hordes

invaded Mexico from the north: the newcomers im-

posed their cruel and blood-thirsty religious rites, but in

other ways they were assimilated by their victims, and

it was they who collected and preserved the treasures of

a past that would otherwise have left no records.
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He Wkite Gods
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lore and the cotton-plant yielded coloured fibres (which
ht know to be true). He taught mankind to live peace-

Bbly, not to kill even animals and to live on vegetable

food. But the golden age did not endure: a demon
tptured the royal sage and made him perform all sorts

t ignoble acts. Overcome with shame, Quetealcoatl left

Tula for the sea-shore and there burnt himself to death;

lis heart rose to heaven and became the morning star.

In the opinion of many scholars, this legend may be
Interpreted as follows. Upon Atlantis there descended
i Mic day a race of beings so advanced that they seemed
like gods (Mixcoatl) in the eyes of the primitive earth-

dwellers. They were borne on a slender space-ship (the

Cloud-serpent) and mingled with the people of earth

(Chipalman), whom they raised to a high level of

Civilization. From Atlantis the new race spread to

America, where they likewise civilized the natives until

"itlantis fell into decay and barbarism (the demon).

Pnly by means of sacrifice (Quetealcoatl's suicide) and

y elevating their hearts and minds to Venus, whence
6 astronauts came, can the men of earth hope once
ore to achieve better days.

Silver snakes

"My messengers reported that, having walked for some
twelve miles, they came upon a village with about a

thousand inhabitants. The natives greeted them joyfully,

Berried them shoulder-high to their finest houses, kissed

their hands and feet and gave them to understand that

Bey knew the white men had come to them from the

iihode of the gods. About fifty of both sexes begged to

he allowed to accompany my men to their heavenly

Swelling."

Episodes of this kind are not unusual in travel mem-
oirs and adventure stories: many a white explorer in

Be heart of Africa, South America or some other

primitive region has been greeted with wild enthusiasm

Mini mistaken for a descendant of the gods. This may
Niinply be due to the natives' surprise and awe at the
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I mid South America is familiar with tales about the

llilren of the sun".

hdro de Cieza de Leon, a soldier-priest and one of

principal chroniclers of old Peru, tells us that a

Med white man is said to have appeared on the

res of Lake Titicaca long before the foundation of

p I iiea empire: his name was Tiki Viracocha and, like

m-izalcoatl, he taught men useful arts and commanded
Kim to love one another and abstain from violence.

Bthcr Peruvian chroniclers, such as Polo de Ondegardo
mill Sarmiento de Gamboa, report similar legends and
Odd that the hero and his companions built a huge,

nmjestic city full of marvels . . . We may remember
111 n I Kon Tiki is a Polynesian divinity as well as an
American one, and we may imagine a remote age in

Which the mysterious "white lords" dominated the

World, fostering all its great civilizations. 3
Many ancient American works of art attest the ex-

Islcnce of the fair-skinned strangers: they may be found
from La Venta to Monte Alban, from Mexico to Bo-
livia and Peru. The Maya carvings at Chichen Itza show
the last of the white men being vanquished by northern

barbarians in a sea-battle, after which they are sacri-

ficed on the victors' altars. Elsewhere, their serene,

bearded faces are seen in the masks of Tiahuanaco.

Pierre Honore tells a curious story of the Spaniards'

experience at Cuzco. "Everywhere in the Inca empire
they were greeted and addressed as Viracocha. Hear-
ing the word again and again, they at first took it for

a form of salute and had no idea of its meaning. In

Cuzco they learned that it was the name of the great

White God who had come to the Indians in the dim
past and brought them all their knowledge, and had
then disappeared, promising to return.

"Then the conquerors heard about the temple which
had been erected outside the town to the god who was
greater than all other gods. A party of them hurried

off there, hoping to find an immense store of gold. They
came to the temple of Viracocha, a one-storeyed build-
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rag about 125 feet by 100 feet. They went in anj
entered a maze of passages: there were twelve narrow!
passages going round the building. They made their wa^
from one into the other, and finally penetrated to the
sanctuary, a small room paved with black slabs On ffad
little dais on the far wall there was the figure of a man
When they stood before it even the wildest, roughest,
and most hardened veterans took their caps into their
hands and hastily crossed themselves: they knew that

1

figure from all the churches and chapels in Spain It
was an old man with a beard, standing erect, holding a
cham m one hand; the chain was round the neck of a
fabulous creature which lay before him on the ground
It was a statue of St. Bartholomew.
"When they had recovered from their surprise they

slowly filed out into the passage again. They found no
treasure here; the great temple contained nothing but
the statue of the White God."
On various occasions the Spaniards in America came

across individuals who seemed to belong to the white
race. According to chroniclers the eighth Inca monarch,
Viracocha Inca, who reigned in the fourteenth century
was of light complexion, as was his consort. Pedro
Pizarro, a cousin of the famous conquistador, writes of
an Inca tradition that "the sun-god, their ancestor, sent
them long ago a son and a daughter of his to teach them
knowledge; they were perceived to be divine by their
speech and fair complexion. The highest class among
the Incas are hght-skinned; their noblewomen are hand-
some and are well aware of it. Both men and women
are blond as the standing corn, and some are lighter

!

complexion than Spaniards. I have seen in this country
a white woman with a child of unusual fairness The
natives maintain that such people are descendants o
their gods."

There is evidence, too, of a different kind showing
that there must once have been a "bridge" between
Europe and Africa on the one hand and America on
toe other. For example throughout South America we
find dolmens—megalithic funeral monuments consisting
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of a large flat stone placed across two or more upright

ones—such as are common in Brittany, North Ger-

many, Corsica and Apulia. As Ambrosetti writes, "the

technique of the prehistoric inhabitants of Argentina is

exactly like that of the Cypriots and closely resembles

that of the Trou aux Anglais at Epone in France". We
also find in South America menhirs (vertical standing

stones, typical of Brittany and central and southern

Europe) , cromlechs and stone circles of religious origin,

best known by the example of Stonehenge. The Brazil-

ian authority Dr. Alfredo Brandao has identified thou-

sands of inscriptions on South American menhirs and
dolmens which contain letters from early European and
Mediterranean alphabets. Megalithic figures of a type

found in France have also come to light in the Amazon
basin, and the same is true of weapons, out-of-the-way

implements and crockery.

Some dolmens are to be found in the vicinity of the

Pedra Pintado, ("painted rock"), one of the most strik-

ing prehistoric monuments of the Amazon basin, on
flat ground near the middle course of the Rio Branco
(Parima). This is an imposing block of stone, oval in

shape, which, according to Indian belief, covers the re-

mains of a white, fair-haired giant. Near it have been

found ancient skulls belonging to an unknown race

which shows a strong resemblance to our own.

It may be objected that while the existence of such

objects on both sides of the Atlantic points to the fact

that there must have been a land-bridge, it does not ap-

pear that the inhabitants of the "bridge" were highly

civilized. But if we accept the theory of submerged con-

tinents this objection falls to the ground, since only a

handful of people would have survived to pass on their

knowledge to other races. We should remember that

even today, in the age of nuclear fission and space

travel, there are people in all the continents except

Europe who are still living in conditions little more ad-

vanced than those of cave-dwellers.
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wpas or floating gardens—artificial islands made of a
cllis-work of reeds and roots covered with soil. They
11 y have inherited this art from the "white lords", to-

(her with that of growing cotton in various colours
nging from brown to blue: this is attested all the

wny from Peru to Central America, and is a technique
which modern science has been unable to reproduce.
Another remarkable fact about cotton in ancient Amer-
ica is that it was a cross between the wild native variety

and Mediterranean cotton. The latter could not have
reached America via the Bering Strait, as migrations by
(hat route took centuries to reach their final destination,

I and the plant does not grow in a cold climate. The
seeds could not have crossed the Atlantic or been
transported by birds, because they could not survive

salt water and birds do not feed on them. Once again,

the only solution seems to be the land-bridge of Atlan-
tis.

Tenochtitlan was not only a city of human sacrifice

I and revolting cruelty, however. Pierre Honore, quoting
Cortes and Bernal Diaz, describes how impressed the

Spaniards were by the profusion and orderliness of its

market. "Everything the New World produced was to

be had . . . There were special stands for Cholula's

jewellers and potters, Azcapotzalca's goldsmiths, Tez-
coco's painters, Tenayuca's stone-cutters, Xilotepec's

hunters, Cuitlahuac's fishermen, Quauhtitlan's basket-

and chair-weavers, Xochimilco's florists. Every article

had its own place in this market, surrounded by great

arcades. There were medicinal herbs and apothecaries'

goods and even barbers: the barbers were kept very
busy, because the Indians, although they had no beards,
used to have their heads shaved.

"There were a great variety of curios you could buy
there: golden fishes with little scales of gold, golden
birds with golden feathers and movable heads, vessels

made from all kinds of wood, varnished or even gilt,

bronze axes, warriors' helmets with crests of animals'

heads, quilted cotton waistcoats for the warriors, feather

armours, Mexican swords with obsidian blades, razors
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and mirrors from cut stone, hides and leather goods I
all sorts, fans made of cotton or agave fibres, tameM
wild animals, and also slaves." Perhaps, too, ™M
were story-tellers reciting strange legends like that of
Tapi, the local Noah, which made the Spaniards sun
mise that the natives were acquainted with scripturj
and that in early Christian times an apostle must havi
landed on their coast. Certainly they found extraordH
nary parallels in the matter of religion: for instanc3
the lords of Tenochtitlan baptized new-born children in
water; incense was used in the temples, auricular con-
fession was practised, and the priests distributed small
pieces of bread which the faithful consumed with rever-
ence m order to be "reconciled with the gods".

Other astonishing coincidences were found among Jthe Mayas, who celebrated 16 May as the "feast of I
water": to Catholics this was the feast-day of John of
Nepomuk, a martyr who met his death by drowning!
On 8 September (the Nativity of the Virgin) the Mayas'
celebrated the birth of the Mother of the White God;'
on 2 November they commemorated the dead, and oa'l
25 December the coming of the White God himself
Some have held that the White God took a hand id

destroying the Aztec empire, in order to punish these
lucky upstarts" (as one archaeologist calls them) for

transgressing his commandments and falsifying their
own origin. Rather than live by hunting and fishing,
they preferred war, trade and rapine: they would ex-
change goods with stronger peoples and attack and
despoil those that were weak and scattered
At all events the Aztec priests believed that the

White God had left them in the year named Ce-acatl,
which recurs every 52 years, and that in that year he
would return. Sure enough, on ~22 April 1519 Cortes'smen landed m Mexico, at the very spot where Quetzal-
coatl had disappeared, and the Spanish leader was
dressed, like him, in a black cap and cloak
The emperor Montezuma in due course became

Crates s prisoner, while the latter's men wreaked their
wJl on the Aztecs. In the following year an Aztec
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hellion forced Cortes to evacuate Tenochtitlan, and

I this time Montezuma was killed. On 13 August 1521

c- Spaniards recaptured Tenochtitlan, razed it to the

Hi mind and founded Mexico City.

This is not the place to question the verdict of his-

Vy, but if we survey the course of events in Central

jld South America we are bound to reflect, with

Elcza de Leon, that if the Spaniards had been less cruel

mill less rapacious we should have more than a few

fragments of information from which to form an idea

of the mysterious civilizations that flourished there.
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Greeks in America

God took some corn-cobs and ground up the seed
soaked the paste in water from Chichen Itza, shaped If
in the likeness of a man and baked it in the oven. ThM
he breathed on it and said: 'Live!' This is how th«

L Mayas, lords of the earth, were born."
'

Such is the Maya creation legend; but where did thlt
race, with their advanced yet enigmatic culture, actually!
come from? The scholar Luis Chavez Orozco suggestd
that they reached Mexico from the Mississippi basin,
while Sylvanus G. Morley thinks they belonged to the
same ethnic group as the Eskimos, the Iroquois anfl
other Red Indian dwellers in the northern part of tho
continent.

Among the founders of the Maya empire, legend
records the names of Balam-Quiche ("tiger with tho
sweet smile"), head of the Cavek clan; Balam-Ayab
( 'tiger of the night"), head of the Nitray; Mawacutah
( illustrious name"), head of the Ahauquice; and Iqui-
Balam ("tiger of the moon"), head of the Tamut and
Month. All this goes to confirm the evidence of all
chaeology that the Mayas were related to the Incas.
Their civilization probably originated in what is now tho
Peten province of Guatemala, about the beginning cj
the Christian era: the oldest remains known to us arid
dated a.d. 57. From 400 onwards the "lords of tJ
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inrth", as they styled themselves, spread towards the

north, west and south-west, over Mexico, Honduras

Unci other parts of Central America.
"

Then, in 909, for unexplained reasons they aban-

Dned their homeland with its flourishing cities and

oved to Yucatan, leaving the jungle to engulf all that

by had laboriously built up over the centuries. This

the more extraordinary since the country they left

as a fertile one, while their new home was arid and

nliospitable, infested with wild beasts and poisonous

Insects. Suggestions have been made that they were

'liven out by plague, famine or invasion, but there is

I hard evidence for any of these.

At all events, the Mayas attempted to rebuild their

pire in Yucatan, but they were soon subdued by the

Oltecs. Later, when Cortes's men defeated the Aztecs

cl occupied their capital, the Maya cities were in

ins. At the present day the last descendants of what

as once the greatest empire in America are mere jun-

|e savages, without a vestige of their former glory.

Yet: the Mayas achieved tremendous things in their

lime. Their oldest city known to us, at Uaxactun in

Guatemala, was an important astronomical centre and

contained a feature unique in the world, namely a pyra-

mid built inside another pyramid. Near by was Tikal,

the religious and intellectual capital, with majestic tem-

ples, hanging gardens and a huge stadium for the

national sport resembling basketball. This game was in

I, ict popular throughout pre-Columbian America, and

among the Mayas it was fraught with risk for the

spectator. The method of scoring a goal was to pass a

hard rubber ball through a stone or wooden ring, set

vertically at a considerable distance away. When a

player succeeded in this he was entitled to pursue the

spectators and strip them of anything they possessed,

so that the winning of a point was the signal for a

general stampede.

Other important centres in Yucatan were Uxmal and

especially Chichen Itza, founded in about 534 and still

majestic in its ruins, which bear an extraordinary stylis-
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tic resemblance to the monuments of Cambodia
other parts of South-East Asia.

Writing of the Atlanteans, Plato tells us that- "Tin
springs they made use of, one kind being of col
another of warm water, were of abundant volume aleach land was wonderfuUy well adapted for use h»
cause of the natural taste and excellence of its wateland these they surrounded with buildings and plant*
tions of trees ... and reservoirs round about soffljunder cover to supply hot baths in the winter." Somi
authorities believe that the main streets of the Mavi
cities were bordered by fountains giving hot and coljwater, and that the former was not derived from hoi
springs but from some form of heating device This la
quite plausible, since similar installations have bcoft
tound beneath the ruins of Minos's palace in Crete anlon some Asiatic sites.

" °r„°
f early exPlorers of Chichen Itza was EdJward H. Thompson, who was the first to suggest a

connection with Atlantis. Other scientists were sceptUl
cai, but he was given an opportunity to pursue hit'
theory when, about 1885, he was appointed U S. Consul
at Yucatan. For years he spent long periods in tl.o
jungle, and in 1896 he discovered at Chichen Itza a

,

small pyramid which, when investigated, provided im«
I
portant confirmation of the Atlantean theory.

A Pharaoh in Mexico

Before E H. Thompson's explorations it had beJ
fereS 22 S°

md Egyptian P>Tamids dif-

III t» f u
&^er were used on}y as tuples and

the latter for burial purposes. However, on excavating
a pit inside the small pyramid he found in it the scat-

SS^TtcSb
8™ hupmn skeletons

' and also a cavo

^g^F evidenc
r
e of &e same kind came to light ij

tw-Flve
,

mles fr°m the Mexican town of Palenque
there is a large field of Maya ruins including an im-
posing step pyramid. An expedition under Professor
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All't rto Ruz Lhullier spent a year or two investigating

llir site, and found a passage inside the pyramid which

hlitl been intentionally blocked with rubble. Pursuing

Ills search with great determination, Professor Ruz
I hcd what appeared to be the lowest part of the

amid and, on removing a heavy stone barrier, found

self in a small chamber measuring 12 feet by 7

t; its floor consisted of a slab covered by impressive

ugh partly obliterated reliefs depicting the sun, the

in, the moon and Venus. The weight of the slab,

(I the narrowness of the space, were such that it

t oiild not be shifted without mechanical aid, and it re-

mains a problem how the ancients had put it there.

Ruz was faced by the same difficulty as Howard Carter,

twenty-five years earlier, at the tomb of Tutankhamun.

Uke him, he had recourse to elaborate mechanical

devices and was rewarded by the discovery of a large

f;;ircophagus of red stone containing the skeleton of a

in; in measuring 5 feet 8 inches: the tomb contained a

ireasure-trove of jade, including a mask placed over
(lie skull and reproducing the dead man's features. He
was evidently a Maya lord, of uncertain name and
late, but the discovery of his body and the funeral

crypt constitutes one more of the innumerable links

between the civilizations of the Mediterranean and pre-

historic America.

Another such link may be seen in the existence, also

at Palenque, of a
"Temple of the Cross"—so called

because one of its sides is marked "with the sign which,
in all manner of forms, was found throughout the

world many centuries before the coming of Christ.

Elsewhere we see a variation of this symbol in the
form of a tree, which tallies almost exactly with the

Javanese device of the Tree of Heaven, derived from
ancient India.

Buddhist art presents us with figures of gods seated
on tigers and other wild beasts, and the same motif
recurs at Palenque and other Maya centres. As Honore
says: "The disc of the sun as a quoit, the mussel shell

with a plant, the figures of Vishnu—all these appeared
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on both sides of the Pacific either in identical form or
with so strong a resemblance that they cannot havo
originated independently of one another." The Maya3
also used the lotus motif as we find it in India an3
Cambodia, reptiles with human heads, fire-breathing
dragons in Chinese style, and various other emblems
that are familiar throughout Asia.
As Ivar Lissner points out, "There are affinities be-1

tween the art of ancient China and that of the American
north-west, as there are between Shang iconography
and certain symbols used by the Mayas and Aztecs.
But how are we to explain the time-lag of twenty od
thirty centuries between the oldest Chinese bronzes and
the Maya and Aztec civilizations, which date respec- \

lively from the fourth and fourteenth centuries a.d.?"
The explorers'wh^nWaTscovered Tikal wereastonJ

ished at the height and steepness of its pyramids—one
of them rises to 230 feet, like a five-storied house—
which were unparalleled elsewhere in America but
closely resembled those of the dead city of Angkor Vaj
Again, the stele—a carved column records-important
events, proclamations and so on—is a typically Asian •

device which somehow made its way to the Egyptians, '

Greeks and Romans; we also find it at Zimbabwe,
among the Hsing Nu and the oldest cities of the Near
East. Yet who, more than the Mayas, could be called
a "people of the stele"? Confronted by these impressive
stone monuments, and especially the famous "Stele E"
at Quirigua in Guatemala, we can hardly refrain, despite
the warnings of official science, from letting our minds
rove towards "stellar hypotheses" and the "gleaming
serpents" which were perhaps the space-ships of legend-
ary times.

As Raymond Cartier writes, "In many fields of
knowledge the Mayas outclassed the Greeks and Ro
mans. They were expert astronomers and mathemati
cians, and thus brought to perfection the science o
chronology. They built domed observatories with

-

more exact orientation than those of seventeenth-cen
tury Paris, e.g. the Caracol erected on three terraces
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it Chichen Itza. They had a precise calendar based

im a 'sacred year' of 260 days, a solar year of 365

nys and a Venusian year of 584 days. The exact

length of the solar year has been fixed, after long calcu-

lation, at 365-2422 days; the Mayas estimated it at

365-2420 days, i.e. correct to three places of decimals.

The Egyptians may also have reached this degree of

exactitude, but the evidence for this depends on dis-

puted measurements of the pyramids, whereas in the

base of the Mayas it is attested by the calendar.

"Further parallels with Egypt can be seen in the

highly developed art of the Mayas. In their murals and

frescoes and around their vases are depicted men with

sharp Semitic profiles engaged in tillage, fishing, build-

ing, and political or religious activities—all with a ruth-

less verisimilitude that we find elsewhere only in Egypt.

But Maya pottery also reminds us of the Etruscans,

their bas-reliefs are reminiscent of India, and the steep

flights of steps leading up to their pyramid-temples

recall those of Angkor."

Mathematics in stone o

With most peoples of the world one finds, as one would

expect, that the art of writing begins in a rudimentary

fashion and that the script evolves in line with the

general progress of civilization. But the Mayas are an

exception: at the outset of their cultural development,

their script had already reached perfection. What is

more remarkable still, it provides another link with

the Mediterranean world. Many of the Maya names of

days resemble the names of letters in the Phoenician

and Greek alphabet, and occur in the same order. Maya
hieroglyphics show affinity to those of Egypt and to

Cretan scripts, to such a degree that, as Honore ob-

serves, the Maya and Cretan scripts must be identical

in origin. But the curious fact is that, about 1700 B.C.,

the Cretans abandoned their ancient script for a less

complicated form, and at that date Maya civilization

still lay far in the future. The only answer to this riddle
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lies in postulating the existence of a lost territoAtlantis-by way of which the old Cretan scrS chave found its way to America, to some un£ownpie who afterwards transmitted it to the M?ya7alwith many other forms of knowledge

In mathematics the Mayas were acquainted with

shell), the decimal system, logarithms and otherstract calculations. As Honore writes, "When an oment was repeated ten times running or moTe^whe
flight consisted of seventy-five steps' wh?n ?'

p̂reached a certam height, it was no accident ^utmathematical statement. The whole of Mayan, art va^ati^ite^lly petrifieTTurncd to
Astronomy waFeven more higEIy developed am -

the Mayas than in the rest of pre Columbia? AiTriThen- knowledge of the solar system
tajs* astonishing; a magnificent altar eS dCopan commemorates the last astronomical coSreheld there on 2 September 503. Theh^obleSwere remarkably similar to ours except for tETck
coufdTeThTv

611

^ 5*^ SUch h

examLrS t0 anSWer this Prazle by means ofexample. We may equate Atlantis with present rlEurope and the Mayas' predecessors wiftSic
5p iMrofp

Cam bfd th6ir &st ^rvatorj an

fs ^ Eur°pe
'
but at that Point our continent^Ped out by a cosmic cataclvsm ThP Af^„ l-

1

too, is devastated; a fewschS^v^SSl

piorers come upon an exact representation of the solar
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iVNfcm carved on a stone in the midst of the African

Hearing this imaginary case in mind, let us consider
BCD more what we know about the Mexican "lords of• earth". Their cities were elegant, clean and orderly,
W ih spacious squares and avenues paved with stone or
While cement. The temples were adorned with gorgeous

s of strange beings; extensive gardens and fine
deducts were to be seen, and there was a hygienic
dniii.age system. The roads were not so good as those
i'l Hie Incas, but should not be underrated: we may
nirnlion the 60-mile stretch from Coba to Yaxuna,
pnvcd with cement and guarded by parapets, which runs
eross difficult and marshy territory. Beside this thor-
ough I are, archaeologists have discovered an ancient

I Rlcam-roller", split into two fragments and weighing
9 tuns. ^ 5

The Mayas domesticated various plants and producedU wide range of dyes—blue, purple, indigo and other
pis; they also made extensive use of rubber for soling
rootwear, making balls and waterproof clothing. They
fen made books out of wild fig-leaves treated with
Inic and gum. Yet their technical deficiencies were noBS extraordinary: they knew nothing of wheels or

enrts, they forged no tools of metal and had no domes-
He animals except dogs, turkeys and bees. There was
Bo such thing as a pair of scales, and so these learned
mathematicians could not have weighed out an ordinary
parcel of goods. 3

Their religious pantheon was a large one, dominated
Dy Kukulcan, the white god who had come to teach all
laws and sciences and was represented in the guise of
* feathered serpent; next to him came Itzamna, the
Nky-god. Wejmay imagine, perhaps, that a man from
Atlantis came and told the primitive Americans of a
supreme being, governor of the universe, and that the
Mayas in due time paid divine honours to both thev
were not averse to human sacrifice, which again con-
Jrasts with the refinement' of their civilization-^ time
Of national distress they wouTd^dresTup

-

a yofeg girl
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in her best attire and throw her over a waterfall IIdid not dle it was taken to mean mat toe ^rkappeased and she was released; but olerwise oneafter another was sacrificed, until the godTSenra good enough swimmer was found among we Sor The most curious feature of Mayan art and arc'tore M that t shows no development wSh toe Lof tune, ending up exactly as it began. Only at Uton, where Maya civilization seems to have besunthere some signs of initial imperfection but h£T'

few false starts they make excellent 2eT buf

?

will never nnprove on these or become SSnalU
AppearedtouS^tSJ j"
not have been the Atlanteans themsdvefL ^

and blue eyes disembSe?^^?
fair skbls ^ ha*

garments^ faSStS^T?ey W°re black

widesleevef On thefr ^
°Und °0lIars and

form ofri^^SSZ WT 3^ 131

a colony of Atiantis ,n,T •
, T^

enable its inhabitants tTSlSr ^ enough to

American soil?
™"e their "Nation on

17

Constellations in tne Jungle

•'The space-ship came roaring down in a cloud of fire,

liinding almost in the centre of the broad plain. For

m vcral yards around the grass and shrubs were burnt

up, stones melted and great cracks opened in the

parched ground. The ship gave a last, intense vibration

mid remained still. Nothing more happened for some
hours. Then a porthole opened, a gangway was let

down and two squat figures in space-suits emerged.

They took a few steps on earth, then operated a device

on their chests which loosened their helmets, and took

them off.

"If anyone had been watching them from the shelter

of the forest, he would have been appalled at the sight.

For these beings from another planet were not human
in feature: they had flat faces, slanting eyes with yellow

pupils, a broad, squashed-looking nose and a hideous

mouth with four fangs. They looked like cats, or rather

cat-like creatures from outer space."

Are we to imagine a scene like this in the earth's re-

mote past? The American civilizations we have so far

considered give ground for doing so, and the impression

holds good as we move further south.

Beyond the Mexican border we come first to regions

in which pyramids and stone buildings are unknown.

We may think of them as a "no man's land" between

181
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the great cultures of Central and South America, but
this is not so: even the relatively backward tribes of
this area were related to the Olmecs, the Toltecs and
perhaps the inhabitants of the lost Atlantis.
The Chorotegans, who lived in what is now Nica-

-§\ ragua and northern Costa Rica, are celebrated by
? \ Spanish chroniclers for their rich maize-fields and cacao
) plantations and their beautiful women. Here, as with
£ the tribes further north, we find a mixture of advanced

civilization and primitive customs. Their chief god was
Tamagastad, who is none other than the "white god"
Quetzalcoatl; and their tradition told of a great flood
which engulfed the "middle creation". We do not know
what they meant by this expression: perhaps a lost con-
tinent, perhaps a race intermediate between themselves
and the men of former time, perhaps even visitors from

w
j
outer space. Whatever is the key to the riddle, we may? Lbe sure that it somehow involves Atlantis.
A similar myth is found among the Chibcha and

their modern descendants, the Cueva Indians in the
eastern part of Panama. The Chibchas were divided
into several more or less civilized groups inhabiting the
area between Lake Nicaragua and Ecuador, i.e. Costa
Rica, Panama and Colombia. They are said to have
possessed skills that are unknown today, and this is
borne out by their extraordinary powers of working
gold, using vegetable juices for the gilding of copper
and applying gold foil to objects made of bone and
precious stones.f^onong the Chibcha finds are gold
helmets and exquisite filigree gold chains—either solid
or open-work.—and amulets of quartz, agate and ser-
pentine.jColumbus, on his fourth voyage, was shown
precious ornaments representing men with animal
heads, women, bats, lizards, frogs, spiders and eagles.
These eagles are true "fire-birds", more like aeroplanes
than earthly creatures, and were perhaps intended to
imitate spacecraft. As for the spiders, they resemble
those found in the Peruvian desert along with huge
drawings of other animals; some of these creatures are
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unknown on earth, and the drawings were apparently
made to be seen from a great height.

Fine ceramics have been found in Costa Rica, at
Limon and Guanacaste. Some have embossed designs,
achieved by the use of wax. The style recalls alternately
Mexico, Greece and Africa, while some specimens are
so unique that many believe them to come from another
planet. Yet the Chibcha masterpieces were produced
by people who never built in stone, whose weapons
and tools were made of wood and whose sculpture was
extraordinarily primitive.

i
Unknown stars ^

In the forests of Guatemala and Costa Rica, Samuel K.
Lothrop and his wife discovered a quantity of round
stones varying in diameter from an inch or two to 8
feet. For hundreds of miles around there was no quarry
from which they could have come, and it is a mystery
how they were shaped with such precision and rolled
through the jungle or to the tops of high mountains, a
labour which may well have taken decades to complete.
As a rule three, four or five of these spheres are ar-
ranged in a straight line, serving as a base for triangles
and other geometrical figures. The whole arrangement
obeys strict mathematical laws, in which the predomi-
nant figures are 1, 2, 3, 4, 6 and 8. The only conclu-
sion that suggests itself is that the purpose was to
represent constellations or stellar systems. In some cases
we can identify these, while others do, not appear in
our map of the heavens. Perhaps the mystery of their

origin was revealed by the "books of prophecy" of the
Chorotegan priests—immense scrolls of deerskin mea-
suring 30 or 40 feet and decorated in black and red—
but unfortunately none of these have been preserved
even in part.

Legend tells us that these books told the story of the
past and future: how all earthly civilizations had been
fostered by beings from outer space, and how one day
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books"sS
1^^ ±& StoS

-
More°ver, thjDOOKs are said to have spoken of "men-iasmars" h»scending from the heavens. May it^S bfthL Sgrotesque figures depicted throughout aS,Vnt ? *
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H™eveT

>

the world, and we shaUrm^T
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that they££t£^^™*°* *****
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as "gods who
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"iiK'ti-jaguars.^|Many legends relate that monsters of

[ft similar kind once lived in the area of the Gobi desert,

JO that they may have been connected with the fore-

full lcrs of the Mongols|2rhe shamans, when they enter

mo a trance, are said to be in contact with "lords of
creation, who have the faces of tigers and are borne
through the air by birds of fire". Masks with feline

features have been found in several parts of Mongolia,
nnd we may also be reminded of the magic bird Garuda
in Hindu mythology, which still figures in religious

drama.
~~)

The Tibetan lamas have a long acquaintance with
Mongolia, and as long ago as 1269 one of their number
Visited the court of the emperor Krjblai (Kubla Khan,
or Marco Polo's "Great Khan").lWe may thus take
Ncriously the Tibetan tradition thatmen-tigers lived in

Central Asia thousands of years ago, that they and their

"fire-birds" were transformed into deities and that,

when the shaman enters into a hypnotic trance, he is

not communicating with the world beyond the grave

but is recalling memories that have been subconsciously

transmitted from one generation to another. Such, at

all events, was the version given to Professor Turaniev

by the lamas of Tuerin; but they refused to go into

further details, and the Moscow-Peking conflict put a
stop to further Soviet explorations in Tibet,

With fangs and horns

Returning to the Chibchas, we may note that they were
not the only masters of the goldsmith's art. Among
their chief rivals were the Manabf Indians, coast-

dwellers of northern Ecuador who, despite the lack of

optical instruments, fashioned ornaments out of little

grains of gold half the size of a pin's head, which they

sometimes interspersed with even smaller, hollowed-out

granules. The perfection of these works of art can only

be appreciated by studying them through a strong

magnifying-glass. The process used was a technique

known as "granulation", rediscovered not many years
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ago by a German expert, Frau Treskow: it is so intricaJand ingenious that scholars are convinced Aat SSd
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r copper: helmets, vases, jars and statuettes of princes,

! one of which, about 8 inches tall, is in the Museo de
America at Madrid. The modelling of the features is

Mich that we can easily imagine the figure wearing a
transparent space-helmet with earphones. Other ancient

masterpieces have been found in the garden of a villa

at Esmeraldas on the coast of Ecuador: the most
valuable collection of its kind in the world, it numbers
12,000 pieces including axes, sceptres, weapons and
implements of all sorts. The majority are of unique de-

sign, but there are seals made of precious stones and
resembling those executed in China down to recent

limes, as well as figurines of persons with Oriental-type

features, dressed in a manner reminiscent of ancient

Egypt. Another noteworthy object is ,a mirror made
from a green jewel two inches wide, which reflects

everything down to the smallest detail. The Esmeraldas

collection, which must be about 18,000 years old, is

remarkable not only for its artistic perfection but for

its resemblances to ancient Mediterranean and Asiatic

work, though these do not fall into any specific pattern.

The sceptres, headdresses and other objects found in

the Cauca valley are notable for the frequent use of the

spiral as a decorative motif. This symbol occurs

throughout the ancient world, from Malta to Samar-
kand, from America to Asia and from Africa to Europe.

Marcel Hornet writes as follows (in Sons of the Sun,

London, 1963):

"The representation alone of the spiral form plays an

important part in the prehistory which links the conti-

nents. Montelius and Evans assumed that it derived

from the 4th Egyptian dynasty (in the middle of the

third millennium B.C.) and only subsequently came to

Crete (after 2000 B.C.). Nevertheless we meet this with

this form on the shores of the Danube as early as 3000
B.C. and at the end of the palaeological age in Moravia.

Forms of spirals, engraved or painted on stones, are

constantly to be met with in America, where they

represent the life of the universe and also the principle

of fertility. It was always with the purpose of affecting
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tllhcr that they had actually reached an advanced de-

Tcc of scientific knowledge by their own efforts or

that it was imparted to them by extra-terrestrial beings.

As Simaniov speculates, "perhaps the spiral adorned

Be space-suits of astronauts who landed on our globe

In the dawn of human history, and symbolized the

mission of these galactic explorers."

The spiral was a favourite emblem of the Muiscas,

H Chibcha tribe living in what are now the Colombian
provinces of Boyaca and Cundinamarca, where the

rulers, like the Incas and Pharaohs, used to take their

sisters as consorts. This people too had a flood-legend

and worshipped white gods: Bochica, the sun, and his

wife Bachue, the moon. Bochica, it is related, came
from the east and taught men the arts of weaving and
tillage; he gave them laws and showed them how to

"conquer time and disease". The sun and moon were
also called Sua and Chie respectively, and the Muisca
name for the Spaniards was Usachie—like the natives

whom Columbus encountered, they believed the Euro-
peans to be descended from the two white gods.

Other mysterious ruins in Colombia—ancient tem-

ples, statues and stelae—remind us of Easter Island,

La Venta and other Central and South American sites.

We may mention the palace of Moniquira with its fine

obelisks and round or oval columns, or the bathing-

pool at Lavapatas with its sculptured walls and bas-

reliefs, including the head of a man wearing horns.

This can be paralleled in Egypt, along with the dog-

faced god of death and other semi-human monsters.

A horned creature, part-man and part-bull (the Mino-

taur?) and with something of the jaguar, also figures

on the "Raimondi stele" of the Chavm civilization (see

next chapter). But the most impressive relics of an

ancient past are at San Agustin near the headwaters

of the Rio Magdalena: statues up to 13 feet high, show-

ing warriors striving desperately against demons with

flat nightmarish faces. Caryatids are there to remind us

of the Mediterranean, and so is the fire-bird. The jaguar
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motif is represented by a ferocious, cat-like face witlJfour fangs, which grins at us derisively as though mock-
ing our attempts to fathom its secret despite the barrier.!
of time and space.

18

The Lords of Fire

On the banks of a tiny stream, the Mozna, which rises

in the Cordillera Blanca in western Peru and flows into

the Maranon, there is a sleepy village named Chavin de
Huantar which has given its name to a great civiliza-

tion. The culture of which it seems to have been the

centre, and whose traces have been discovered for

some distance around, was termed the "Chavin civili-

zation" by Professor Julio Tello, a Peruvian archaeolo-
gist of Indian race.

The earliest known strata of this culture date back
to 4000 B.C., and some of its buildings were erected in
715 B.C. Whatever the exact dates, it seems to have
reached its peak in about 1500 B.C. and to have domi-
nated the area between the Pacific and the headwaters
of the Amazon.
The most important animal in Chavin mythology is

the jaguar; snakes and condors also play a prominent
part, as do the part-human monsters that we have
already come across in other ancient American cultures.

The jaguar or puma plays a similar role, as a symbol
of divinity and lordship, to the lion in old-world mythol-
ogy, while the condor corresponds to the eagle. As for
the snake, many scholars have suggested that when
stretched out it represents the form of a slender space-
ship, while its coils are an image of the galaxy. Another

191
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symbolic creature which recalls the notion of a space-

chariot is the fire-bird or thunder-bird (the latter name
is used by the Indians of the U.S.A., Canada and
Alaska), variously represented as an eagle, a hawk, a

condor or a winged reptile. This is the animal which

we see at the top of a totem pole, and it is identical

with the feathered serpent of the Aztecs. It also cor-

responds to Abmuseumkab, the winged monster of the

Hindus, to the Chinese flying dragon, the "Zimbabwe
falcon" or the phoenix which appeared every 500 years

at Heliopolis in Egypt, reborn from the ashes of a spe-

cial nest which was also its funeral pyre.

It is, to say the least, curious that so many distant

peoples should have associated the idea of a bird with

that of fire or thunder. As Hans Hansen observes,

"many things in archaeology that seemed obscure only

yesterday are clearer today and will be taken for

granted tomorrow". How often have we not read the

description of a space rocket being launched with a

thunderous roar and leaving behind it a trail of fire,

like some splendid yet monstrous bird?

£An Egyptian legend tells of a king who "took refuge

in the belly of a white bird which came down from
heaven in a trail of fire'\/References to "lords of the

flame, riding through the air on the backs of fire-birds",

are common to ancient America, India and other parts

of Asia. As for the phoenix, which builds a nest of

spices and is burnt up in it by the sun's rays—would
this not be a natural way for primitive people to de-

scribe the take-off of a space rocket? Writing of this

and similar myths, Hornet takes a similar view to Soviet

scholars when he says:

"We are more and more inclined to the conviction

that the contents of myths ... if properly interpreted

and understood, are nothing more than the memory of

facts far in the past . . . The point is to extract the core

of the myth, saga or legend and to grasp it.

"Thus we should have to deal with the Icarus myth,
the tradition of the 'flying man', and decide whether
this widespread legend ... is nothing else than a
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memory, in mythical form, of vanished possibilities.

Our modern civilization is only two thousand years old

and modern man, with his flight instruments, is already

probing into outer space. What if suddenly a geological

or cosmic or atomic catastrophe should destroy the

mankind of today and all their works, leaving nothing

behind but a few elements (called 'documents' from

our point of view)—would not the descendants of the

survivors much later on, thousands of years later, hand

them down as something in the nature of an Icarus

legend?"

It is easy to imagine such an event as Hornet sug-

gests. There is plenty of superstition left in our age of

computers, and the survivors of a cosmic disaster might

well regard it as a divine chastisement. Taking Gagarin

as the type of the new Icarus, we may imagine future

generations, in a world relapsed into barbarism, fash-

ioning such legends as this: "There was a man named

Yuri who envied the moon for her power and beauty:

he aspired to be like her, and flew up to the heavens

in a fiery chariot in which he circled round the earth.

But the sun, who is the moon's father, took his revenge:

he seized a boulder and dashed Yuri down from the

sky, destroying all the race of men with him" ... If

the catastrophe were a geological one, it might be the

goddess of earth punishing her ungrateful sons for de-

serting her and seeking to flee to the stars. A nuclear

war might give rise to a legend of gods fighting for the

mastery of heaven, and so on. As Hornet goes on to

say, "Why should it not be that thousands, even tens

of thousands of years before us a civilization existed

over thousands of years and reached the height of

aviational possibilities? Just because such a train of

thought is suspiciously easy one must be especially

cautious—not only, however, with assertions, but also

with a priori rejection."
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Orejona and the tapir

Are we to suppose that the human race made its wajto the stars and thus escaped from a catastrophe thatwould have plunged it into barbarism, or that space
travellers Vlsited the earth and civilized its hZbSor that mankind originated on some other plane andcolonized the earth from there? There is room for Sthese suppositions, and it is not only devotees of science
fiction who uphold them. Einstein, for mstance Te!heved in a plurality of inhabited worlds, and is' saSto have maintained that the navigators of "flSsaucers ' are human beings who left earth 20,000 ySago and return to see how their descendants mgE
rL^Z\L°T^ suggests that the*™race came from the stellar umverse, while Soviet schol-ars such as Agrest and Kazantsev think that our early
civilization was due in large part, if not enSelv tovisitors from other worlds. Thomas Gold TcorneUUmversity believes that those planets where condSonsare favourable to life have been populated by mkro-organisms transmitted by space explorers. AcciZg tothis view the seeds of life were sown on earthS
sand million

_
years ago and in course of time producehighly mteUigent creatures who discovered the art ospace trave and thus introduced life on to other pitsSimilar views have been held by the German Lhority Rensch, the American Howells"and Soviet LToS

anthropologists and zoologists who believe thatSpossesses counterparts on other planets-beings esS
dSridiT^61V6S^ "

hey *STsuiGetails as height and proportion of limbs, skin pigmenta-tion and perhaps internal structure. Most sSstsreject this view and believe in a plurahty ofS ofmteagent being; but there is much archaeologKl evfdence, some of rt very ancient, that tends to confirmthe hypotheSls of visits from outer space by humaTo?humanord creatures. This evidence offers vla choke 5inferences: either there exist in other worlds intehigeS
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wings essentially like ourselves, or the human race

Kme to earth from some other heavenly body, or men
In ancient times travelled to other worlds and subse-

quently paid visits to their former home, the earth,

which had relapsed into barbarism. If, like the Rus-
sians, we believe in "parallel evolution" or the possible

existence of advanced creatures who differ basically

from ourselves, we may conclude that the "white lords"

of Atlantis, the half-feline monsters and other strange

figures of myth, tradition or artistic symbolism probably

existed simultaneously on our planet and are connected

with one another. We may also believe that creatures

from another world sojourned among us as friends and

[
enemies, and that the inhabitants of earth reached

heights of civilization and relapsed into barbarism as

' the result, it may be, of some cosmic conflict.

P Dr. Cynthia Fain reports Bolivian legends which go

back more than 5,000 years and tell of the destruction

of civilization in far-off times as the result of a conflict

with some non-human race "whose blood was not red

like ours". We may also quote from Beltran Garcia, a

Spaniard who wishes to revive the sun-worship of the

Incas and claims to be a descendant of Garcilaso Inca

de la Vega. Garcilaso, who lived from 1539 to 1616,

was the son of a conquistador and an Inca princess; he
wrote a history of the Incas and is said by his descend-

ant to have left important documents that remain

unpublished. One of the most bizarre of Beltran Garcia's

stories, allegedly based on these documents, is as fol-

lows:
"According to the pictographic writings of Tiahuana-

co, in the age of giant tapirs, a race of man-like beings,

of high intelligence but with webbed feet and a different

kind of blood to ours, came from another planet and
settled on the highest lake on earth. During their pas-

sage through space they cast their excrement out of the

space-ship and turned the lake into the shape of a man
lying on his back, with his navel at the spot where our

first mother is said to have reclined, impregnated with
* the seed of human knowledge.

|
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Hjlt. She walked upright as we do, possessed human
iiiii lligence and, for the purpose of populating the

Hftrth, had sexual congress with a tapir. The products

I of this union had the reproductive organs of the animal

I ipecies and were intermediate in terms of intelligence,

I but were sufficient to carry on the race.

"One day, having fulfilled her task and perhaps de-

I ilring to return to Venus and find a mate in her own
Image [pleasure after duty, one might say], Orejona re-

ndered her space-ship and disappeared from earth.

I Icr descendants for the most part lived as animals,

but a tribe in the Titicaca region which remained

faithful to her memory developed intellectual powers

and religious rites and became the home of pre-Inca

civilization, as it related on the facade of the Gate of

I the Sun at Tiahuanaco."

This farrago is only worth quoting as an illustration

r of how elements of information which deserve to be
I judged on their merits are blended with pure fantasy

I and served up in a manner which shows no regard for

probability or for the reader's intelligence. Nobody, as

far as we are aware, has ever seen, much less examined,

the "secret manuscripts" of Garcilaso Inca de la Vega.

The adventures of Orejona seem to have been concocted

on the basis of several elements: Kazantsev's theory

that the carvings on the Gate of the Sun represent men
in space-suits, their vessels and a Venusian calendar;

the evidence we possess of prehistoric races, the long

ears of the Inca nobles, rock-carvings showing men
with conical heads, the "Kappas" of Japanese legend

and the belief that the surface of Venus is largely

composed of water. All these elements, of course, date

from long after the sixteenth century, at which time

Garcilaso is supposed to have penned the story of

Orejona.

The writers who base eccentric theories on fables of

this,kind are usually careful not to refer to them in too

much detail but to select the parts that best fit their

purpose. This method has the unfortunate effect of

discrediting genuine scholars whose minds are open to
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new ideas, while it strengthens the position of hi
bound traditionalists and encourages public opinion
be sceptical of theories which, however fantastic
appearance, may in fact be basically sound It is
necessary to resort to distortion and extravag
imagery in order to frame hypotheses of much great
interest and verisimilitude than that of Orejona It is
fact quite possible to suppose that the blood of voyage
from outer space flows in our own veins, and if we d
so we shall be less sceptical of attempts by some Sovi
scholars to place the story of Atlantis in its cos
setting.

Blue men

Plato tells us that the first Atlanteans were of differe
race and blood from the other inhabitants of earth, an
in 1960 a group of Soviet scholars suggested that thmay have been men of bluish colour. This theory was
based in part on Herodotus and the Egyptian historic
Manetho, who lived in the third century b.c. and wr
a work which we possess in part only, describing
country s past on the basis of the inscriptions on ancien
monuments^ Other sources are the Palermo Stone and
tne Turin Papyrus, which give lists of the Pharaohs

L
and date respectively from about 2400 and 1250 b cThe Egyptians depicted their gods in various colours
Amnion, corresponding to Jupiter, and Shu, god of the
air were blue; Thoth, the moon-god, was shown in a

SiTeen ^ht
.

blue and ^een, while Osiris, whowatched over agriculture, was green in hue. Bearingm mind that Plato's story of Atlantis is ascribed ly5 0r Egyptian source, and that Atlanteans are

Sov1et°S N°rth MTica in very ancient times,

fT25L£L
E
Jfflmaj_bg associated with one oTTtW 'nf

^^jj^MFed the lost continent ThT&g
mofSj^^ in

u
°0Urse °f time

'
divinized as Am-nion and Shu may have spent only a short period in
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Egypt, while the originals of Thoth and Osiris stayed

there longer and acquired an olive-green complexion,

which would be the natural effect of sun-tan on a

bluish skin.

If, as has been supposed, the Canary Islands are a

rpmn^TrFlCT^tis/cxinWation of the Soviet theory

is fiirnTsT^HTwTfigffamabitants the Guanches (extermi-

nat£rTw~ffie Spaniards), whose skin was olive in.

colour Some"Andeln^ativeslyho live at a high afl>
tude are bfuTsTTin complexion'owing to tne deucieucy

of QCTgen kTheir blood, and there are parts of South

ArneiTcTwfferelEe term "blue blood" is used to denote

a person "of mixed white and Indian origin. No one

has ascertained why this term 6ceu7sH!nroughout the

world as a synonym for aristocracy: it was used in this

way among the Vandals and the peoples of North

Britain, central Russia and Mongolia.

The French archaeologist Henry Bac, commenting

on the Soviet studies, suggests that the "blue men from

space" were the Atlantean aristocracy, and that it was

in their honour that the later rulers of Atlantis wore

blue garments, as Plato relates. Such garments are still

favoured by the "blue men" of the Atlas Mountains,

while the Picts and many other peoples of the European

and African lands bordering on the Atlantic Ocean

dyed their bodies blue "to resemble the mighty sons of

Atlas". Bac's followers believe that the lords of the

lost continent may have come from Venus, a planet of

high peaks, and have preserved their original com-

plexion as the result of living on similarly high ground

in Atlantis,

As Robert Charroux reminds us: "The ancient as-

tronomers recorded strange occurrences on the planet

Venus. St. Augustine, quoting Varro, tells us that

Castor of Rhodes [first century B.C.] described how the

planet, which formerly had many satellites, unexpected-

ly changed its shape, size, colour and direction of

movement: this, according to Adrastus, Cyzicenus and

Dione, happened in the time of the mythical Attic
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kmg Ogyges, son of Neptune and reputed iounder JThebes m Boeotia, whose reign is said to have beenmarked by a deluge. (The Greek word ogygios means
primal while in Sanscrit aughaja means 'deluge-
born'.)." The event referred to by Varro may fij
V^JTfted an eX°dus of the habitants ofVenus, but, as Charroux goes on to speculate, thjchange of environment was too abrupt and they found
it difficult to reproduce themselves on earth The racabegan to decline, and the last Venusians, unable to

t£7»? fl
nfV° Planet

'
en&aved the message on

extinction
at Tiahuanaco before their final
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:
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that their makers may have enjoyed modes of percep-
tion that are unknown to us.

As Pauwels and Bergier write in matin des
magiciens: "A friend of ours, the Peruvian Daniel
Ruzo, set out in 1952 to explore the'barren plateau
of JVIarcahuasi, west of the Cordillera de los Andes.
The plateau can be reached"only on^nluTeback; "it is

12,500 feet up and has an area of one and a quarter
square miles. Here RuzoJound.jiKkda^
malsand humanjaces' whigh^owing to the_pjayjnfjight

ahainadb^I^^"Wble"atjthe summer solstic£.janoLat

no other time. There were carved figures of animals of

the_.Sec£iiidary_.pej^

tortoises and also camels, wMcJ^_afe"mE5i5^m"Soufli
An^ScTltrnTis not quite so, as their fossilized remams
have been found]. A hillside was carved to represent

an old man's headfwhenlflrairj^oTo^^^
ever^JhfLnejatiy^s^^
Could this phenomenon~bT^o1nneCTed Mtfrsome kind
of initiation rite? Dating by the radiocarbon method is

impossible, as there are no organic remains on Mar-
cahuasi; but geology shows it to be very ancient, and
Ruzo believes the plateau to have been the home of the
Masma culture, perhaps the oldest in the world."
As regards figures that are visible only in certain

lighting conditions, we may note that there are several

in Europe and probably many others remain to be dis-

covered. In southern Brittany there is an imposing
complex of megalithic monuments which were studied

over a period of 40 years by Marthe and Saint-Just

Pequart and Zacharie Le Rouzic. These scholars ob-
served certain marks on one stone of a dolmen known
as Kerham: they returned a year later to photograph
them, but were startled to find that they had disap-

peared. However, one of the experts remained for some
hours watching the stone, and found that the signs

gradually reappeared, becoming more and more visible.

In this way it was discovered that some carvings can
be seen only at certain hours or on certain days of the

year. At Locmariaquer there is a stone in the dolmen
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called the "merchants' bench" (table des marchands)
which is only visible on the 16th and 17th of certain
months.

The number of rock carvings to be seen in every
contmejtt^lgests^ the hanmmflr~&~m!^aar artists

with titanic powers and titanic cBis"ekTS" Italy, Giulio
rronasim gave tne names"ot Virgin of the Rocks and
Profile of a Man to two such carvings at AJlumiere
near Rome. In the second of these the head is pointed
at the top (perhaps to represent a helmet) in the same:
way as the Brazilian "Giant of Havea" and many sunk
lar artefacts.

The mystery carvings which appear and disappear
may well be connected with initiation rites, as Pauwels
and Bergjer suggest, but what is the explanation for the
Marcahuasi face which presents- one aspect to the naked
eye and another to the photographic lens? It is hard to
see how an artist could achieve this effect even wit*

the benefits of modern science. We can hardly imagin
that the unknown sculptor was gifted with "double
vision", yet many marvels of the same kind await th
explorer of the past.

f"* At Chavin we find a suggestion of parallel evolution
in representations of the Gorgon, whose hair, as ia<
ancient Greece, consists of writhing serpents; but this

figure was in fact known throughout antiquity, from
the Etruscans to the Sicels, in Japan, China, Siam and
Java, in Borneo, Hawaii and New Zealand. Cephalo-
pods of similar aspect are carved on several ancient
megaliths, including some in France. The Chavin ver-
sion has the face of a jaguar, but, says Honore, "in detail

it is so extremely like the Gorgon of Syracuse that one
can scarcely help believing in a connection between th©
two: hair, mouth and nose are almost exact copies".

If the unknown artists who carved these figures did
so from living models, it does not follow that these
must have had human bodies and animal heads, like

the Egyptian god of death, or the reverse, like centaurs.

They may have looked altogether different, and merely
recalled by some feature or other an animal species
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known to the sculptor. If we suppose, for instance, that

there was an intelligent being with many tentacles and

a head of more or less feline shape, the artist may well

have chosen to represent it as a man-jaguar, and the

"Gorgon of Chavin" might have originated in some
such manner.
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TKe Space-skips of

Tiakuanaco

The territory known to scholars as ancient Peru is n
coterrninous with that country as it exists today, but
extends to the headwaters of the Amazon, the Andean
zones of Ecuador and Bolivia, and parts of northernpile and north-western Argentina. Throughout this
large area, day-to-day life showed a considerably higher
level of civilization than in Central America and the
contrasts between culture and barbarism were less
marked.

The Peruvians had an impressive system of cultiva-
tion by terraces, with advanced methods of irrigationand fertilization, and had discovered the art of pre-
serving meat and potatoes. Imposing ruins tell of theMochica Qmlmim (named after Moche, where the
first excavations took place), which flourished along

r«JT?"^ £ the Coast ^ Pacasmayo to
•

a
- &e Mochica tombs there have hewi L,^

remain^oft^dli^t races: skeletons Mnn^
•

A
f

Mocmcas built a canal 7b miles longTlo-im-

fl ?
is Stm ta use today- ^y wove cottonand the wool of llamas, producing magnificent tapes-

tries and embroideries and using advanced dyeing tech-
204
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niques. They were expert in working gold, silver, copper
I aad their alloys, by processes that have not yet been
I

rediscovered, and they had excellent methods of solder-

ing. Their ceramics are masterpieces of skill and fan-
tasy. As the German authority Gerdt Kutscher wrote:
"Nothing seems to have been too high for their skills or
too unimportant to be depicted by them. Animals and
fruit, hunters and warriors, musicians and dancers,
princes and sick people, not to speak of weird demons
and gaunt spirits of the dead—all these are rendered on
Mochica pottery with fascinating effect."

r" The ancient Peruvian scene was dominated by pyra-
mids, of which hundreds are to be found along the
coast. Those of Mochica were built with clay bricks.

From this civilization we possess also the majestic
ruins of the temples of the sun and moon {Huaca del

I Sol and Huaca de la Luna)

.

Huge irrigation works were constructed in the
Chincha Valley near the coast, where other ancient

ruins include a fortress called La Centinela (the senti-

nel). This area was the scene of the cultures of Nazca
(Nasca), lea and Paracas. Tombs hollowed out of the
rock contain hundreds of mummified corpses in the
foetal position: these were probably prepared by a
smoking process after the intestines were removed.
Magnificent textiles have been found here: veils, bro-
cades and "gobelins", made by the same methods as

the famous French product which dates from the fif-

teenth century, and fabrics covered with a mosaic of

feathers. These masterpieces display no less than 190
different shades of colour.

Near Nazca, on a plateau 1,200 feet high which is

sheltered from sea-winds but parched by the sun, there
is a thick network of "canals" recalling those on Mars,
together with enormous figures of known and unknown
animals, including the spider and the legendary fire-

bird. These constructions are not roads, since they
begin and finish in mid-desert, nor do they seem to

be irrigation works, since no reservoirs have been lo-

cated. As for the designs and animal figures, they were
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discovered by air observation and seem to have bee
intended to be seen from above. Professor J. Aide
Mason of Pennsylvania University is too orthodox
scientist to admit that they could have been execute
on instructions from men in flying machines, but h
observes that "doubtless they were made to be seen b
celestial deities", and he mentions pre-Incaic belief
that the stars were inhabited and that our earth w
visited by divine beings from the Pleiades.

There are said to be many other sites of this kin
in Peru and parts of Chile, but the Indians who kno
of them cannot explain their purpose, though they I
late stories which suggest that the figures were intende
to guide the course of navigators from outer space who
established bases on earth. Without venturing to say
whether there actually were space-ports on Andean
heights, we may quote the following as we received it
from La Paz:

"The Indians say that thousands of years ago the
5

ancestors travelled on great golden discs which wer
kept airborne by means of sound vibrations at a certai*
pitch, produced by continual hammer-blows. This is
not so absurd as it may seem. Vibrations of a set
frequency may have had the effect of increasing the
atomic energy of gold, thus reducing the weight of the

I disc and enabling it to overcome the force of gravity."

An ageless metropolis

About 450 miles south-east of Nazca and 15 miles
(south-east of Lake Titicaca are the ruins of Tiahuanaco.
the city which, according to Inca mvtholoCT."'was built

* sm
A
gle n^hT-RFTEe-Ferdsman who survived ffi?..

Hood. Ang&erjle^end^perhaps an older oneTsayTtnat
it was built bv

g
™nfsp533 we may well believe TOs-fta

^jaBfempjate its ruins. OAerstoTW r^l^fS^TTr,
gggtsjflid not hnilrf fhf rilj^qQhorown tree will bul
were made to do so by beingT^who came from"^
sky (by way of Nazca, perhaps?), and"who aided the
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dwarf-like inhabitants of earth to rfhfil against thf"

Cyclopes.

There is still much debate as to the age of this

j

former seaport, which was thrust up to a height of

12,500 feet by the cosmic disaster of 10,000 years

ago. The engineer and anthropologist Arthur Posnan-

j

sky, after careful research, decided that the last city of

Tiahuanaco was built 16,000 years ago. Some scholars

put the city's age at a quarter of a million years, and
this is possible inasmuch as several successive cities

may have been built on the same site.

Signs of the direct influence of Tiahuanaco can be
traced on the Peruvian coast. In 1920 Professor Julio

Tello discovered vases on which were depicted llamas

with five toes instead of the usual two. It might be
thought that this was a piece of fantasy, the animals
being "humanized" by way of emphasizing their useful-

ness to man, but in fact it is known that prehistoric

llamas had five toes, as did horses and cattle at the same
period. The skeletons of five-toed llamas excavated hv
Tello proved, contrary to the general view, that man-

kind already existed and. in~some parts of the world.

had reached quite a high degree of civilization, at the

tuB^Hdi^Iih.e first mammals made their "appearance
and giant saurians were not yet extinct:

'

The inhabitants of Tiahuanaco were familiar with
bronze, the use of which was unknown to other Ameri-
can cultures for a thousand years afterwards. They were
highly skilled in metallurgy and used techniques that

are still in part unknown to us for smelting, casting, sil-

ver-plating, hammering, embossed work, filigree, da-
mascening and soldering. They also produced marvels
of architecture which would be beyond our technical

scope at the present day. To quote Pauwels and Bergier
(op. cit., p. 197) : "The U.S. archaeologist Hyatt Verrfll

spent thirty years investigating the lost civilizations of

Central and South America ... In his fine novel, The
Bridge of Light, he described a pre-Incaic city protected
by a rocky defile which could only be crossed by a
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bridge constructed of ionized matter which could be

made to appear and disappear at will. Verrill, who
died at the age of eighty, insisted to the last that this

was much more than a legend, and his wife, who
survives him, is of the same opinion."

Laymen are sometimes inclined to view accounts of

lost civilizations with suspicion because of the scarcity

of their remains; but archaeologists know the difficulty

Of research and the way in which time can obliterate

records that might be expected to endure for thou-

sands of years. As late as the second half of the last

century, travellers to Tiahuanaco were able to admire

and sketch imposing colonnades of which there is

now no trace. We may get some idea of its former

glory from the old commentators.

Garcilaso de la Vega wrote: "The most beautiful

structure is a hill created by the hand of man. The
Indians aimed to imitate nature by this work. In order

to prevent the masses of earth from collapsing, they

secured the foundations by well-built stone walls. From
another side there are two stone giants to be seen. They
are clothed in long gowns and wear caps on their heads.

Many large gateways have been built from a single

stone."

Diego de Alcobaza: "Amid the buildings of Chu-

quiyutu [i.e. Itahuanaco], on the shore of the lake, is

a paved court 80 feet square, with a covered gallery 45

feet long going down one of its sides. Court and hall

are one single block of stone. This masterpiece has

been hewn out ofTfae rock . . . There are still many
statues to be seen here today. They represent men and

women, and are so perfect one could believe the figures

were alive. Some seem in the act of drinking, others

look as if they were about to cross a stream; women
give children the breast . .

."

Jimenez de la Espada: "One of the palaces is truly

an eighth wonder of the world. Stones 37 feet long by
15 feet wide have been prepared without the aid of lime

or mortar, in such a way as to fit together without any

joins showing."

f
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r*"An unknown chronicler: "The great throne room at

j
Tiahuanaco measures 160 feet by 130 feet; the smallest

I and oldest, 100 feet by 85 feet ... The terraced tem-

j
pies are precisely like those which rise beside the Tigris

I

and the Euphrates."

Cieza de Leon: "In a colossal palace ... there is a

hall measuring 45 feet by 22 feet, with great doorways

and many windows, its roof built like that of the Tem-
ple of the Sun at Cuzco. The steps leading down
from the entrance are washed by the lake. The natives

say that it is the temple of Viracocha, creator of the

wor]dJ' - "=
T\£Gv,'wcrti£w» / Gu%Co

" We may recall that today the distance from Tiahua-

naco to Lake Titicaca is some 15 miles, and the water-

level is going down year by year. The Indian boats

which ply across the lake are identical with Egyptian

papyrus boatsTas regards their shape, the material used
andthp. nifttlind of construction.

Cieza de Leon goes on to say that the walls and

niches ot Vrrac6cha
J

s temple are decorated wim statues

Of gbld, "capper and bronze, stone and clay mastcs and

precious bracelets, and that tne marks Of'Tffitr~fiails

are still to be seenTStMenoTfflBse'bbjeetS are preserved

at the museum at La Paz named after Posnansky, who
did his utmost to save Tiahuanaco from destruction

but with only partial success: many of its great build-

ings were, until well into the present century, dyna-

mited for the sake of the materials or by incompetent

treasure-hunters. The scale of depredation over the

centuries will never be known. Private collections today

contain only a fraction of the. city's former treasures,

yet they include solid gold figurines weighing four to

six pounds and cups, plates, spoons and goblets also

of gold. Plates and cutlery in modem style did not ap-

pear in Europe, it will be remembered, until the end

of the sixteenth century, yet in America they had been

in use by the Aztecs, Incas and others for many cen-

turies.
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A message from the Infinite

In the Mediterranean world, as we have already se

as temPles: the second category i

Totr of

e

R1f
S
,°P

T

0tamian Pyramids *«* A»CTower of Babel. In ancient America we also meet wiboth typ and t TiahuaQaco f0^e

s^
tat

*™d Pyramid known as the Acapana contarns the rums of what is thought to have beensovereign s burial chamber, with an underground
"

"white"ft
tG h

A
Cm * °CC^ bSZeZwhite ord m Amenca? ... At Puma Puncu abouthalf a nule to the south-west, there was an even larSpyramid of three or four steps or stories, a ouldmg comprising several chambers on each On the third

"Gat of^e

b
M

6en^e T*» °f 3 g^yCrate of the Moon", and similar -gates must oncehave e^sted on the other^ ™
jsthat_ft^gatgs of Tiahuanaco ag^Sg
ofPersepolis7n ar^n t Pj»Z ^m^toose

There are other points of resemblance to the Medi-terranean countries. As Honore points out the wa^r

SrflT??^ raiS of 3* c

e

ondS
Babvton f ?f

te fd 1116 hanSing Sarde^ ofBabylon. To quote Marcel Hornet, "The great stoneM*g the temples of Tiahuanaco are'jomed togethefSymetal cramps or rivets of a kind that have so farbeen found in one other place only_in Mesopotamia

gggg^goddesses or fish gods of Ti.h,™^

<*££L*£ An
f ^ is especially in Tiahuanaco thatwe are reminded of the twelve tribes of Israel when2th

;
C?clTm buiM^ we find statues ^

T^w „
n?es

'
classic turbans on their heads fromwhich fall the twelve symbolic braids of hair

"
And again: "The sacred numeral 12 brings many
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, tilings to mind. First of all there are the twelve tribes

of Israel, in a country where turbans were worn

around 1000 B.C. Besides, they dreamed in that coun-

try of a 'Father of All Things' who was called Mot

and was represented by the cosmogonal egg . . . We
know that thousands of years before the existence of

the twelve tribes of Israel there was another 'Father

of All Things' who was revered at Tiahuanaco and

symbolized by the egg of the cosmos. He too bore the

name of Mut [sic].

"There are just as astonishing experiences to be had

in studying the religious structures at Tiahuanaco. The

Temple of the Sun, the
'
Kalat Sassaya' of the ancestors

of the 'Sons of the Sun*,' was also a fortress. In the

language of the Berbers of North Africa, kalat means

fortress. The highest-ranking deity of the people of

Tiahuanaco was called Pacha Kama, which in Semitic

can be rendered 'the supreme, armour-clad ruler' . . .

The Supreme Being was called, in the Andes, Bacha

Tata; in Swahili, the lingua franca of Central and

East Africa, tata is 'king', and bacha in Arabic means

'overlord'." ~Tj tX/T^i fte*>V ( -jta*jQT
r" As for the name of the city itself, some derive it

from tia wanaka, signifying "this is from God"; the

word tia in Aymara denotes majesty, splendour or the

horizon. This corresponds to teotl, the Aztec word for

god, which appears in Nicaragua as teot and in Peru as

ticsi. We may further compare the Greek word theos

(Latin deus, Sanscrit deva) and the Chinese tien. But

i what kind of god was worshipped at Tiahuanaco?

One of the gateways in the pyramid of Puma Puncu

is 24 inches high and 15 inches wide—too small for

a man, but big enough for the puma which gave the

temple its namej(The god of the ageless metropolis was

kept there and worshipped in ai^al forni, a reminder

perhjgiTbf the halt-human, half-feline creatures who,

as~some~believe, came down from heaven. In the same

way, the Gate of the Sun'is dontul^rrey-TlagCaT^d

bearing the symbols nf thunder ihJT^^ !̂

\
T^^e

fire-bird or thunder-bird motif), in the centre of a frieze
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representing jaguars, condors, cobras and mysterious
winged creatures. This gateway is the biggest carved
monolith in the world, consisting of a single block ten
feet high and over six feet wide. Posnansky believed
that it was 18,000 years old and served astronomical
and calendrical purposes. Others have suggested that
it was meant to resemble the aileron of a space-ship.
Kazantsev does not share their opinion, but he agrees
with Posnansky in discerning among the bas-reliefs a
calendar of the Venusian year. Other astronomers, not
only Soviet ones, are of the same belief. It is in fact
known that many pre-Columbian peoples used a calen-
dar based on the time taken respectively by the earth
and Venus to revolve round the sun, the ratio between
the two periods being 13 to 8 (i.e. Venus completes its

orbit 13 times in 8 of our years).

/ The use of a Venusian calendar is a remarkable fact,
since, while Venus may well have impressed primitive
people by its brightness, it requires a great deal more
astronomical knowledge to observe its revolutions than
those of the moon. Those who believe in travellers
from outer space point out that if the latter came from
Venus, a Venusian calendar would be perfectly natural
to them. We may add that Kazantsev, Zhirov and
some French scientists have observed that there are
figures on the Gate of the Sun which resemble space-
ships and rocket engines exactly like the ion propul-
sion type which is currently under study in the USA.

* Neptune, god of the Apaches

Not all scholars admit that Tiahuanaco was the centre
from which civilization originally spread throughout
Central and South America, though there is abundant
evidence of contact between it and the Olmecs, Toltecs
and other pre-Aztec cultures. But there are even more
curious links between Tiahuanaco and the North Amer-
ican continent.

The US ethnologist Lucille Taylor Hansen teUs the
story of her visit to an Apache tribe in Arizona, who
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entertained her with a ritual dance. She had sought them

out on the strength of an ancient legend which, she sus-

pected, might provide confirmation of a daring hy-

pothesis. Sure enough, when she began to show them

photographs of Egyptian carvings, the Apaches recog-

nized in one of these the "god of fight and fire" to whom
the dance was dedicated, and who in their language was

actually known by his Egyptian name of Ammon-Ra.
This led to further extraordinary revelations based,

like the Venusian calendar, on the "sacred numbers"

8 and 13. When the ethnologist spoke of Tiahuanaco,

the Apaches identified it with a centre of their own
legendary empire and described, without ever having

seen it, the statue of a "bearded white man" that had

stood there. "The god," they declared, "holds a sword

upright in either hand, at right angles to the forearm, to

signify 'friendship within limits'. The swords and the

head together form the shape of a trident, which is our

secret sign of recognition. The place where the statue

stands is the ancient home of our tribe."

A bearded giant and a trident . . . The statue repre-

sents the white god Viracocha, but it displays the attri-

bute of Neptune or Poseidon, and "Poseidonis" was
the other name of Plato's Atlantis, consecrated to the

sea-god.

When the Apaches were shown photographs of the

ruins of Machu Picchu in the Andes they discussed them

with great intelligence, although they had never seen

the ruins and many believed that they were purely

mythical. An old sage described the tradition of his

race as follows: "Long before the Deluge we used to

live in the land of red fire, in a city whose entrance

was hard to find. Our country was the centre of the

world then: people came there to seek justice, as they

now do to Washington. The city was a huge one; ships

could not find the right way into the harbour without

help. There was not much land, but the mountains

were the highest in the world in those days, and deep

down in them was the abode of the fire-god. It was

through his rage that our old land was destroyed: the
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god left his underground cave, rose up through the
mountain and poured fire and death on the terrified
people. All the inhabitants put to sea and fled west-
ward; then the ocean changed its bounds and was no
longer visible from our country, which in the days of
its greatness dominated every sea in the world."

It may be that some ancestors of the Red Indians be-
longed to Atlantis or one of its colonies, or were
prompted by some legend to identify themselves with
its inhabitants. Hornet's view is as follows:

"The ancestors of the present-day natives of Peru
and Argentina came from the north. These were men
of a white race. Even today there are a few survivors of
the pure descendants of these peoples and they are
pure white, namely the Uros of Lake Titicaca, who
live in the same place where the famous civilization of
Tiahuanaco once flourished. The same is true of most
of the ancient inhabitants of America who derive from
the first settlers. Dr. Vernau, who made a study of the
Patagonians along the Rio Negro in Argentina, came
to the conclusion that 'These people are whites of the
same race as the Indians in central Brazil in the state
of Minas Gerais, the famous people of Lagoa Santa'."

Children of the Sun

If a certain dictator had been aware of what we are

about to describe, he would undoubtedly have laid

claim to the whole of Central and South America

—

except that the facts are so extraordinary that perhaps

he would have refused to believe them.

The Chimu empire, with Chanchan as its capital,

extended along the northern coast of Peru from north

of Lima to the present border with Ecuador. The
Chimu people must have descended from inhabitants

of Mexico who sailed southward about the beginning

of the Christian era, founding the cultures of Salinar,

Gallinazo and Mochica. As time went on, these settle-

ments united with others along the Moche river and

subdued their neighbours, creating an empire which

lasted from about a.d. 500 to 1400; it was then con-

quered by the Incas, who borrowed much from it in the

field of art, customs and mythology.

The Chimu mostly used clay bricks for building. We
can still admire the ruins of the fortress of Paramonga
on the southern border of their kingdom, surrounded by
circles of ramparts which have partly withstood the

destructive effects of time. They had excellent irriga-

tion arrangements and a fine road system: narrow

streets were flanked by walls to protect them from
wind and sand, wider routes led across the desert, and

215
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there were arteries of a breadth of 15, 25 or even 80

;

feet. The walls of the monumental highland construc-
tions were severe and unadorned, but in the coastal zone
the buildings were richly decorated with stylized ani-
mals, flowers and geometrical designs. The reliefs at
Chanchan are reminiscent of almost every civilizationm the world, from Grecian friezes to those of central
Asia, from the art of Egypt to that of Mesopotamia and
China.

The imposing ruins of Chanchan cover an area of 6 or
7 square miles. The city was divided into 10 districts by
walls up to 40 feet thick. The houses have been largely
destroyed by wind and weather, but there are also
remains of pyramids, cemeteries and reservoirs. Chan
signifies snake", and the reptile-god was adored herem the same way as the goddess of Buto in ancient
ligypt. But—to revert to the beginning of our chapter—a Spanish pilot named Pedro Corzo who sailed up
and down the Peruvian coast at the time of the
conquista tells us that everywhere in the temples he
found wooden or stone statues of a god named Guatan
or whirlwind". This reminds us irresistibly of the
Germanic storm-god Wotan, and in fact we find that
Wotan was the original name of the Chimu divinity
among the Mayas, who "exported" him to South
America. In Guatemala he was the lord of night and
darkness and the Mayas, Aztecs and Zapotecs all

,

associated him with the art of divination

,\ Germanic folklore Wotan (or Odin) was the god

m t
S and also the creator and disposer of the

world, the father of civilization and possessed of a pro-
phetic spirit. Thus the European and American divinities
closely coincide, and the attributes of Wotan lend
colour to the "space theory": the whirlwind reminds us
of an astronaut's vessel, night and darkness suggest
outer space, and as a culture hero he may well be com-
pared to legendary visitors of superhuman intelligence

«r!?^f
y ?

S° be p0inted out that the Inca year com-
prised twelve months beginning (as in many parts of
the world) at the winter solstice, and that in northern
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Europe this was "Wotan's day", the feast of the sun.

Again, may there not be a parallel between Wotan's

paradise of Valhalla, where the souls of warriors were

guided by the Valkyries and welcomed by Odin's wife

Frigga (sometimes confused with Freya, the goddess of

young love) , and a far-off planet full of marvels? The

Valkyries or Amazons are of course found all over the

world, from Greece to Scandinavia, from the Caucasus

to West Africa (Dahomey) and America. The first-

century historian Diodorus Siculus tells of an Amazon

queen who fought the Atlanteans and the Gorgons and

afterwards allied herself with the Egyptian god Horus,

son of Isis. Hornet remarks in this connection: "When

Diodorus repeats a traditional tale according to which

the Amazons crossed the ocean to fight the Gorgons

among the Atlanteans, we can if we like call it an inter-

esting fable; the historical fact remains that when Pizar-

ro arrived he found an island to the north-west of

Colombia which bore the name of Gorgone."

If we recall that the Gorgon's glance was supposed

to turn the onlooker to stone (a nuclear contraption

of some sort?), and compare Agrest's theory of what

happened to Lot's wife, we have the ingredients of a

remarkable science-fiction story . . . The Spanish

chronicler Cavegal tells us that the Amazons found their

way to America, where they rode horses and camels

and obeyed a queen named Conori. Fossil remains of

these animals have indeed been found in Colombia, and

the white god Bochica is said to have ridden on camel-

back. Many prehistoric graffiti of the Amazonian basin

represent horses, some saddled and drawing carts or

chariots. At Palli Aike, on the Straits of Magellan,

Dr. Julius Bird in 1938 discovered a cave containing the

bones of men and horses, and in 1950 these were

proved by atomic dating to be 9,000 years old.

Apropos of Wotan and divination, we may recall the

following passage from Honore:

"The counterpart of Delphi in the New World was

Rimac, a short day's journey on foot from Pachacamac,

which is near today's Lima. The chroniclers recorded
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Viracocha, as we have seen, was the white god of the
Quechuas, and the Spaniards were given this name by
reason of their fair skin. The historical Viracocha Inca
was of fair complexion and bearded, as we know fron
his portrait.

_ The Inca system of government has been called pr
Communistic, i.e. the land belonged jointly to its cur

tivators and their rulers: the nobility, priests an
peasants each received a third of every crop The no
bles were known as "long-ears" since, as we have see-
they pierced their ears and hung heavy ornaments fro
tnem. They and the priests were responsible for th
wonders of architecture of which E. Fergusson wrote-
Neither the Greeks nor the Romans nor the Middl

Ages achieved such perfection," while H. Velard

shapes"
a "COUntry crystallized into geometrica

The Incas were devout sun-worshippers, and their
priests enjoyed almost unlimited power. There was also
a class of Chosen Women" or "Virgins of the Sun"
corresponding to the Vestal Virgins in ancient Rome.
These were girls of good family who tended the eternal
flame on the god's altar; as in Rome, they had power ofMe and death over condemned criminals, and theirown transgressions were punished by drowning, like
that of the unfortunate Rhea Silvia.
The ancient American sovereigns were called "sons

of the Sun as were those of Egypt, Assyria and Crete
and also the Chinese emperors, especially the Chou
dynasty. Among the high-born Incas it was customary
for brothers to marry their sisters, mothers their sonsand fathers their daughters. This, as Honore points outwas also the custom of the Pharaohs and of ancient
Persia m the reigns of Cyrus, Darius and Xerxes, and
subsequently till the conquest of Alexander the Great
As regards links between the Quechuas and Egyr>

turns, in August 1953 Dr. Bird discovered near Lirna
the tomb of a prince named Capac who died in the
fourth or fifth miUennium b.c. and was buried in a
sarcophagus of Egyptian type. Another such sarcopha-
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gus, together with statues in Mexican style, was ex-

cavated in the "Egyptian valley" in the southern part

of the Amazon basin, half-way between the rivers

Xingu and Tocantins. On 13 November 1954 the Rio
de Janeiro newspaper O Cruzeiro reported the dis-

covery, in the village of Durados on the Pira-Veve
river, of an "Egyptian" cameo representing a queen,

with an inscription in hieroglyphics signifying that after

her death her soul mounted to heaven and her virtues

were rewarded by celestial peace.

In 1531, when Pizarro's Spaniards, eager for gain

as usual, burst into the great temple at Cuzco, they
found some strange bundles that proved to contain
mummified bodies in a foetal position, wrapped in

precious cloths, their faces covered by masks of gold,

silver, wood or clay. Unlike the Egyptians, who used
natron and resin packs and anointing with oil, the
Incas relied for mummification on the dry climate and
saliferous soil of Peru. However, excavators at Gancha-
vita in Colombia found a group of mummies each wear-
ing a small gold crown and surrounded by funeral

offerings—cloth, gold figures, ornaments and emeralds.

As Honore remarks, "it was surprising that mummies
should have been found here, a country with a climate

most unfavourable for conservation by natural pro-

cesses. But chemical analysis has established that resins

and oils were used—so the methods of mununification

were almost exactly the same as in ancient Egypt".

The Quechuas in fact used different techniques, as

the discovery of mummified bodies has shown. In 1560
Garcilaso de la Vega witnessed the removal of"The'

mummies of five Inca sovereigns identified as Viracocha
Inca of the long white hair, Capac Yupanqui, Huayana
Capac,_Mama Runto and Mama Ocllo. In a sitting

position, with downcast eyes and arms crossed over
their breasts, the bodies in royal robes were an im-
pressive sight. According to Jose de Acosta, "they were
so intact and so well preserved with a certain kind
of pitch that they seemed as though alive". Garcilaso

added: "I believe that the Indians' secret consists in
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burying the bodies in snow ... and afterwards using
the bitumen of which Father de Acosta speaks. When 1
saw them thus, I felt like touching one of Huayana
Capac's fingers, as though it were that of a living man."
The Spaniards removed these mummies to Lima,

where they rapidly decomposed in the heat and damp
and had to be buried. We may recall that in March
1963 the mummy of the Egyptian princess Mene, who
died in 322 B.C., began to decompose and had to b&i
moved to a cold storage chamber at Oklahoma Uni-j
versity, where biologists were astonished to find that
the epithelial cells were still intact.

Mummies in a perfect state of preservation have also
been found in America in recent times. In 1953 a Chile-
an muleteer discovered, in an Andean glacier, a small
sarcophagus containing the mummified body of an
Inca girl who had lived about 730 years ago, sur-
rounded by figurines of solid gold including one with
a toad's head. In 1959 chance led to the discovery, in a
cave in Sonora province in Mexico, of thirty well pre-
served mummies dating from about 10,000 years ago
and belonging to an unknown civilization.

These facts are remarkable enough in themselves,
but Sr. Beltran Garcia embroiders them after his own
fashion. "The mummies of the five Inca sovereigns," he
tells us, "were removed from the temple and hidden be-
fore Garcilaso was born, and their discovery was due
to an error. From the scientific point of view they
were bodies in a state of hibernation, with all their
organs inert but living. The Incas were skilled at pro-
ducing this condition, and they did so in the expectation
that scientists would one day be able to resusciate the
bodies. The technique of embalmment was used at the
Vatican too, and the 'pitch' used by the Incas was in
fact a solid, transparent cream consisting of three in-
gredients, one of which was quinine."
We report these singular ideas merely as a curiosity,

though some people have been taken in by them.
Garalaso's account makes it clear that he is talking of
dead bodies, but his descendant, referring to the Chilean
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discovery, writes as follows: "Garcilaso de la Vega
states that the method of the 'frozen toad' (sapo helado)

was an Inca secret. It seems that the child was meant

to be the bearer of a message to scientists of the future,

but that the body's sudden exhumation deprived it of

life. The gold figurines, especially that with the toad's

head, contained a secret explanation of the experiment."

If and when Sr. Garcia and those who share his views

are privileged to hold telepathic converse with some
half-immortal Inca scientist whose hiding-place is un-

known to the rest of us, it is to be hoped that they

can give a fuller explanation of the gold figurines.

Meanwhile, we are assured, "other five mummies are

hidden in the craters of volcanoes and in Andean
glaciers. Those in craters are in a state of lethargy in-

duced by the curare process, while those in glaciers are

in artificial hibernation due to the 'toad method'."

All roads lead to Cuzco

The Inca empire straggled "like a torn spider's web"
over the north-western and western part of South

America. It comprised areas of very different character,

and it could not have been held together without an

excellent system of communications. When the Spani-

ards marched on Cuzco they were amazed to find that

the Inca roads were "better than those of ancient

Rome". Two parallel arteries extended from north to

south, over the Andean plateau and along the coast,

and were connected by innumerable, transverse roads:

many of these are still usable, as are the bridges thrown

across dizzy heights. Just as the Romans, when they

had conquered a new territory, set about binding it

with a network of roads that led to the Eternal City, so

the Incas created a system in which all roads led to

Cuzco. They also operated a surprisingly fast relay ser-

vice for the transport of messages and light objects:

every day fresh fish from the Pacific arrived at Cuzco,

high up in the Andes, for the benefit of priests and

nobles.
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The soil was cultivated with miraculous skill: barren

slopes were transformed into fertile terraces, and arti-
ficial irrigation produced fine crops of maize, sweet
potatoes, chili peppers, agave, cotton and coca plant. We
are reminded of what Plato says of Atlantis: "They
cropped the land twice a year, making use of the rain
from heaven in the winter, and the waters that issue fro
the earth in summer, by conducting the streams fro
the trenches." As Pauwels and Bergier observe, "sonr
of the pre-Incaic irrigation works are such as coul
hardly be carried out with modern turbo-drills; an
why were huge paved roads created by a people wh
made no use of the wheel?"

Not only the wheel but the lathe was unknown to
the Quechuas, and yet their pottery is among the finest
in the world. They were skilled weavers, too, yet they
were not in the habit of wearing rich garments, and
they had no furniture: a kind of recess in each house
acted as a cupboard, pantry, chest of drawers and lum-
ber-room. Had they chosen, they could have enjoyed ''

many other luxuries, and their craftsmanship was such
that it has given rise to curious legends. Beltran Garcia—to quote him once more—says that in the sixteenth-
century the goldsmiths of Lima produced ingots which
resembled ordinary gold in all respects except that their
density was less than half that of the gold known to
us (19-3). Some Inca necklaces, melted down at a:
temperature of 1,100 degrees Centigrade, produced
ingots with an equally low density (8-9). The same
authority tells us that the Incas knew how to extract
water from air; but the only credible fact he adduces
concerning Inca science concerns the famous "can-
delabrum of the Andes".

South of Lima, on a red cliff-face overhanging the
sea, is a deep carving of a trident or three-branched
candlestick, over 800 feet high and visible from more
man 12 miles away. It is generally thought to have
been meant for measuring tides, but its height makes
this improbable. Some threads or cords have been
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found attached to the rock, and this lends a certain

plausibility to Sr. Garcia's theory, which for once is not

based on "secret documents". According to him, "a

long rope suspended in the central column functioned

as a vertical pendulum, and horizontal cords were

fixed in the branches on either side. The whole system,

comprising counterweights, graduated scales and ropes

passing through pulleys, constituted an enormous and

delicate seismograph, capable of recording earth trem-

ors and shocks not only in Peru but throughout the

world.

In the market-place at Cuzco, Pizarro found every-

thing Cortes had seen at Tenochtitlan and, in addition,

scales of the same pattern as those of ancient Rome.
The Incas were not so adept in mathematics as the

Mayas, but, unlike many ancient peoples, they used

the decimal system, which they took over from the

Chimu along with other devices that have not survived.

They could perform complicated calculations with the

quipu, a series of coloured strings in which knots are

tied, and which sufficed for the organization of the

whole economy. Some believe that it was more than

a mere calculating device, and J. Alden Mason, in The
Ancient Civilizations of Peru, refers to the likelihood

that it was used for purposes of historical record. Cer-

tain Chinese chronicles tell us that an emperor of former

times wished to replace the ideographic script by one

based on knots; if this is so, it goes to confirm the

existence of links between Asia and pre-Columbian

America, and also the theory that each quipu is a book,

written in a language we cannot read.

The Swedish expert, Baron Nordenskiold, observed

that "writing need not be the only way of expressing

thought", and he believed that the quipu might represent

horoscopes or prophecies as well as mathematical cal-

culations. Pauwels and Bergier remark (op. cit, p.

180), that "modern mathematicians regard the knot as

one of the most mysterious of phenomena. It can only

occur in an odd number of dimensions . . . and topolo-
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gists have only succeeded in studying the simplest kinds
of knot. It is quite possible, therefore, that the quipu
records knowledge that we have yet to discover "

The most extraordinary city that has survived from
Inca times is Machu Picchu, a majestic collection of
ruins discovered in 1911 by the intrepid explorer
Hiram Bingham, and situated 8,000 feet above sea-
level and 2,000 feet above the Urubamba valley Yet it
is probable that the Inca city was built on the remains
of a still older and more splendid metropolis and
there may even have been more than one of these
Whatever the final verdict of scientists may be, we mav
note that Machu Picchu, like Tiahuanaco, is known tomany generations of North American Indians as an
ancient centre of their race.

21

Tke Heirs of Atlantis

"We planted a noble tree in the forest: it grew and

grew, bearing exquisite flowers and fruit full of sun, and

it spread its seed round about, and other trees pierced

the soil. A fiery hand burnt it up, fiery air scorched it,

the fiery earth devoured its roots. Fire scattered the

gardeners and dried up the soul of the earth . . . young

trees split asunder, trees that flowered for a season only

. . . others that yielded monstrous blossoms . . . and

their fruits turned to dung ... the young trees ran to

seed, the rains uprooted them and swept them away,

and the jungle devoured them."

So runs a fragment of verse attributed to the great

Sanscrit poet Kalidasa (a.d. 350-420). Some think it

apocryphal, but others, connecting it with a famous

lyric of his which we shall quote further on, believe that

it is certainly by him and describes the downfall of some

great prehistoric culture—perhaps that of Mu—and the

disintegration of its relics. We are not concerned here

with a discussion of literary origins, but the passage

gives a vivid picture of what may happen to the heirs

of a great civilization that is suddenly cut off by the

roots. Such must have been the fate of the colonies of

Atlantis; in the light of archaeology, we may consider

these to have been located in the wilder parts of South

America and wherever the outposts of "Aztland" bor-
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dered on the African dominions of the fabulous mother-
land of Mu.

Professor Hornet, in Sons of the Sun (London,
1963), has given a striking account of his explorations
and of the exotic secrets that lurk in the "green hell"
of the Amazon basin. The carvings and inscriptions
found there include symbols that belong to distant parts
of the world and representations of unexpected subjects.
Among these are bulls, which historians tell us were
only introduced by the Spaniards; a rhinoceros; and
men with winged helmets like those of the Vikings or
the god Baal, or the bronze figurine at Abini in Sar-
dinia, or certain bas-reliefs of Egypt, Crete and My-
cenae. In Brazil and the neighbouring countries we find
drawings of boats of a style that cannot have been
known to the Amazonian natives. Four or five millennia
B.C., the inhabitants of the island of Marajo in the
Amazon delta made votive models of four-masted ships
resembling those of Crete, which could carry some 800
people and were equipped with large tanks for drinking-
water. The Cretan ships were called cara-mequera, and
this is precisely the name given to these receptacles by
Brazilian tribes of the Tupi-Guarani linguistic family.

Red magic

Near Tarame, on a plateau which extends from the Rio
Urari Coera to the Sierra Paracaima in south-eastern
Venezuela, Hornet discovered one of the most mysteri-
ous and impressive monuments of prehistoric America,
the Pedra Pintada ("painted rock"), a huge egg-shaped
stone under which, the Indians believe, are the remains
of a blond giant who lived thousands of years ago. We
quote here some extracts from Hornet's description of
the rock and of his discoveries in the vicinity.

"The Pedra Pintada is such an imposing mass of
stone, isolated in the midst of an immense plain, that
it seems almost within one's reach when it is still several
hours' journey away. It is a massive monument over
300 feet long, over 250 feet wide and over 95 feet
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high. It looks like a gigantic ellipsoid or, perhaps better,

like an egg. One's mind naturally recalls at once the

'Egg of the Cosmogony' in the ancient tales, or the

'Egg of the Creation of the World'. This thought is im-

mediately related to another: the 'Egg Origin' in the

ancient lands bordering on the Mediterranean was al-

ways accompanied by a serpent. And what did we find

on the frontal side of the Pedra Pintada? The old ser-

pent of the tales . . . set so high that the creator of this

work of art must have used a truly gigantic scaffold to

carry out his design."

"I saw ... a human skull, polished by time. Later we
found another in the same spot. A quick study con-

vinced me that this could not belong to a Mongoloid

race. Nor was it the skull of one of the 'giants' as I had
expected, for I had been on the track of these 'giants'

ever since I had been in America . . . Even von Hum-
boldt, whose voyages of exploration from 1799 to 1804

are still remembered, recognized their existence though

he never found them. After searching through almost

8,000 square miles of previously unknown territory, we
at least discovered their traces. But even at the Painted

Rock we were not able to get at their graves. It was

impossible for us to penetrate the substructure; it was

filled in with masses of earth which we could not re-

move with our modest supply of tools. All I could

examine was the passageway which ran under the rock

to the right. It must have been over 90 feet long, and at

the end it was completely blocked with stones and earth.

Did it reach the courtyard of the temple? Everything

suggested that it did."

"The completely stylized snake of the centre facade

measures over 22 feet . . . and commands thousands of

inscriptions and letters: they recall the ancient Egyp-

tian, Semitic, Hebrew, Sumerian, Celtic and Old Irish

signs."

"The creators of these drawings must have been sub-

stantially different from the Indians inhabiting these

regions today. It is a recognized fact that when the

European conquerors arrived these Indians had neither
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waggons nor roads nor horses and could not write at
all. Yet, covered with the same patina or age surface
the other unages on the rock walls, there are sketches
horses, waggons and wheels, many times repeated- they
are always drawn in profile and often executed with a
special technique, namely that used in ancient Egypt o'
the third and fourth millennia b c "

Near the Pedra Pintada, Hornet found dolmens sim-
ilar to those of Europe and Algeria, inscribed withGreek letters and other symbols common to the Celticand Semitic peoples. He also noticed that a passage hadbeen carved m the rock itself, too high for his modestly
equipped expedition to explore it. According to an In-
dian guide, this led to an enormous chamber at the very
top, where victims were imprisoned before the sacrifice-
they were then suffocated by poisonous gases from the
bowels of the earth, which reached the chamber by an-
other passageway. One side of the great rock had been
hollowed out so as to form caves; these were full of
fiuman bones, and gave a curious echo at certain spots
Anyone who remained for long in these caves was vis-
ited by a curious nightmare or vision of human sacrifice,

lows
^ fr°m MS °Wn exPerience as fd-

"A great crowd moved along to the accompaniment
ot loud blows on a bronze gong. Thousands of people,
men women and children, dressed in white, were slow-
ly and solemnly approaching the Pedra Pintada. They
came to a complete stop opposite the principal entranceA voice from on high rang out and echoed five or six
times. It rang down on the mass of the faithful, who
prostrated themselves in awe. Then out from the crowd
stepped certain tall men of majestic bearing and came
close to the great stone monument . . . One of them
placed himself before the pentagonal dolmen. Another
accompanied by his assistants, climbed to the second'
somewhat higher platform, of which the crowd below
could see only the four burial caves. A third priest,
even more impressive in appearance than his two com-
panions, was also foUowed by acolytes as he now en-
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tered the broad path between the two rocks and disap-

peared from the view of the pilgrims kneeling on the

plain.

"Next two naked men, without chains or guards and

scarcely upheld by the servants of the 'Sacred Death',

climbed to the two visible platforms. They had the ap-

pearance of sleepwalkers. They were made to stretch

out on the pointed ends of the dolmen, whose red

colour had begun to glow in the fight of the rising sun.

Once again the mysterious tones were heard from on

high and reverberated five or six times. Then the priests

of the first and second degree [evidently a similar hier-

archy to that of the Ibero-Celtic priesthood, and re-

flected in the structure of the Pedra Pintada] raised their

ritual knives of sharpened stone before the crowd,

thrust them into the chests of their victims, tore out

their hearts and cut them open. Thereupon they threw

the remains to the four points of the compass and an-

nounced to the kneeling spectators the fate of their peo-

ple for the coming year."

Could this horrific vision be induced by gases seeping

up from the earth, and if so, how could it reproduce so

faithfully the scenes which no doubt took place on the

Pedra Pintada thousands of years ago? This is a ques-

tion to which we shall never know the answer.

The secret of Eldorado

"Manoa is on an island in a big salt lake. Its walls and

its roofs are of gold and are reflected in a gold-paved

lake. All the palace cutlery, for the tables and the

kitchen, was of pure gold and silver; copper and silver

were used even for the most unimportant things. In the

middle of the island there was a temple dedicated to the

sun. Round this temple were statues of gold, represent-

ing giants. On the island there were trees too of gold

and silver. The statue of a prince was completely

covered in gold-dust." (Honore, op. cit., p. 209).

Such is the account given by Cortes's secretary, Fran-

cisco Lopez de Gomara, in his Historia general de las
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Indiw of the city of Manoa ("Noah's water"), reputed

Ztu \
CTf P

f EIdorado: * fabled land of imSsewealth which took its name-"the man covered in gold"-from the statue mentioned above. The description is
itself a fabulous one, and seems inspired by its author'sdehnous thirst for gold. For the last four hundred yeiadventurers and scientists have sought the mysteriouland m vam; their longing for gold or knowledgTSs
generally cost them their lives, whether from freShS!ous rivers starvation, poisoned arrows or the deadly
bite of snakes or insects.

y

Is Eldorado then a complete delusion? We do not belheve so since many coherent tales concerning Havebeen collected from the Indians over the last four cen!tunes, and there are solid arguments for locating it in&e Serra Panma, an unexplored mountain range on theborder between Brazil and Venezuela. Parima signifies
in Guaram "the mountain with much wX" T ap-
propriate name for a lake in mountainous territory Theregion is inhabited by a tribe known as the Maku and

foSows: ^ °
f Chiefe S?°ke to "

"If you follow the Urari Coera upstream for elevendays you will come to a stream which flows into theGreat River. You must follow it for four days morenot because the distance is so great but because thereare many rapids and the current is very strong Thenyou wiU see a great rock. It is covered with inscription?
and painted red. Opposite the rock on the right"fde o

£ o7ISn W I " S°rt °f Vmage -
™e houi ™* tobe of stone but they are now all in ruins. They are built

in long rows with broad, regular streets between. Whenyou leave this ruined place and continue towards the
place where the sun sets, you will come in two days tomountain country and to a high wall. You cannot goacross it you must search for a stone gate under a great
arch, leading below ground. Then you will come to agreat city of stone, built in straight lines, but it too is
all in ruins. You can follow the lines, but you must be
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careful at every step, because where the houses used

to be there are now only great slabs of stone: many
have been split by the roots of trees which have grown

up through them. Very close by you will find a lot of

water, and in it there are many yellow stones and the

powder which you white men seek so greedily."

The chief's description evidently relates to a lost city

of Eldorado buried in the Amazonian jungle. Hornet

was convinced of this, for although his informant had

never seen a city in his life, his account of its where-

abouts agreed with a version that was known to Colonel

Percy Fawcett, a British explorer who disappeared in

1925 while searching for relics of Atlantis in the Brazil-

ian jungle. Before his last fatal expedition, Fawcett

wrote:! "Whether we succeed in penetrating the jungle

and come out alive, or whether we leave our bones

there, of this I am certain—the key to the mystery of

ancient South America, and perhaps of the whole of pre-

history, can be found if we are able to locate these old

cities of the solar civilization and open them up to sci-

ence. Their existence I do not for a moment doubt

—

how could I? I myself have seen a portion of one, and

that is the reason why I observed it was imperative for

me to go again. The remains seemed to be those of an

outpost of one of the largest cities, which I am con-

vinced is to be found together with others, if a properly

organized search is carried out. Unfortunately I cannot

induce scientific men to accept even the supposition that

there are traces of an old civilization in Brazil. But I

have travelled through regions unknown to other ex-

plorers and the wild Indians have told me time and

again of the buildings, the characteristics of their old in-

habitants and the strange things to be found there."^/

As related in the memoir Exploration Fawcett (Lon-

don, 1953) and quoted by Hornet, the British explorer

came across an old document at Rio de Janeiro describ-

ing the adventures of a native of Minas Gerais, whose

real name is not known but whom he called Francisco

Raposo, in search of the lost gold mines of Muribeca.
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After months of fruitless journeying east of the Xingu
river, which flows into the Amazon from the south!
Raposo and his companions came to the foot of a MgB
mountain chain. One of the men, seeking for firewood
in the low scrub, caught sight of a deer which disapJ
peared into the rocks. While pursuing it they came to a
cleft in the face of the precipice, and found that it was
possible to climb up through it to the summit of the
mountain. After three strenuous hours they reached the
top and were amazed to see a huge city on the plaial
about four miles away. Two days later—having sent out
scouts who found the place deserted—they visited the
city, the entrance to which consisted of a triple arch
formed of stone slabs weighing at least 50 tons apiece.
Hornet's summary continues thus: "There were unusu"
inscriptions on the middle arch. They then walked along
the wide pavemented streets flanked on either side by
stone buildings. Everything was overgrown by vegeta-
tion. The columns at the entrances to the houses were
adorned with figures which Raposo took to be 'demons'.
The men walked on in a state of astonishment and came
to a large place where they saw a statue of a man on a
black column; his arm pointed to the north. On the
gateway of a ruined palace there were paintings, sculp-
tures and especially a portrait of a young man stripped'
to the waist. Under the statue Raposo saw some writing!
which he carefully copied; the letters were later recog-
nized as being identical with archaic Greek. In a large*,

temple near the city the discoverers found, a small gold :

coin with the picture of a young man kneeling, and on
the reverse side were designed a bow, a crown and a.}

musical instrument."

This description may remind us of some lines by
Kalidasa which run as follows:

"Abandoned by the king, the palaces and houses with
their goodly apartments fall into ruin. Dogs scavenge
and howl in places where, at nightfall, amorous girls

with silver bells on their ankles once danced before
their lovers. Only wild cattle drink at fountains which
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once reflected ladies' arms clad in gold bracelets. The

tame peacocks have fled to the jungle, no longer hear-

ing the bells that used to lull them as they swayed on

the branches of garden trees. On the great stairways of

the temples, once thronged with praying crowds, tigers

sated with flesh lay their bloodstained paws. Serpents

hiss and glide amid broken columns. No longer does the

moonlight fall in silver splendour on palace roofs, over-

grown now with grey mosses and green grass."

Raposo and his companions quitted the dead city and

followed the river through the jungle in the hope that it

would lead them towards home. On the way they came

|
across some Indians who had apparently followed them

as far as the city and then made off—and the extraor-

dinary fact was that these Indians had white skins . . .

Professor Hornet, too, encountered and photographed

several white-skinned savages during his Amazonian

exploration. It has been proved, moreover, that the

Guanches of the Canary Islands and the ancient Egyp-

. tians were physically very similar to the Araucanians

who inhabited the last city of Tiahuanaco—a race

which still survives in an area reaching from the West

Indies to the mouth of the Mamore, a Bolivian river

which, near the Brazilian border, joins with the Bern to

form the river Madeira. Today, close kinsfolk of the

Araucanians are to be found in the Berbers of North

Africa and the French and Spanish Basques. According

to sixteenth- and seventeenth-century chromcles, the

Basques of that time were able to converse with South

American Indians with perfect ease, each fd^Wits

own language! The Comte de Charencey (1832-1916),

in his Histoire legendaire de la Nouvelle-Espagne, de-

clared that "Berber, Tamachek (the language spoken

bv Tuaregs in the Sahara), Euzkara (i.e. Basque) and

some words of the ancient Gaulish language are un-

doubtedly related to Indian dialects of North and South

^t 'should also be recalled that old Iberian and Celtic

myths tell of a "land of the blessed" which bears the
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name Hy Bresail or O'Brasile. Hornet discovered atcorvo 111 the Azores a document which spoke of a
statue of a man on horseback pointing in the direction
of this legendary Brazil. The Azores and the Canariesl
are thought to represent two Atlantean mountain-
chains and many believe that records found there conJ
tain clear references to Central and South America.
Before closing this chapter we may mention some other
curious facts relating to the Canaries, which are onlv 50
miles from the north-eastern coast of Africa, yet differ
completely from it in their physical geography.

The island devils

"Since I wished to know more about the Satyrs I talked
of them with many people. Euphemus of Caria told me-
that on a journey to Italy he was blown off course by a
storm and driven into the outer sea, where no one ever
ventures as a rule. There, he said, are many desert is-
lands inhabited by savage people. They had not want
to land because they had been there and encountere
the inhabitants on an earlier occasion, but once agaii
they were forced to put ashore. These islands were
called the 'Satyrides' by the sartors. The inhabitants are
fiery red and have tails on their hindquarters as big as
those of horses. They came to the ship when they saw
it, uttering not a sound but laying hands on the ship's
womenfolk. In their fear, the sailors eventually ma-
rooned a barbarian woman, on whom the Satyrs too-
then- pleasure."

This passage from Pausanias, a Greek historian and
geographer who wrote about a.d. 175, is believed by
many scholars to refer to the Canaries, even though
other ancient writers style these "the islands of the
blest

. The Canary archipelago was inhabited by di-
verse races who maintained little contact among them-
selves, as Spanish discoverers reported in the fifteenth-
century. In place of Satyrs, however, the Spaniards
encountered oHve-skinned Guanches, those on the west-
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ward islands having fighter hair, and also members of a

handsome white race, "very strong, with fair hair and

blue eyes".

The idea that the Guanches were related to blue

men" of non-human origin may be supported by the

fact that they used a bird-like "whistling language" in

which they were able to communicate over long dis-

tances from one hill-top to another—an art still prac-

tised by modern inhabitants of the Canaries. Some think

that the islands are peopled by a whole gamut of At-

lantean races, and that Pausanias's "Satyrs" represent

the Amerindians. It would be wrong to suppose that

they were a figment of Euphemus's imagination, as we

find primitive North African paintings of human figures,

bright red in colour, equipped with horses' tails which

were doubtless a form of adornment.

The Greek historian Plutarch (c. a.d. 50-120) refers

to the people of the Canaries as Atlanteans. Homer may

have identified the islands, as later writers certainly did,

with Elysium, the mythical winterless home of the

happy dead. This may not have been due merely to their

position in the far west, beyond the Pillars of Hercules,

but to the discovery by ancient navigators of the natives'

cult of the dead and their belief in immortality. They

used to embalm dead bodies, reducing them by some

means to a weight of only 7 or 8 pounds, and, like

many American peoples, they believed that the dead

gave advice to their descendants. When Peruvian In-

dians had to appear in a court of law they brought with

them all their living relations and also their mummified

ancestors; while among the Guanches a dead ruler was

never buried until his successor died, so that the living

king was, so to speak, assisted at all times by his prede-

ccssor.

Some believe that the Guanches learnt the technique

of mummification from the Egyptians, but in fact the

methods were completely different. The Egyptians may

have taught the Guanches their writing system and the

custom of brother-sister marriage, but in other respects
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the Guanche civilization remains a mystery. It is known
to us only from ruins that call to mind those of Sar-
dinia, Jericho and Zimbabwe, and from the under-
ground structures on the island of Grand Canary, which
have much in common with the relics of other ancient
Mediterranean cultures.

22

Mytns of Vanished Lands

In addition to the contacts between Atlantis and the

Mediterranean outposts of Mu, the two civilizations cer-

tainly maintained permanent relations via the Pacific.

The similarities between ancient American and Asian

culture are too numerous and lasting to have been due

merely to chance visits across the ocean. Such visits did

take place, as we shall see, but they are a phenomenon

of comparatively recent times.

As we have already pointed out, the American pyr-

amids have their counterpart not only in Egypt but in

the Far East, in the niche-monuments of Burma, Thai-

land and Indochina. But there are many more architec-

tural features common to both shores of the Pacific,

not only in South America where this might seem more

likely, but also in Guatemala and Mexico, including

Yucatan. As Honore observes, the style of certain build-

ings in these areas "is exactly that of East Asia. The

doors and windows might have been the work of an

Indochinese architect, so close is the resemblance. The

half-columns used for purposes of support or mural

decoration are typical alike of the Mayan Puuc style

and of tenth-century Cambodia, and the same is true

of the facade decorations."

Nordenskiold pointed out the identity of no fewer

than twenty-four elements of the ancient American civ-

239
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ilization with those of Polynesia, including the flute tJ
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an extinct volcano whose crater, according to fable, is

lined with diamonds. In the Maya language tepe meant

a large stone, while in Troy and Sumeria it signified a

hill.

The Egyptians and Mexicans both gave the same

name to their god of joy, and an Egyptian figurine now

in the Louvre shows this deity with the same features

as an American counterpart at Rio de Janeiro. The

same resemblance is shown by two mythical bearded

giants who held the world on their shoulders—the an-

cient Greek Atlas, and Quetzalcoatl among the Toltecs

and Aztecs.

Among many ancient peoples the world is said to

repose on the back of a "sacred tortoise", venerated as

a symbol of Creation, perhaps because it suggests both

the egg and the snake motif. This is found in Europe,

Africa and Asia as well as in Yucatan, on the Pedra

Pintada and elsewhere in Amazonia.

As we saw, a moon goddess is said to lie asleep under

a pyramid at Teotihuacan, and there are many lunar di-

vinities with similar attributes in America, Asia and the

Mediterranean countries. At Nineveh this deity was

called Sin, and the corresponding name among the

Chimu is Sin An.
Columbus, in his accou»t of the West Indians, states

that their most treasured possession was a gold crescent.

This symbol is frequently met with in all parts of

America, especially Amazonia, but it was also sacred in

Greece and Egypt, at Troy and Mycenae, in West

Africa and among the Celts: cf. the golden sickle which

the Druids used to cut branches of mistletoe.

Some archaeologists believe that the lunar deity pre-

sided over the game of basketball, which was popular

in almost all parts of pre-Columbian America. In Cen-

tral America, games played with counters on special

boards had a religious significance and probably repre-

sented movements of the heavenly bodies: games of the

same sort occur at the present day in other continents

too, e.g. in Syria, Burma and the Philippines.

Everyone is familiar with the fun-fair contrivance in
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with those who suggest that it represents a living being

emerging from a space-ship: its body is rigid and cigar-

shaped, covered by what looks like oblong metal plates

rather than scales, and it has four wings that suggest the

fins of an aircraft. It is also curious that the human-
looking heads of this fabulous reptile are conical in

shape.

Beyond the Styx

Some years ago a young engineer and amateur archae-

ologist named Kama el Malakh discovered, not far from

the Great Pyramid, the funeral barques of the first

Pharaohs. These were some 180 feet long and 10 feet

wide, and contained everything the dead monarch might

need on a long voyage. They were not destined to put

to sea, however, but to convey the sovereign until such

time as he should be reincarnated, following the journey

round the earth of the Sun, his father.

This custom may or may not derive from ancient

memories of space-travel. Until recent times it was
thought to be of purely Egyptian origin, the Greeks hav-

ing borrowed the myth in a modified form—that of

Charon's barque transporting the souls of the dead

across the Styx. However, it appears that many peoples

of the remote past buried their dead in boat-shaped

coffins, and some South American tribes do so to this

day. As Hornet writes, "We must remember that the

early barques were nothing else than simple tree-trunks,

hollowed out with a stone axe or burnt out with fire.

We find examples still current in Oceania, in central

Africa and in the region of the Amazon. These
barques served as transitional vessels from one point to

another, and most archaic cultures combine the migra-

tion of the soul with the crowning of its rebirth. And
always—as we have found in numerous documents in

Africa—the soul travelled towards the Sun God. But it

always travelled in 'something' which could also accom-

modate the body before it was resurrected, hence a
'death barque'.
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The facts suggest," Hornet continues, "that there

may have been a place of common origin, an earlier
culture which was the primordial home of the death
barque and the fountainhead uniting all the ancient
cultures: Celtic, ancient Egyptian, north-west European
and South American. This we call Atlantis, the mother
civilization of all 'children of the sun'."

In Greek mythology the entrance' to Hades was
guarded by the three-headed dog Cerberus. Among the
Aztecs the abode of the dead was surrounded by a
sevenfold river, and the god who presided over the
departed spirits was the dog-headed Xolotl (like Anu-
bis, the Egyptian god of the dead). A thin leaf of
copper has been found in the mouth of certain mum-
mies apparently intended to pay for their passage to
the shades below, in the same way as the obol which
was Charon's fee.

In the roof of the funeral crypt at Tiahuanaco there
is a round hole exactly like the one found in Egyptian
tombs, where its purpose is to allow the "bird of death"
to escape. Does this, too, represent the corruption of a
stellar myth? If so, we may think of the Bolivian legend
that tells of white giants borne by a huge bird (the
fire-bird?) through the night (evidently outer space) to
tiie abode of the gods and of the "dead who will one
day return".

All mythologies likewise relate how men from heaven
mated with earthly women, and this may be the reason
why some Indian tribes believe that the breath of life
comes down from heaven and reawakens their dead.
The belief in reincarnation was common to many

parts of ancient America, and this is why mummies
and skeletons are often found in the foetal position- the
bodies were bound in this fashion with ropes, even
while then- owners were still alive, so that they might be
ready for rebirth. A similar custom prevailed in ancient
Gaul, Mecklenburg, Britain, Sweden and southern
Russia, and also in the Tonga islands. It is still in forcem the Amazon region, and so is the practice of "double
bunal" which was also once known in Ireland, Crete
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and various parts of Europe. The bodies were first

buried in damp ground to accelerate decomposition

(the Indians of Brazil have a different method—they

suspend them in nets in running water, where the

piranhas soon pick them dry); then the skeleton is

removed, cleaned and painted red—the colour of blood

or placenta, as Hornet remarks.—after which it is re-

interred.

We have already mentioned symbols of life after

death, such as yokes (among the Olmecs and Egyp-

tians), knots and butterflies, which are common to

ancient America and the Mediterranean peoples. The

lotus, which in India is the symbol of birth, is com-

mon in pre-Columbian temples and burial-places,

especially in the Mayan capital of Chichen Itza. Here it

is represented complete with flowers, leaves and root-

stock, in motifs similar to those of India, Cambodia and

Indonesia, and with the same accompaniment of drag-

ons, sea-monsters and fierce animals of the cat tribe.

We do not know the age of the lotus as a symbol, but

in Europe it is found among the Celts, who brought it

from Asia as long ago as 2000 B.C., and whose rulers

later transformed it into the fleur-de-lys. It is usually

thought to have spread from India to south-east Asia,

but Hornet believes it to be of much earlier, Atlantean

origin. His view finds some support in the enigmatic

"Phaistos disc"—a round terracotta tablet, six inches

in diameter and about an inch thick, discovered in 1908

in a Cretan palace in a stratum belonging to the six-

teenth century B.C. (The disc itself may of course be

older than this, as we can see if we imagine a future

archaeologist excavating a house of the present day and

finding there a Roman coin or an Egyptian figurine.)

The disc is inscribed on both sides with ideograms,

quite different from Cretan writing, arranged in a left-

handed spiral. In the centre of one side is a lotus flower,

and of the signs which follow it 15 are identical to those

found in Brazilian inscriptions, while 19 resemble them

closely. And depicted on the disc are heads adorned

with feathers, constellations—the Pleiades, Serpens and
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Unthinkable Journeys

In December 1961 a Peking daily published an article

by the historian Chen Hua-hsin which, to the amuse-

ment or exasperation of some critics, declared that the

Chinese had discovered America more than a thousand

years before Columbus. "Naturally," the Chinese histo-

rian wrote, "we do not deny Columbus's achievement in

discovering a new route from Europe to America, but

our own claim is based on incontrovertible fact."

Among the pieces of evidence cited by the Chinese

is an account of the travels of one of their compatriots

to a "Buddhist country beyond the seas" which may
have been Mexico or perhaps simply India, reached via

the South China Sea, the Strait of Malacca and the

Bay of Bengal. Professor Chen also mentions archaeo-

logical finds in Mexico and Peru, some of which display

Chinese and/or Buddhist features; he refers to "orien-

tal" aspects of Aztec religion and astronomy, and Asian-

sounding names inscribed on a tomb near Panama.

Let us examine these arguments more closely. Cer-

tainly there are numerous Asian elements in pre-Co-

lumbian America, but, as we have seen, many of them

go back to distant times before the Chinese empire

came into being. They are common to the Aztecs, In-

cas and Mayas, and to many other peoples, not because

they were borrowed from China but because all these

247
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peoples inherited them from a great, vanished civiliza-

tion embracing large parts of Asia and America.
At the same time, there is no reason to doubt that

East Asian navigators may have reached the coasts of

America. We know that at the beginning of the

Christian era the Chinese possessed ships capable of

carrying 200 men over long distances. A monk named
Fa-hien travelled in one of these, in a.d. 400, to Ceylon

and Malaysia and back to northern China. It is quite

possible that Chinese sailors made their way via the

Asian coast to Alaska and then down the west coast

of America, or even that they reached America across

the Pacific.

The Vikings, whose ships were cockle-shells by com-
parison, made equally amazing journeys. This was
shown in 1898 at Kensington, Minnesota—1,500 miles

from the Atlantic coast—when a Swedish farmer named
Olaf Ohman discovered a stone slab with a Viking in-

scription among the roots of a felled poplar tree. The

<t discovery aroused some scepticism, particularly in

„0 view of the farmer's Swedish origin, but it was proved

oJ that the tree must have been at least 70 years old in
!& 1867, when the first Swedish settlers arrived. Ohman
X himself scarcely knew how to write, but the inscription

—in huge runic characters five feet high and eighteen

£ inches wide—was deciphered some ten years later and
i -j was recognized as genuine. It reads as follows:

"[We are] eight Goths [Swedes] and twenty-two
<f Norwegians on a journey of exploration from Vinland
\j [Massachusetts] to the westward. We pitched camp be-
'1 tween two rocks, some days' journey to the north of this

stone. We went fishing for a day, and when we returned

ten of our people were dead and covered in blood. A[ve]

Vfirgo] M[aria], deliver us from evil. There are ten

parties of us at sea, eight men to a ship, 14 days out
from this island. Anno 1362."

We shall doubtless never know what these Vikings
were seeking in the Middle West and whether their com-
rades were slain by Indians or bison. We do know, how-
ever, from Scandinavian chronicles that in 1354 a great
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Swedish-Norwegian expedition set out to explore the

western seas. All we know of its fate is what the Ken-

sington Stone reveals.

The redskins and the proconsul

Whether the Chinese or the Vikings can claim to be

the earlier discoverers of America is a somewhat sterile

argument, since the New World was certainly dis-

covered at a remoter date by Polynesian navigators in

search of a new home, and probably also by chance

voyagers from Sumeria, Phoenicia and Egypt, as well as

Greeks, Romans and Arabs.

We are prone to underrate the capabilities of antique

peoples in this line. Yet, in about 1900, some sponge-

fishers off the island of Antikythera (or Cerigotto,

north-west of Crete) salvaged from the sea-bed a gen-

uine sextant, thousands of years old. Again, Hyatt

Verrill showed that the Sumerians were capable of

sailing from southern Iraq as far as Britain or India. A
hundred and fifty miles from Cuzco, Verrill's wife dis-

covered an inscription dating from the time of Menes,

the traditional first king of Egypt, and describing amaz-

ing voyages by the Sumerians. A deciphered fragment

runs: ". . . land of twilight . . . led by Gin-Ti and

guided by the fire-god Men, from the colony of the

Indus valley . .

."

It is of course possible to cross the ocean in ex-

tremely frail craft, as intrepid sportsmen have demon-

strated in the Atlantic and elsewhere. Chinese junks

have been swept by storms from one Pacific shore to

the other, and Eskimo or Indian vessels have been

salvaged off Ireland, Scotland, France and Germany.

Aeneas Silvius Kccolomini (who reigned as Pope Pius

II from 1458 to 1464) relates in his Opera geographica

et historica that an Eskimo kayak made a landfall in

Germany in 1150. In 1505 a canoe reached Rouen with

five dead redskins aboard and another at the point of

death. A kayak was once on view in the church of

Burray in the Orkneys, and others are in the museums
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Remarkable as these finds may be, they should not
surprise us unduly. Both the Greeks and the Romans
possessed seagoing vessels over 500 feet long, with a
temple of Neptune on board as well as swimming-pools
and dining halls of marble and alabaster.

Canaanites in Brazil

CIt is quite possible that ancient Greek navigators pushed

J

as far as Haiti, which was identified by the astronomer

1 Kepler with the "island of Cronos" mentioned in Plu-

\ tarch's De facie in orbe lunae. According to the ancient

[ writer:

"In the midst of the Western Sea [i.e. the Atlantic

Ocean] lies Ogygia, the island of Venus and Calypso.

But much further still to the west are the three islands

of Cronos. Every thirty years, a party of fierce, magnifi-

cent warriors resort there from the great mainland that

lies beyond, in order to sacrifice to the sea-gods. This
continent that forms the Atlantic shore must be at least

5,000 stades [500 miles] distant from Ogygia. The
coasts in question were first inhabited by thirteen

Greeks descended from the companions of Hercules . . .

"The barbarians relate, among other fables, that

Cronos [Saturn] is held prisoner by Zeus [Jupiter] in

one of the islands beyond Ogygia, but it would seem
rather that he dwells in the great mainland that lies

beyond the islands and the sea named after him. There,
for thirty days on end, the sun sets for little more than
an hour, and for several months the night is faintly

iUuminated by the western twilight."

There could hardly be a clearer description of the

American continent, the West Indies and the Polar
regions. A similar picture is painted, moreover, by other

ancient writers including Seneca, Strabo, Theophrastus,
Aristotle and Scylax of Caryanda. Seneca, who died in

A.D. 65, speaks in his tragedy Medea of lands between
the east coast of Asia and the west coast of Europe
("nec sit terris ultima Thule") and says that "one day,

vast new lands will offer themselves to human view."
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Strabo (c. 60 b.c.-a.d. 20) writes of "other inhabited

lands" and says that "a huge continent will be discov-

ered one day".

We may surmise from all this that the ancients kne
of the existence of America, and remarkable confirma-
tion is afforded by the "Topkapu maps." These were
discovered in 1927 in the palace of that name at Istan-

bul; their author, Piri Reis, was a former pirate who
commanded the Ottoman fleet in 1550 but was put to

death for treason by Suleyman the Magnificent, having
taken a large bribe to raise the siege of Gibraltar. In the

mid-nineteenth century two atlases made by him were
discovered by one of his descendants, who was also

named Piri Reis and was an officer in the Turkish navy.

But the maps found in 1927 created excitement because
they showed not only the North and South American
coast but also the interior of these continents and of

Antarctica, where they gave the correct height of moun-
tain ranges that were unknown to science until 1952.
The only major error appeared to be that Greenland
was shown in the form of three islands; but during the

International Geophysical Year it was proved that this

correctly represented the state of affairs over 5,000
ears ago.

How could the original Piri Reis, who never sailed

beyond the Mediterranean, have drawn up maps of this

kind? Some suggest that he may have had access to

secret Egyptian libraries. According to glaciologists

who have studied the process of coast erosion, the maps
represent the earth's surface as it must have been
10,000 years ago, immediately after the last great con-

vulsion. As regards contours, the U.S. engineer Captain
Arlington H. Mallery declares that "the ancient geog-

raphers must have used aerial observation". Cartog-

raphers of the Hydrographic Department of the US
Navy have expressed a similar view, while the historian

George Ketman writes: "We are brought up against

scientific enigmas which suggest that, thousands of years

ago, highly developed civilizations flourished on our
earth or were in contact with it from outside."
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If Piri Reis, who spent much time in Egypt, did copy

his maps from a secret source there, it is natural to

suppose that navigators from the Arab countries may

have used them too. We have heard that Arab remains

in America are fairly numerous, but have not as yet

managed to obtain detailed information. Professor

Hornet, however, states that he discovered near Manaus

(the capital of the Brazilian state of Amazonas, over 600

miles from the Atlantic) a pot buried centuries ago with

an Arab inscription "not written by a European hand

—

the Europeans always being weaker in this art—but by

a skilful calligrapher. The word was sakad-bahar, which

in Arabic signifies 'river-sea' . . . The Portuguese name

for the Amazon is Rio Mar, or River-Sea, exactly the

same as the Arabic word I found on the Arawak pot-

tery which is supposed to be 4,000 years old."

Brazil, however, must have been visited in times past

by an even earlier Semitic people, namely the Canaan-

ites. In 1899 the archaeologist Ladislao Netto tried in

vain to interest the learned world in some old Phoeni-

cian inscriptions he had discovered on the Sugarloaf

Mount above Rio de Janeiro. These were deciphered to

read: "We are sons of the land of Canaan, unfortunate

and accursed. We have called to our gods in vain: they

have abandoned us, and we shall soon die in despair.

It is just ten years since the unhappy day on which we

reached these shores. It is terribly hot, the water is

stagnant and the air full of noxious insects. Our bodies

are covered with sores. Help us, O ye gods! Tyre, Sidon,

Baal."

The Brazilian scholar Bernardo da Silva Ramos

found over 2,800 graffiti of similar appearance in dif-

ferent parts of his country. Some are very ancient and

only a few of their characters resemble the Phoenician

ones, but others are certainly the work of these "lords

of the sea." They are dismissed as forgeries by orthodox

archaeologists, obhvious of the fact that many of the

inscriptions have been found in the heart of the jungle

or on mountain-tops that no one would scale for the

mere pleasure of playing a joke on scientists. Again, hi
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Pytheas there is no true night in Thule at mid-summer
and little daylight in winter, and that some believe the
Winter there lasts six months. Pomponius Mela similarly
declares that "at the summer solstice there is no night
there, for the sun can be seen clearly at any hour: not
only its beams, but the greater part of its face". Strabo,
again quoting Pytheas, says that in the region of Thule'
"there was no longer either land properly so called, or
sea, or air, but a kind of jelly-like substance . .

.' in
which the earth, the sea and all the elements are held in
suspension". Tacitus, again, states that "Thule can be
seen at a distance from the extreme north of Britain;
the seas around it are said to be very rough and hard
to navigate".

_
Many scholars have puzzled over Pytheas's descrip-

tion and have suggested that it may refer to thick fog,
masses of algae and jellyfish, or the melting of the ice-
cap. Others again think he may have been describing a
remnant of Atlantis in the form of a huge swamp which
remained above sea-level for centuries but was finally
engulfed. Ptolemy's map of the world (second century
a.d.) shows Thule as an island to the north-east of
Britain, but by the late Middle Ages it had disappeared
from the ken of geographers. Ultima Thule—our last
hope, perhaps, of gazing beyond the point where fero-
cious savages block the extension of our knowledge and
prevent us from journeying back through time, follow-
ing a trail more fascinating and less obscure than we
have been able to indicate in these pages.

_
But the past is not wholly lost. As Ivar Lissner puts

it: "History is imperishable. Unseen and unrecognized,
the past lives on in us in its quiet, imperceptible way.
Whether lying dormant in the unfathomable sea of the
millennia or buried beneath the ground and swathed
in a vast winding sheet of earth and stone, 'past' civili-
zations are still with us even though their tangible re-
mains he hidden and still undiscovered. All civilizations
that have ever been live on in us, and our lives are
rooted deep in the remote, mysterious and ancient
civilizations of the past. It is our task again and again to
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rediscover these civilizations, which have a strange way
of falling silent as though they no longer lived in us and
we in them. But once a civilization has existed on earth,

its effects are permanent. A memory, a new discovery,

a visit to an exhibition—any one of these may suddenly
alert us to their mute presence. And when this happens
we feel a strange desire to weep for something that is

so near to us, yet which cannot be recalled."
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